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Wehena Kaiao1 
 

I ‘ölelo ‘ia mai nei e nä küpuna, ka waihona o ka na‘auao o ka lähui o këia pae‘äina e 

lana mälie ihola nö ma ke kai o Kanaloa, a e like me ke po‘omana‘o o ke mele nona ho‘i ka 

inoa ‘o “‘Ekolu Mea Nui”, aia ‘ekolu mau mea nui ma këia honua o käkou e noho a e ola nei 

ho‘i, ‘o ka mana‘o‘i‘o, ‘o ka mana‘olana, a ‘o ke aloha, a e like me nä hua‘ölelo o ke mele, ‘o ke 

aloha ka i ‘oi a‘e (Elbert a me Mahoe 1992:39).  No laila, eia nö kou mea käkau ke pähola aku 

nei i ka welina o ko‘u aloha i mua ou, e ka makamaka heluhelu, mai ka puka ‘ana a ka lä i 

Kumukahi, i ka moku o Keawe, a ne‘e maila ma kona ala kïke‘eke‘e o ka lani lä ä i luna a‘e o 

nä hono o Pi‘ilani, i Läna‘i a Ka‘ululä‘au, i luna o Käneloa ma Kanaloa Moku, i Moloka‘i-nui-

a-Hina, ä hiki maila i O‘ahu-a-Lua nei, a kolo akula i kona pahu hopu i luna o Kaua‘i-o-

Manookalanipö a me Ni‘ihau-o-Kahelelani, a napo‘o ana nö i ka mole ‘olu ‘o Lehua.  Iä ‘oe 

auane‘i ko‘u aloha, e ka mea heluhelu. 

Eia nö au, kou mea käkau, ke nonoi aku nei me ka mihi, me ka ‘ihi‘ihi, a me ke aloha 

o ku‘u na‘au, i kou ho‘omanawanui mai i nä mana‘o a‘u e ho‘omoe aku nei i mua o kou mau 

maka.  ‘O nä pali häuliuli o nä Ko‘olau, nä pali kükilakila, kahi i hänau a i hänai ‘ia ai au.  ‘O 

ka Ua Pö‘aihale o Kahalu‘u ka ua o ko‘u ‘äina, kahi o ko mäkou wahi !öpü weuweu.  Ua ‘aina 

ka ‘ai o ku‘u ‘äina, ua kupa, ua kama‘äina.  Me he hänau hou ‘ana ia ko‘u e‘e mua ‘ana ma luna 

                                                
1 This opening to the dissertation is provided in Hawaiian without translation.  The message contextualizes who 

I am as the author and how I am qualified to do this research.  As a Kanaka Maoli writing at the University of 
Hawai‘i at Mänoa, I owe it to my Hawaiian community and readership to minimally greet them in Hawaiian by 
putting forth at least the opening thoughts in Hawaiian.  Moreover, it is my kuleana ‘right, responsibility’ as a 
Kanaka Maoli writing in my ancestral lands about my ancestral language to do so.   
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o nä kaha o Kaho‘olawe.  E like me nä hua‘ölelo a Kupuna Harry Mitchell i waiho ai, “I mua 

nä pua, lanakila Kaho‘olawe.” 

‘E‘ole ho ‘i ko‘u ‘ohana, waiho këia pepanui lae‘ula i mua ou.  Eia a‘e ko‘u mau mahalo, 

a ‘o ka mua, ‘o ia nö ho‘i ko‘u makuahine, ‘o Margo Baker, ka mea näna mäkou i hänai, a 

koikoi ai ia‘u e komo i ke kulanui o Hawai‘i ma Mänoa.  ‘A‘ohe lua e like aku ai me ku‘u 

köko‘olua o këia ola ‘ana, ‘o Tammy Haili‘öpua Baker a me nä keiki a mäua, ‘o 

Kaipulaumakaniolono läua ‘o Kaneikoliakawahineika‘iukapuomua; ‘o !‘oukou nä kükulu näna 

e ko‘oko‘o maila.  Helu ‘ekahi ä puni ke ao nä mäkua hünöai o‘u, ‘o Norman läua ‘o Imagene 

Gonsalves.  A ‘o nä lälä a pau o Kawaihuelani Center for Hawaiian Language, ma muli o läkou 

lä ua hiki ka ‘ike ia‘u ke waiho aku ma o këia mau mana‘o a‘u i kükulu a hö‘ili‘ili akula ma 

këia papahana lae‘ula.  Pëia pü me nä lälä o këia kömike lae‘ula, a ‘o ka mea ‘oi o ka hana ‘o ia 

nö ke po‘o o nei papahana, ‘o Dr. Yuko Otsuka, iä ‘oe ko‘u mahalo palena ‘ole i ka nui o kou 

ho‘omanawanui i ke a‘oa‘o ‘ana mai ia‘u.   

He loa ho‘i ka hele ä hiki i këia wä ‘o ka puka ‘ana o kahi pepanui lae‘ula a‘u.  ‘O ka 

papa ‘ölelo Hawai‘i ka‘u papa mua loa ma ke Kulanui o Hawai‘i ma Mänoa.  I ka hapalua like 

o ia kau mua, ulu a‘ela ka mana‘o i loko o‘u, e lilo au i kumu ‘ölelo Hawai‘i i kekahi lä.  Ua 

hala aku nei he 22 makahiki ma ia hope mai.  I ka makahiki 1996, puka akula au me ka‘u 

këkelë laepua, a ‘o ke komo akula nö ia i ka ‘oihana a‘o a me ka polokalamu kälai‘ölelo no 

ka‘u këkelë laeo‘o ma Mänoa nei.  Ä pau akula ia këkelë, ‘o ke komo nö ia i ka polokalamu 

kauka ma ke kälai‘ölelo i ia makahiki ho‘okahi nö.  Kala loa kä ho‘i.  He loa maika‘i nö na‘e.   
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He nui ko‘u mau pömaika‘i i ia mau makahiki i ka‘a hope aku nei i loa‘a maila ia‘u ma 

o këia ‘oihana ‘ölelo Hawai‘i; ‘o ka noho alo pü ‘ana nö me nä mänaleo aloha e koe ana a me 

ka ‘ike maka ‘ana i ka ulu ‘ana o ka papahana kaiapuni ‘elua mau la‘ana.  Ma o ia mau 

pömaika‘i, lilo këia ‘ölelo i mäkia no‘u, ‘ike ‘ia ke kanaka ma käna ‘ölelo.  ‘O ia ho‘i he kuhia ka 

‘ölelo i ka lähui kanaka.  A ‘o ia ihola ho‘i ke kumu a‘u i ho‘omau ai i këia luhi ‘ana i ka ‘ölelo, 

e like ho‘i me ke keiki, no ka mea, i mea e kü‘oko‘a ai käkou känaka, pono e kü‘oko‘a käkou 

ma ka ‘ölelo.   

No laila, ke lana wale a‘e nei ko‘u mana‘o ua lawa ka wali o ka‘u ‘ölelo a me ko‘u 

kükulu mana‘o ‘ana ma lalo aku i mea e mä‘ona ai ka ‘öpü, a i nä ai ho‘i ka lua o ka inaina.  A 

i ka ha‘alele ‘ana i këia wahi pepanui lae‘ula, e holomua ana ke kükäkükä ‘ana i ia mea ‘o ka 

‘ölelo Hawai‘i, ä hiki i ka hö‘ea hou ‘ana mai o kekahi kälailaina. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

This dissertation explores genitive class selection of genitive case subjects in 

nominalizations and relative clauses in Hawaiian.  The amount of research in the area of 

Hawaiian’s a- and o-class is far from sufficient.  Since Wilson (1976a), there has been 

minimal critical new inquiry to a- and o-class in Hawaiian.  Schütz et al. (2005) and Wong 

(2006) are the latest to mention a- and o-class in their respective works.  Genitives in 

Hawaiian are normally analyzed as possessives first, and every other use thereafter.  We 

illustrate here that the genitive class has two usages, possession and subject marking.  We 

approach genitive subjects by looking at genitive subject selection and then provide sample 

applications of the findings to possession.  To arrive at our findings we explore syntactic, 

semantic, pragmatic, and discourse factors in a- and o-class genitive subject selection.  Our 

first finding here illustrates that the a- and o-class genitive subject relationship is not 

dichotomous.  O-class is the unmarked category since it occurs in every subject category.  A-

class is the marked category.  Our second finding is that a-class is used only with agentive 

subjects and marks the subjects as essential and/or foreground information within a narrative 

context.  The findings ultimately illustrate that a-class selection is based on pragmatic and 

discourse needs as determined by the speaker, where a-class marking is used to express that 

some genitive subject’s action is important to the narrative and its progression. 
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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction: An overview of the k-form Hawaiian genitive case and a- and o-class 
 

1.0 Introduction 
Hawaiian, like many other Polynesian languages, is known to have two classes 

encoded by the possessive system, the a- and o-classes.  In Hawaiian, the so-called possessive 

forms are better analyzed as genitives, as they are used in functions other than possessive.  

This dissertation distinguishes genitive from possessive, where genitive refers to the form of 

the phrase and possessive, the function.  In Hawaiian, genitives are used to mark the 

possessor in a possessive construction as well as the thematic subject of certain constructions.  

The latter is referred to as “genitive subjects” although those who have written on Hawaiian 

to this point, myself included (see Baker 2006), have referred to them as possessives. 

Genitives in Hawaiian fall into two large classes, called k-possessive and n-possessive 

in the literature, each of which are further divided into two subclasses, a-class and o-class.  

This dissertation examines the use of a-class and o-class within the so-called k-possessive 

forms.   

The two genitive classes are called the a- and o-classes because of their phonological 

forms.  To distinguish the a- and o-classes of the genitive case, one can simply look at the first 

vowel of the genitive form.  For example, the first person singular genitive in Hawaiian has 

four forms, ka‘u and ko‘u (preposed forms) or a‘u and o‘u (post-posed form).  Ka‘u and a‘u 

belong to the a-class; ko‘u and o‘u belong to the o-class.   
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The a- and o-classes are generally thought to be dichotomous in nature in terms of 

whether or not the referent (e.g., the possessor in a possessive construction) controls the 

relationship between the possessor and the possessee. Thus, it has been argued that the a-

class marks possessors as the controller which “causes or instigates the relationship” (Wilson 

1976a:45), in contrast to o-class possessors, which lacks control in terms of the instigation of 

the possessor-possessee relationship.  The idea that the critical difference between the a-class 

and o-class is the possessor’s control over the relationship was first suggested by Albert 

Schütz (Wilson 1976b; see Schütz and Nawadra 1972 on the similar idea regarding Fijian, 

inspired by Buse’s original proposal (1960, 1963, 1965) and was adopted and further 

developed by Wilson 1976a, 1976b).   

For example, food is possessed with a-class because the possessor controls the 

acquisition of what s/he devours, while parents are possessed with o-class because the 

possessor (i.e., the child) does not control the initiation of the parent-child relationship.  

Moreover, the o-class possessor is also used when the possessor is in a locational relationship 

with the possessed, i.e., the possessor is located in/on/at/under the possessed. (See Wilson 

1976a and Elbert and Pukui 1979.) 

The distinction between the a- and o-classes is not a simple matter of dichotomy, 

however. As it will be shown throughout the dissertation, the genitive system is a fluid 

system wherein the choice of using the a- or o-classes is dependent upon meaning as well as 

the context in which it is used.  That is, speakers are allowed the freedom within the 
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grammar of Hawaiian genitives to encode certain meanings by their choice of genitive class.  

Understanding the distinct meaning of each genitive class is crucial to comprehending the 

relationships that the speaker or writer intends to convey about the possessor and the 

possessee in a given context. 

The a- and o-class distinction in the Hawaiian genitive system adds to the layers of 

meaning that reflect the sophistication of what might otherwise appear to be simple.  Simple 

words and phrases in Hawaiian have multiple layers of meaning, what is termed kaona in 

Hawaiian.  Moreover, the possessive system reflects a complex set of sophisticated social 

relationships that were recognized and respected within the Hawaiian society.  The selection 

of the a- or o-class in communicating possession reflects, amongst other meanings, the degree 

to which the speaker or writer is familiar with the possessed and his/her relationship to the 

given possessed entity.   

This dissertation is concerned with genitive marked subjects (henceforth, GS) of 

lexical items that denote events.  We will use two constructions in Hawaiian to analyze a- and 

o-class selection.  These constructions are the nominalization and relative clause 

constructions.  Both constructions use GS to represent the thematic subjects.  Through our 

analysis, three generalizations concerning the a- and o-class GS selection in these 

constructions emerge, which will be proposed as maxims in the following discussion.  These 

maxims capture properties and/or guidelines in selecting a- and o-class GS.   
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1.1. Framing this Dissertation 
This dissertation is intended to add to what Wilson (1976a, b) has already proposed 

and to fine tune some points that I believe will take the understanding of a- and o-class 

further, awaiting the next scholar to come along and add to the pool of understanding.  The 

methodological advancement that this dissertation makes is that we take the a- and o-class GS 

selection beyond the syntactic phrase to analyze how the GS class selection functions in 

narratives.  

There really is not much literature on the a- and o-class GS selection in Hawaiian.  

Since a majority of the previous analyses on this issue deals with the use of a- and o-classes in 

possessive constructions, we will begin by looking at the a- and o-class selection in possessive 

constructions.  Alexander (1891) wrote that:  

“O” implies a passive or intransitive relation, “a” an active and transitive one.  
“A” can only be used before a word denoting a living person or agent, and 
implies that the thing possessed is his to make or act upon, or is subject to his 
will, while “o” implies, that it is his merely to possess or use, to receive or be 
affected by. … Thus “ka hale a Keawe” means “the house which Keawe built,” 
but “ka hale o Keawe” means simply “the house which Keawe lives in." Again, 
ka wahine a Keawe means “the wife of Keawe,” while “ka wahine o Keawe” 
would mean Keawe’s maid-servant. “Ke keiki a Keawe” denotes Keawe’s own 

child, while “ke keiki o Keawe” would de-note his errand boy, &c. (1891:9-10)   
 

Alexander’s quote above begins with the statement that o-class “implies a passive … 

relation” (1891:10).  This claim is supported in all studies that came after Alexander’s work.  

For example, Wilson (1976a) claims that o-class marks possessors that are not in control of 

the possessive relationship.  In Chapter 6, the data will illustrate that all true patient GS, i.e., 
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GS that are non-controllers, e.g. GS of stative and passivized predicates, are o-class.  Hence, in 

Chapter 6 MAXIM 2 Patient GS Effect will be proposed; it claims that GS carrying the patient 

semantic role will be o-class.   

Alexander also wrote about the a- and o-class GS of relative clauses.  He wrote that if 

the head noun is in coreference with the object of the relative clause, then a-class is used, 

which is the same finding reported in Wilson (1976a), Hawkins (2000), and Cabral (2004).  

This fact is captured in this dissertation as MAXIM 1: Object Relative Clause Effect, in Chapter 

5.  Alexander also commented on the variation found in a- and o-class GS selection in oblique 

relative clauses, i.e., relative clauses whose head nouns corresponds to either the time, place, 

or reason/means element of the relative clause.   

When the relative refers to a noun denoting the time or place, “in which” or 
“at which” any thing is or is done, … In this case the preposition a is generally 
used before the noun denoting the agent, but sometimes ko especially when 
wahi follows.  The verb is always followed by the relative particle ai, or nei, 
which sometimes takes its place. (Alexander 1891:46) 
 

Wilson (1976a) adds to the general discussion of a- and o-class by illustrating that the 

a-class genitive indicates at times that the possessor controls the instigation of the 

relationship with the possessed.  However, Wilson gives conditions where it seems that 

control is not enough to trigger an a-class possessive.  Wilson claims that if a possessor holds 

a spatial relationship with the possessed, i.e., the possessor can get in, on, or under the 

possessed, then the o-class must be used.  I believe that Wilson needs to propose this special 

condition to explain these exceptions because he holds that a- and o-class have a 
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dichotomous relationship.  Elbert and Pukui (1979) echo what Wilson argues for in his 

master’s thesis.  However, Bauer (1997) and Harlow (2001) suggest that the a- and o-class 

distinction is not dichotomous in Mäori.  For example, Bauer claimed that: “O is clearly the 

normal or unmarked relationship, and A is equally clearly the ‘special’ relationship” 

(1997:391).  Contrary to what Wilson (1976a), Elbert and Pukui (1979), as well Alexander 

(1891) and others (e.g., including language instruction texts, e.g. Elbert 1970 and Hopkins 

1992) claim, this dissertation illustrates that the relationship between a- and o-class is not 

dichotomous.  The data used in this dissertation will show that the o-class is the unmarked 

class and the a-class is the marked class.  That is, the a- and o-class relationship is fluid in the 

sense that the use of o-class is rather flexible and often is not necessarily in opposition to the 

a-class. 

Furthermore, this dissertation illustrates that the a-class marking of GS is rooted in 

pragmatics and discourse grammar.  Specifically, we will find that a-class GS are used in 

narratives as an indicator of the foreground information.  That is, an author uses the a-class 

genitive as a linguistic tool to imply to the reader that the referent is essential and effective in 

progressing the narrative along temporal lines.   

1.2. Methodological Framework 
1.2.1. Ethnography 

An ethnographer is an individual who studies a people’s and/or community’s way of 

living, including, but not limited to, the various ways in which a community communicates 

in respective contexts.  Duranti explains that: 
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Rather than acquiring knowledge of the reality they want to study from oral or 
written reports, ethnographers live for an extended period of time with the 
people whose way of life they want to understand, … The observation of a 
particular community is not attained from a distant and safe point, but by 
being in the middle of things, that is, by participating in as many social events 
as possible.  (1997:89)1 
 

An ethnographer is familiarized with the ways of the people of study and must, thus, 

commit to his/her community of study.  Thus, individuals who belong to a community are 

ideal candidates for studying the ways of their own people.  Indigenous people who study the 

lifeways of their own communities are called indigenous ethnographers and would need to 

have an understanding of ethnography prior to embarking upon this journey.  Knowing the 

ethnography of a community allows the indigenous ethnographer the necessary tools to 

mediate between the protocols of ethnography (including theoretical positions thereof) and 

their own native culture (Duranti 1997:91-2).  Theoretically, an indigenous ethnographer is 

best able “to grasp the native’s point of view, his relation to life, to realize his vision of his 

world” (Malinowski 1922:25, quoted and commented on in Duranti 1997:93-4).  

Ethnography is also a two-way street where the members of the communities being 

studied should be asked what they think certain linguistic and cultural phenomena mean in 

the members’ metapragmatic terms, i.e., how the subjects explain phenomena in their own 

languages.  However, Silverstein (1981) explains clearly that ethnographers should be 

conscious of the limits of native awareness of what they are actually doing.  That is, folk-

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Boldface was present in the source text. 
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definitions are limited in three major factors: unavoidable referentiality, continuous 

segmentability, and relative presupposition.2   

Ethnography is normally taken from an outsider perspective where an ethnographer 

goes into a community, lives amongst the people being studied, and then writes up his/her 

ethnography of that community.  This is due to the history of the fields of scientific and 

social inquiry where Westerners would set out and study other people.  Westerners, however, 

have also functioned as their own native ethnographers.  Consider McCawley’s (1988) two 

volumes on syntactic phenomena of English.  McCawley spoke English and lived amongst 

native speakers of English.  McCawley drew upon his knowledge of English acquired through 

participant observation and ethnography, i.e., living and practicing amongst English speakers 

and then doing analysis of his community’s communicative practices, in order to gather and 

evaluate what he knows as potential combinations of words into phrases and sentences.  That 

is, he was only able to claim that the phrases and sentences in his study are grammatical or 

ungrammatical because of his ethnographical observations as a native speaker of English 

living in an English-speaking community.   

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Silverstein (1981) proposes language/speech-making to be a system of references.  Utterances are “intertextual” 
in that words and phrases will unavoidably refer to words/phrases/ideas/events, etc., of the surrounding context.  
These references give meaning in speech making and speakers/listeners are able to discern concepts such as, but 
not limited to, truth vs. falsity, formal vs. familiar, from these referential cues.  That is, speakers/listeners 
identify these referential cues to form meaning.  Continuous segmentability is the property of those pragmatic 
signals that can be identified as continuous stretches of actual speech, segmentable as overt meaningful units of 
the utterances in which they occur.  Relative presupposition is, for example, in using phrases such as, “let me 
address your concerns” implies that the addressee has concerns and I assume I know what they are and how to 
deal with them.   
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A strong position taken by scholars like Smith (1999) and Wong (2006) is that 

indigenous peoples must take the lead in analyzing themselves and the things they do.  I have 

drawn a similarity here to what McCawley has done in his syntactic analysis of English.  In 

sum of the above, people of their own communities can and should analyze themselves after 

being trained as to how to systematically analyze what they observe.  Acquiring analytical 

tools and theoretical perspective is essential for indigenous ethnographers, as it is for any 

ethnographer.  McCawley, indeed, systematically analyzed the syntactic patterns of English 

and went beyond the limits of awareness discussed in Silverstein (1981).  McCawley’s work 

was objective and he provided grammaticality judgments that are predicated upon his 

ethnographic findings as a participant in an English-speaking community. 

I consider being Native Hawaiian an advantage for me in conducting an analysis of 

Hawaiian grammar.  Native Hawaiian practitioners have imparted to me Native Hawaiian 

cultural practices.  For example, over the years I have had the privilege of learning the 

Hawaiian language and certain Hawaiian ceremonial practices.  The cultural practice of 

speaking Hawaiian and performing ceremony are rooted in traditional Hawaiian lore, which 

is a sort of code for the practitioner.  A key to being a Hawaiian practitioner is to be able to 

decipher and interpret cultural codes.  I have been fortunate over the past 20 years or so to 

have been trained by my kumu ‘resources, teachers’ and küpuna ‘elders’ in interpreting 

cultural codes.  The more traditional the code is, the more authenticity the code is assigned.  

For example, traditional mo‘olelo ‘story, history, folklore’ or ka‘ao ‘folktale, story’ written in 
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Hawaiian by a native speaking Hawaiian is assumed to be highly authentic.  Hence, out of 

interest and necessity I study my people’s mo‘olelo and ka‘ao.   

The code that I am using here to analyze the GS class selection is narrative context.  

As Hawaiians, we like to refer to folklore, because within our folklore are our code of 

conduct, e.g., details involved in certain practices, why certain celestial phenomena are 

associated with certain times of year, etc., etc., etc.  This is not to say that I have been trained 

by cultural practitioners in how to understand encoding foreground narrative information 

from a linguistic perspective, per se.  However, as a student of Hawaiian I was shown how 

agency can and does get linguistically encoded.  Even though I am currently an instructor of 

Hawaiian at the University of Hawai‘i at Mänoa, I consider myself a language learner (i.e., 

student) because I am always striving to better my skills in Hawaiian. 

There are advantages in studying the language of one’s own people.  For myself, I 

work with some of the most respected scholars of the Hawaiian language here at University of 

Hawai‘i Mänoa in Kawaihuelani Center for Hawaiian Language.  Perhaps a disadvantage that I 

have is that I did not grow up speaking Hawaiian.  I learned Hawaiian as a second language 

and have worked hard to acquire fluency.  My knowledge of Hawaiian, however, has 

improved through linguistic inquiry.   

1.2.2. Ethnopragmatics and Ethnosyntax 
Goddard (2006) brings to light both ethnography and pragmatics at their interface, 

highlighting how the interaction between the two truly co-creates, or co-constitutes, the 
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existence of each other.  Goddard states that ethnopragmatics deals with “speech practices in 

terms with which makes sense to the people concerned, i.e., in terms of indigenous values, 

beliefs and attitudes, social categories, emotions, and so on” (2006:2).   In Chapter 7, 

ethnopragmatics is utilized to help understand the use of a-class in marking foreground 

information.   

There are other current, innovative fields of linguistics emerging that are of relevance.  

For example, ethnosyntax is a field that deals with the interface between ethnography and 

syntax.  That is, ethnosyntax specifically deals with issues of why speakers use various forms 

in various speaking practices (see Enfield 2002).  All in all though, ethnopragmatics and 

ethnosyntax are fields of discourse study that provide theoretical frameworks for creating the 

metapragmatic analysis.  In Chapters 6 and 7, I will draw on my understanding of the 

Hawaiian language as well as my understanding of traditional cultural beliefs and practices to 

explicate subtle differences in semantic, pragmatic, and discourse meanings in the uses of a- 

and o-class GS. 

1.2.3. Hawaiian perspective in Hawaiian grammatical analysis 

This work makes a significant contribution to the field of linguistics because the 

author (C.M. Kaliko Baker) is a Native Hawaiian who speaks Hawaiian, analyzing Hawaiian 

as a means of communication for his own people.  Native and/or indigenous peoples need to 

know that they have the authority to analyze themselves and make their own claims about 

what their own truths are.  I hope that this work, similar to the works of Smith (1999), Wong 
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(2006), McGregor (2007), etc., will inspire, at the very least, other Native and/or indigenous 

peoples to acquire the necessary tools to do ethnographic and/or linguistic analysis of their 

own languages.3   

Let me be perfectly clear here.  I do believe it imperative that any individual doing 

linguistic analysis be trained properly in the current and historical trends of the fields 

relevant to linguistic inquiry.  I would not have the insight into the linguistic analysis done in 

this dissertation if it were not for the diverse training that I was provided by the faculty at the 

University of Hawai‘i at Mänoa.  As linguistics finds its roots in anthropology, let us consider 

what George Marcus (2008:7) informs us about the state of anthropology in the following 

quote, “Anthropologists confront the “other” (now “counterpart”) in the expectation of 

collaboration.”  Marcus, founder of the Center for Ethnography at UC Irvine, explains how in 

doing ethnography in this era the (linguistic) anthropologist views the members of the 

community that s/he is studying as partners, or as he states, “counterparts,” working toward a 

greater goal, an ethnography of the community of study.  Ethnographers then must be 

conscious of both perspectives — the ethnographic perspective and the native perspective.  

That is, an ethnographer must have an outsider and insider perspective at the same time.  As 

a Native Hawaiian trained in ethnography, I feel that this allows me to be the ethnographer 

who is akin to my counterparts. 

The knowledge that I have acquired by virtue of being a Native Hawaiian deeply 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 See Ngugi wa Thiong‘o (1986, 1993) for his work on neo-colonialisms and their effects on Native peoples. 
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involved in the practice of speaking Hawaiian as a viable means of everyday communication 

with my family and friends bestows unto me the insight and drive to do meaningful 

grammatical analysis — meaningful first to my people, and then to my professional Western 

discipline, linguistics.  

1.3. The Selected Texts 

The data used in this dissertation come from traditional Hawaiian language novel 

length texts that were originally published in Hawaiian medium newspapers.  The texts used 

here were originally published between 1863 and 1924.  I limited the domain from which the 

data were collected, i.e., written texts from that era, because those resources are from an era 

when Hawaiian was the dominant means of communication here in Hawai‘i.4  

I gathered data from two traditional mo‘olelo about Kamapua‘a. - He Mo‘olelo no 

Kamapua‘a (Kahiolo 1998) and He Moolelo Kaao no Kamapuaa (Mea Unuhi Moolelo 1891).  

The former was originally published in 1863 in the Hawaiian medium newspaper Ka Hae 

Hawaii and later republished with modern orthography, i.e., diacritical markings, e.g., glottal 

stops and macrons, in 1998.  The latter was originally published in the Hawaiian medium 

newspaper Ka Leo o ka Lahui in 1891.  The author’s name of the latter is likely a pen name 

because his name translates as ‘story translator’.  Both of the mo‘olelo are about the life of 

Kamapua‘a, a traditional character of Hawaiian history who was deified.5  The third source of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 For a glimpse of the political picture of Hawai‘i during the time of the Hawaiian monarchy, see the work of 
Osorio (2002), Silva (2004), Sai (2008), and others. 
5 As a god, Kamapua‘a was primarily worshiped by farmers and those who worked the land. Like those who 
worshiped Kamapua‘a, he too was a farmer.  Kamapua‘a as traditional Hawaiian hero represents a fearless, well 
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data is Stephen Desha’s novel-length work He Mo‘olelo Ka‘ao no Kekühaupi‘o, which was 

originally published in the Hawaiian medium newspaper Ka Hoku O Hawaii from December 

16, 1920 through December 11, 1924 and was also republished in 1996 with modern 

diacritical markings.  The two Kamapua‘a texts were used in their entirety and a selected 

portion was used from Desha’s Kekühaupi‘o text.  I selected the first 101 pages of Desha’s 

text, because the total length of the text is over 700 pages.  The republished Kahiolo text 

about Kamapua‘a is 72 pages in length and as for the Kamapua‘a text published in 1891, after 

being retyped, is 152 pages long.   

I chose written narratives for a couple of reasons.  First, my dissertation is concerned 

with GS class selection in narratives.  My assumption is that GS classes as morphosyntactic 

categories will not be governed by different rules in oral versus written discourse.  Hence, I 

would think that minimally the findings that connect the a- and o-class GS selection to 

discourse foreground/background information presented toward the end of this dissertation 

will be applicable to other genres of Hawaiian discourse. 

The narratives chosen contextualize the data as authentic data.  Gumperz explains 

contextualization as both: 

… verbal and nonverbal signs to relate what is said at any given time and in 
any one place to knowledge acquired through past experience, in order to 
retrieve the presuppositions they must rely on to maintain conversational 
involvement and assess what is intended. (1992:230) 
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
grounded, man who was never afraid to defend his position of what was pono ‘righteous’, and he was the best at 
whatever he did.  True to the lore of Hawaiian heroes, Kamapua‘a had faults, as do all kanaka ‘people’.   
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In order for an author to write something for a mass audience, such as that of a 

newspaper, and expect them to understand what s/he has written and its embedded nuances, 

s/he must first consider the norms of the language so that s/he can utilize these norms.  

Various grammatical patterns and/or ways of communicating are available to his/her 

audience.  An embedded nuance is similar to a contextualization cue, which is “a particular 

type of indexical, which in combination with other cues and structural features of the 

utterance leads to a particular interpretation of the utterance in the given context” (Foley 

1997:283).  Gumperz also mentions that contextualization conventions are “automatically 

applied without conscious awareness” (1992:240).6  The code that we are looking at here is 

the Hawaiian a- and o-class GS selection system, which illustrates that, as mentioned above in 

§1.1, the a-class is used to mark discourse foreground information.   

Second, in writing, an author only has one opportunity to convey what he wants to 

express, unlike oral discourse where the participants can co-construct the discourse.  Thus, 

the reader is dependent on the expertise of the author.  That is, if, as hypothesized above, a-

class specifies the referent of the genitive as being an actor essential to the discourse content, 

i.e., as foreground information, then this would be done more explicitly and regularly in 

order to maintain the reader’s attention and understanding.  This line of reasoning leads 

Wong (2006) to conclude that his data that were also gathered from Hawaiian medium 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 I interpret this use of convention to include code choice (Gumperz 1992:231), i.e., morphosyntactic options, 
and automatically applied without conscious awareness to mean that speakers do not need to necessarily think 
about these conventions, they can simply produce them without great cognitive effort. 
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novels, such as the ones mentioned above that were published in the Hawaiian medium 

newspapers, were indeed sufficient to analyze how agents are indexed through grammar. 

Finally, another justification similar to one given by Wong (2006) for using Hawaiian 

novels written by native Hawaiian speakers for native Hawaiian speakers is that they 

represent different authors’ linguistic performance in different historical contexts.  The two 

versions of the Kamapua‘a novels that I have chosen were written in two different time 

periods by two different authors from two different generations of writers.  As I mentioned 

above, one Kamapua‘a version was published in 1863 and the other in 1891.  The mo‘olelo 

ka‘ao of Kekühaupi‘o was written nearly 30 years after the second Kamapua‘a publication.  

The narratives from which the data were gathered span over 60 years of Hawaiian medium 

literary history.   

1.4. Deriving the Data from the Texts 

The three traditional Hawaiian texts were formatted into searchable documents using 

the computer software program TextWrangler (version 3.5.3).  I then extracted the relevant 

data tokens by doing word searches.  The word search that I performed for the 

nominalization corpus consisted of the word ana (which is now written as ‘ana), the 

nominalization marker in Hawaiian.  I then selected all the instances of ana that were part of 

nominalizations which included a GS.  This search rendered 865 tokens.  The word searches 

that I performed for the relative clause corpus consisted of the various verbal markers 

allowed in relative clauses that contain a GS, namely, non-subject relative clauses.  The verbal 
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markers are e … ai, e … ana, e … nei, e … la, and i … ai.  I then extracted all the tokens that 

contained relative clauses and GS.  These searches rendered 257 total tokens.  

The data (or relevant tokens) were then entered into an Excel spreadsheet and were 

organized according to various syntactic and semantic factors:  for example, the genitive class 

(a vs. o), argument type  (e.g. A, S, or O),7 semantic role (e.g. agent, experiencer, or patient), 

position in relation to the head noun (e.g. preposed or postposed), noun type (e.g. pronoun 

or not), and in connection to relative clauses, the relativized element within the relative 

clause (e.g. object or oblique). 

1.5. Representing the data 

When looking at the data provided in this dissertation, the reader will notice that 

there are two more additional lines than normally found in standard linguistic analysis.  The 

examples provided herein are first shown as they were found in the text from which they 

were extracted (see the first line in (1.1) below).  Below the initial line of the data is the 

reference to the source from which the data was obtained.  Then, if the original source did 

not indicate glottal stops or long vowels, which are represented in the modern orthography 

by an inverted apostrophe and a macron, respectively, those diacritical markings were added 

in the third line.  The fourth line of the data contains the morpheme-by-morpheme gloss to 

better understand the Hawaiian structure.  The fifth line contains the free translation of the 

data.   

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 S, A, and O refer to the sole argument of a monadic verb, the (more) agent-like argument of a dyadic verb, and 
the more patient-like argument of a dyadic verb, respectively  (Dixon 1994).  
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1.1. Ke hene iki ala ka aka a Kamaunuaniho 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo Iune 24, 1891) 

Ke  hene  iki  ala  ka  aka  a  Kamaunuaniho 
Imp chuckle small non-cntrl the laugh ø-Gen-a Kamaunuaniho 

‘Kamaunuaniho’s laugh chuckles a bit.’ 
 

1.6. Navigating the Dissertation 
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are provided to preface the discussions in Chapters 5, 6, and 7.  

Chapter 2 contains an overview of the Hawaiian genitive system; Chapter 3 contains an 

overview of nominalization in Hawaiian; and Chapter 4 contains an overview of relative 

clause constructions.  In these chapters we will discuss relevant formal properties of 

genitives, nominalizations, and relative clauses, respectively, that are analyzed in Chapters 5, 

6, and 7.   

Chapters 5, 6, and 7 are the analytical chapters.  Chapter 5 examines syntactic factors 

in the a- and o-class GS selection.  The data illustrate in Chapter 5 that all GS categories have 

o-class tokens, thus illustrating that o-class is the unmarked category.  Another general fact 

that emerges from the data is that A arguments, i.e., grammatical subjects of transitive 

clauses, are the arguments that have the highest rates and amounts of a-class tokens.  The one 

maxim that emerges is MAXIM 1: Object Relative Clause Effect.   

In Chapter 6 we analyze semantic factors involved in a- and o-class GS selection.  The 

findings are that GS carrying a true patient semantic role are o-class in all tokens.  As a result 

MAXIM 2: Patient GS Effect is proposed to capture the generalization that GS that are non-

controllers (as illustrated by Alexander 1891 and Wilson 1976a) are o-class.  Another finding 
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that emerges out of the semantic analysis of the data is the GS Class Selection Continuum.  

The GS Class Selection Continuum illustrates that the more agentive a GS is, the more viable 

candidate it is for a-class selection.   

The analyses in Chapters 5 and 6 leave some tokens in the data unaccounted for.  

Hence, we examine pragmatic and discourse factors in a- and o-class selection in Chapter 7.  

The analysis in chapter 7 illustrates that a-class GS are found in foreground information.  

Thus, MAXIM 3: A-class GS Effect is proposed, which captures the generalization that a-class 

GS are used in narratives to implicate narrative foreground information.   
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Chapter 2 
 

Overview of the a- and o-class genitive system in Hawaiian 

2.0. Introduction 
The following is an overview of the Hawaiian genitive system.  For the most part, 

genitives in Hawaiian are often called possessives (Wilson 1976a, 1976b, Elbert and Pukui 

1979, Hawkins 1982, 2000).  However, as Bauer (1997:390) writes about Mäori, a Polynesian 

language closely related to Hawaiian, what is often termed as a possessive in Mäori is not a 

possessive at all.  Hence, Bauer uses the term genitive.  The same is true for Hawaiian.  Hence, 

we will use the term genitive to refer to the form and possessive, to refer to a function. 

Hawaiian is known to have two basic genitive classes, commonly referred to as the a- 

and o-classes (Andrews 1854, Alexander 1891, Wilson 1976, Elbert and Pukui 1979, and 

others).  A genitive form in which the first vowel is a is called an a-class genitive and one in 

which the first vowel is o is called an o-class genitive.  Wilson (1976a) illustrates in his 

discussion of Hawaiian possessive constructions that control on behalf of the possessor in 

initiating a possessive relationship is what generally determines a-class genitive selection, and 

that o-class is used in locational possession and when the possessor is a non-controller and/or 

sufferer in the possessive relationship. 

In this Chapter, an overview of the Hawaiian genitive system will be provided to 

contextualize the subsequent discussions in the following chapters.  This overview will 
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consist of an outline of the syntax and morphology of genitives (§2.1) and semantic 

distinctions encoded by a- and o-class (§2.2).   

2.1. The Syntax of the Hawaiian genitive system 
Syntactically, genitives are expressed in two ways in Hawaiian: (a) as a prenominal 

modifier, which is marked by a genitive determiner kä or ko or (b) as a postnominal 

prepositional phrase introduced by a preposition a or o.  Traditionally, the former is called a 

full genitive or k-form and the latter a ø-genitive or a k-less possessive (Elbert and Pukui 

1979, Hopkins 1992). Below, the former is referred to as “preposed genitives” or “full 

genitives (Gen)” and the latter as “postposed genitives” or “ø-genitive (ø-Gen)”.1   

2.1.1. Genitive determiners kä and ko 
Table 2.1 contains a list of first, second and third person genitive pronouns in the 

preposed form.  The preposed form occurs before the noun it modifies (e.g., the possessed 

NP).  Schütz et al. refer to preposed genitives as “K-form possessives” (2005:171).  The 

genitive pronouns consist of two parts: the genitive determiner kä or ko and a personal 

pronoun: e.g., kä mäua ‘gen 1dl excl’.  The singular forms that are individual words are 

arguably portmanteau forms, in which two morphemes are fused into a single word: e.g., 

Gen-a + 1sg —> ka‘u ‘1sg=Gen-a’.  The third person singular forms of kä ia and ko ia are 

alternative forms of käna and kona respectively that normally occur with either the postposed 

centrality-marker nei or the non-specific postposed centrality-marker ala.   

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Andrews (1854) refers to the genitive case forms in Hawaiian as Aui iki and Aui pili, which correspond to what 
we call here the preposed and postposed forms, respectively.     
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TABLE 2.1: Preposed genitive pronouns 

Type of nominal A-class O-class 

1 singular  ka‘u ko‘u 

1 dual exclusive kä mäua ko mäua 

1 dual inclusive kä käua ko käua 

1 plural exclusive kä mäkou ko m!kou 

1 plural inclusive kä käkou ko mäkou 

2 singular käu kou 

2 dual kä ‘olua ko ‘olua 

2 plural kä ‘oukou ko ‘oukou 

3 singular 
käna 
kä ia 

kona 
ko ia 

3 dual kä läua ko läua 

3 plural kä läkou ko läkou 

 
Within a noun phrase, a genitive pronoun occurs in place of a determiner, e.g., ke or 

ka.  Consider (2.1) below.  The leftmost word in (2.1) is ke ‘the’ (see Pukui and Elbert 1986 

and Elbert and Pukui 1979:154 for their discussions of ke and ka).   

2.1. ke one hanau 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iulai 17, 1891) 
ke one hänau 
the sand birth 

‘the birth sands’ 
 

Now consider (2.2) below.  In the same position as the ke ‘the’ above is the preposed 

genitive kona ‘3sg Gen, o-class’.  If the ke were present with kona, e.g. *ke kona one hänau or 

*kona ke one hänau, neither construction would be grammatical.   
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2.2. kona one hanau 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iune 22, 1891) 
kona   one  hänau 
3sg=Gen-o sand birth 

‘his birth sands’ 
 

When a noun phrase contains an additional prenominal modifier, such as the plural 

marker mau, the genitive pronoun occurs before it, just like a regular determiner.  Consider 

(2.3) and (2.4) below.  The head noun in (2.3) is pühaka ‘loin’.  To the left of pühaka is mau, 

a plural marker for nouns.  Preceding mau pühaka is the preposed genitive phrase ko läua ‘3dl 

Gen-o’ or ‘their, dual, o-class’.  .   

2.3. ko laua mau puhaka 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iune 22, 1891) 
ko  läua  mau  pühaka 
Gen-o 3dl pl loin 

‘their loins’ 
 

Table 2.2 illustrates the preposed genitive forms of common nouns, personal names, 

and place names, which also consist of two parts: a genitive determiner kä or ko and a noun 

phrase. 
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TABLE 2.2: Preposed genitive case common noun, personal name, and place name 

Type of nominal A-class O-class 

Common noun 
kä     ke  kumu 
Gen.a Det teacher 

the teacher’s 

ko     ke  kumu 
Gen.o Det teacher 

the teacher’s 

Personal name 
kä     Kaliko 
Gen.a Kaliko 

‘Kaliko’s’ 

ko     Kaliko 
Gen.o Kaliko 

‘Kaliko’s’ 

Place name 

kä     Hawai‘i 
Gen.a Hawai‘i 
‘Hawaiian’s (e.g. those 
who live in Hawai‘i)’ 

ko     Hawai‘i 
Gen.o Hawai‘i 
‘Hawai‘i’s, Hawaiian’s’ 

 
That the genitive determiner modifies a noun phrase rather than a bare noun is 

illustrated in the genitive forms of common nouns.  Note that a common noun NP is 

generally preceded by a determiner (e.g., ke or ka).  The genitive form of a common noun 

contains two determiners: a genitive determiner kä or ko precedes the regular determiner, 

resulting in forms such as kä ke N.  Similarly, with a proper name, what follows the genitive 

determiner can have an additional modifier.  In (2.4), the proper name Hawai‘i is modified by 

nei, which forms part of the preposed genitive phrase. 

2.4. ko Hawaii nei keiki 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iune 22, 1891) 
ko  Hawai‘i  nei  keiki 
Gen-o Hawai‘i  near child 

‘Hawai‘i’s children’ 
 

It should also be noted that the noun modified by the genitive phrase is not preceded 

by a regular determiner. (2.5) is provided below to illustrate that the determiner ke does not 
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co-occur with preposed genitive phrases, e.g. ko Hawai‘i nei.  Thus, superficially, the genitive 

phrase replaces a regular determiner.  

The data provided in (2.6) illustrates that NPs in Hawaiian are coordinated with the 

phrase a me.   

2.5. ka ai a me ka ia 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iulai 29, 1891) 
ka ‘ai a me ka i‘a 
the food and with the fish 

‘the food and the fish’ 
 

(2.6) shows that prenominal genitive phrases can also be  coordinated by a me.   

2.6. ko ke alii a me ko na kanaka ike ana 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iulai 29, 1891) 
ko  ke  ali‘i  a  me  ko  nä  känaka  ‘ike  ‘ana 
Gen-o the chief and  with Gen-o the+pl person  see ‘ANA 

‘the chief's and the people's seeing’ 
 

2.1.2.  Genitive prepositions a and o 
Andrews (1854) claims that the preposed, or Aui iki, and postposed, or Aui pili, forms 

are two forms of the Hawaiian genitive case.2  Elbert and Pukui (1979), Wilson (1976a), and 

others all classify the genitive case markers a and o as prepositions.  Table 2.3 contains a list 

of postposed genitive pronouns, which consist of one of the two postposed genitive markers, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Andrews’ grammar terms are from a time when he was surrounded by Native Hawaiians whose primary 
language was Hawaiian.  We must assume that Andrews negotiated these metalinguistic terms with his native-
Hawaiian-speaking associates of the time.  However, in the early 1990’s while I (CMK Baker) was a Hawaiian 
language student at the University of Hawai‘i at Mänoa, I noticed a move to new metalinguistic terminology, 
namely the Pepeke system.  Currently, masters of arts theses and doctoral dissertations written in and/or about 
Hawaiian generally employ the Pekeke system as standard and accepted, e.g., Cabral (2004), Wong (2006), etc.  
For a while, the Pepeke system was all that I knew.  For comments on the Pepeke system, see Nesmith (2012).  
However, there was, and remains, a need to expand the traditional metalinguistic terminology found in Andrews 
(1854) and elsewhere, e.g., Pukui and Elbert (1986), to be current with modern linguistic theories and 
approaches to the study of human languages.  
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i.e., a or o, followed by a pronoun.  The singular pronoun forms that are single lexical items 

are also portmanteau forms similar to those presented in Table 2.1 above.  The third person 

singular forms of a ia and o ia are alternative forms of äna and ona respectively that normally 

occur with either the postposed centrality-marker nei or the non-specific postposed 

centrality-marker ala. 

TABLE 2.3:  Postposed genitive pronouns 

Type of nominal A-class O-class 

1 singular pronoun a‘u o‘u 

1 dual exclusive a mäua o mäua 

1 dual inclusive a käua o käua 

1 plural pronoun 
exclusive 

a mäkou o mäkou 

1 plural inclusive a käkou o käkou 

2 singular pronoun äu ou 

2 dual a ‘olua o ‘olua 

2 plural a ‘oukou o ‘oukou 

3 singular pronoun 
äna 
a ia 

ona 
a ia 

3 dual a läua o läua 

3 plural a läkou o läkou 

 
Table 2.4 below illustrates postposed genitive case common nouns, personal names, 

and place names.   
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TABLE 2.4: Postposed genitive case common noun, personal name, and place name 

Type of nominal A-class O-class 

Common noun 
a         ke  kumu 
ø-Gen.a Det  teacher 

‘of the teacher’ 

o         ke kumu 
ø-Gen.o Det  teacher 

‘of the teacher’ 

Personal name 
a         Kaliko 
ø-Gen.a  Kaliko 
‘of Kaliko’ 

o         Kaliko 
ø-Gen.o  Kaliko 
‘of Kaliko’ 

Place name 
a         Hawai‘i 
ø-Gen.a  Hawai‘i 
‘of Hawaiian, of Hawai‘i’ 

o         Hawai‘i 
ø-Gen.o  Hawai‘i 
‘of Hawaiians, of Hawai‘i’ 

 
2.2. An overview of the semantic differences between a- and o-class in Hawaiian 
2.2.1. A look at Wilson’s a- and o-class distinctions 

This dissertation is primarily concerned with genitive case subjects, i.e., genitive case 

phrases that are used to represent A arguments of dyadic predicates and S arguments of 

monadic predicates, that are represented in the genitive case.3  It has been argued for by 

Wilson (1976a) and assumed in the literature (Elbert and Pukui 1979, Hawkins 1982, 

Hawkins 2000, Schütz et al. 2005) that the genitive case is rooted in the Hawaiian possessive 

system.  Hence, we will first examine what has been claimed about how genitives are used as 

possessives to see how that system informs and/or is synergetic with the use of genitive 

subjects (GS.)  

To this point Wilson’s master’s thesis completed in 1976 is by far the most 

comprehensive study on the Hawaiian possessive system, as well as broader uses of the 

genitive system.  The approach to the Hawaiian genitive system taken in this dissertation is 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 A and S arguments are the predicate complements often referred to as subjects of Hawaiian sentences.  An A 
argument refers to the complement of a dyadic clause that holds the semantic role of either agent or experiencer, 
and an S argument is the lone complement of a monadic clause (Dixon 1994).  
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inspired by Wilson’s findings and takes the argument further by discussing in more detail the 

syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, and discourse factors that determine the choice of a- or o-class 

genitives. 

According to Wilson, the a- and o-class relationship is a dichotomous relationship 

(1976a:44).  Wilson (1976a) argues that the selection of a- and o-class is not lexically 

conditioned, i.e., it is not determined by some inherent semantic property of the possessed 

noun.  Rather, he argues that the choice of a- and o-class reflects the relationship between the 

possessed nouns and possessors and that this relationship is fluid.  Wilson writes that an a-

class possessor is a “controller” that “causes or instigates the relationship (usually possessive, 

but the relationship between an agent and a verb is also one of control)” (1976a:45).  Schütz 

et al. connect the notion of “control” in possession to “alienable” (2005:168).   

As for o-class, Wilson claims that o-class is used for non-controllers and/or sufferers, 

where sufferer means “the one that experiences the results of physical or mental action” 

(Wilson 1976a:45).  O-class is also used for location, which refers to “a spatial use of an 

object” (ibid.).  That is, Wilson argued that if a possessor can get in, on, behind, on the side 

of, or under some object denoted by the noun, then the possessor will be expressed as an o-

class genitive (1976a:85).  Wilson’s location argument supersedes his control argument.  He 

illustrated that the possessor is realized as an o-class genitive when it is not a controller as 

defined above, i.e., when the possessed noun refers to time, parents, states of being, body 
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parts,4 etc..  In discussing genitives as subjects of nominalizations, Wilson (1976a:114) claims 

that a-class is used for agentive subjects and that o-class genitives optionally replace a-class 

ones in contexts where an a-class genitive would be expected.  Wilson seems to extend this 

claim to GS of relative clauses as well (p. 116).  Wilson (1976b) provides further evidence to 

support his claim that a-class is for controllers and o-class is for non-controllers. 

2.2.2. A- and o-class through another lens 

While Wilson’s characterization of a-class possessors as having control in the 

initiation of some possessive relationship generally holds true, his definition of o-class 

possessors as the “sufferer” or “affected” is not entirely accurate.  This inaccuracy becomes 

especially clear when we consider the distribution of a- and o-class genitives in relative 

clauses and nominalizations.  As a first approximation, o-class is used in all syntactic or 

semantic contexts, while the use of a-class is restricted.  Chung (1973) observed this 

pervasiveness of o-class in nominalization (noting that Hawaiian is similar to Sämoan in this 

respect).  In many cases, an o-class genitive does not represent the sufferer, but clearly 

represents the actor of some sort.   

As will be shown in Chapters 5–7, the accurate definition of o-class genitives is that 

they are unmarked with respect to control and/or effectiveness, and a-class is the marked 

form.  A-class marks, i.e., specifies, the referent of the genitive as being agentive within the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Body parts are inalienable and, thus, o-class because living things are born with physical and mental traits, e.g. 
physical size, strength, cognitive capabilities, etc., and it is these factors that govern the genitive class of the 
possessor. 
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scenario.5  The characterization of o-class as non-specific can explain the distribution of o-

class genitives in possessive constructions, too.  O-class is used in the possessor-possessed 

relationship in which the possessor is not specified as having “control” over the relationship, 

not when the possessor is understood as a sufferer or non-controller.6 

For example, lexemes like hale ‘house’ are canonically possessed with an o-class 

genitive, e.g. kona hale ‘his/her house’.  Wilson’s theory accounts for this most efficiently 

through the locational property of hale.  That is, a hale is something that people and things 

live in, go by, are located in or at, etc.  Wilson’s location account for hale is not what we 

would argue for here, however.  We claim that hale, as a place where one lives, finds shelter, 

etc., is possessed with an o-class genitive because dwellers of homes in possessive scenarios 

are non-controllers, or non-agents, and, therefore, do not qualify to be marked with a-class.   

This alternative approach is supported by the fact that there are cases where hale are 

possessed with a-class genitives.  Recall the example provided in Chapter 1 from Alexander, 

i.e., “ka hale a Keawe” which was translated by Alexander to mean “the house which Keawe 

built” (1891:10).  Another example would be käna hale ‘his/her house’ that can only mean 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Here scenario refers to the cognitive models, i.e., concepts, thoughts, images, etc., that are evoked by a 
speaker’s use of some linguistic expression and/or utterance.  In her discussion of reflexives and transitivity, 
Wierzbicka (1996) uses the term scenario in a similar way as used here to refer to described events and/or 
scenes. 
6 See Battistella (1990) for explication and exemplification of markedness in language. Markedness is used in 
languages to separate normal from odd, simple from complex, wrong from right.  Markedness is often associated 
with polarity, where one thing is understood as being in polar opposition to another, for example hot and cold, 
fire and ice, strong and weak, black and white.  However, markedness also is hierarchical in nature.  For 
example, consider hot and cold.  Where does hot end and cold begin?  What are the polar opposite points of hot 
and cold exactly?  The answers are rooted in subjectivity, not universals.  
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that the possessor holds an agentive role in the possessive scenario, i.e., the builder, modifier, 

refurbisher, etc., or perhaps the one who traveled to that house.  This does not mean that the 

referent of the genitive does not live in that same house, because perhaps s/he does.  What is 

most salient about käna hale is that the hale is the object, which the referent of the genitive 

case phrase acts on.  Thus, the choice of the genitive class is contextually based.  That is, only 

when one acts upon or goes to a hale is that hale then qualified to be possessed with an a-

class genitive.  

Since speaker intent is involved in the decision process of choosing a-class over the 

unmarked o-class, genitive class selection is an issue of both semantics and pragmatics.  

Wilson (1976a) referred to speaker intent, as well.  That is, a speaker chooses to say (i.e., 

performs an illocutionary act) käna hale 'his/her (a-class) house' to mean that the speaker 

perceived the possessor as in control, or agentive in initiating the relationship.    

Mo‘opuna ‘grandchild’ in Hawaiian are canonically possessed with a-class genitives 

to illustrate that the possessor, i.e., a kupuna ‘grandparent’, is encoded as agentive in the 

possessive scenario.  In a Hawaiian worldview, this means that rearing, enculturation, caring 

for, etc., are culturally expected properties of kupuna, and this cultural notion is specified in 

the kupuna–mo‘opuna possessive scenario by a-class marking.  The position taken here, as 

stated above, is not in opposition per se to that of Wilson’s.  However, the claim here, in 

contrast to Wilson (1976a, 1976b), is that a-class encodes agency, not just the initiation of 

the relationship. . 
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A mo‘opuna possesses his/her kupuna with an o-class genitive, e.g. kona kupuna 

‘his/her grandparent’.  The o-class genitive used in mo‘opuna–kupuna possession scenarios 

does not encode that mo‘opuna provide for (i.e., rear) and/or enculturate kupuna in Hawaiian 

culture, as the a-class genitive does when a kupuna possesses a mo‘opuna. 

2.3. Conclusion 
In this Chapter we have discussed the syntactic, functional, and semantics properties 

of a- and o-class genitives in Hawaiian.  Syntactically there are two positions in which 

genitives are found: as a preposed genitive and as a prepositional phrase.  Semantically, 

control in initiation of possessive relationships is what traditionally defined a-class genitive 

selection, while the lack of control is what defined o-class selection (Wilson 1976a, 1976b).  

The distribution of a- and o-class genitives is not as straightforward as Wilson proposes (a = 

control, o = non-controller, sufferer, or spatial), however.  Rather, we have begun to show 

that the distribution of o-class genitives suggests that o-class is unmarked, in the sense that it 

does not have any semantic specification (positive or negative).  As for a-class genitives, 

Wilson’s control theory seems to work as a first approximation.  It will be shown in the later 

chapters, however, that the distribution of a-class genitives is not solely governed by this 

semantic factor. 
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Chapter 3 
 

Nominalization in Hawaiian 
 
3.0 Hawaiian nominalization structure 

This chapter explores the syntactic properties of nominalization in Hawaiian.  The 

purposes of outlining these properties are to discuss the general syntax of nominalization and 

to clarify the reason for referring to the preposed genitive case phrase or postposed genitive 

prepositional phrase (PP) of a nominalization as a genitive subject (GS).  Chapter 2 explained 

how the genitive case in Hawaiian is used in two ways, to mark possessors in possessive 

constructions and to mark subjects of certain constructions.  This chapter will illustrate how 

GS are used to represent A and S arguments within nominalizations.   

3.1 Indicators of syntactic nominal contexts in Hawaiian 
According to Radford (1997:518), “Nominalization is a process by which some other 

type of expression is converted into a nominal (i.e., a noun expression).”  As reported in 

Elbert and Pukui (1979:3), Adelbert von Chamisso was the first to notice that lexemes are 

used as verbs or nouns without any morphological change in Hawaiian.  Verbs and nouns are 

defined, thus, by their syntactic environments, e.g., surrounding tense/aspect markers or 

determiners.  For example, claiming that hele ‘go’ is only a verb is wrong in Hawaiian because 

hele as a lexeme is used as a verb, e.g., e hele ana ‘will go’; or a noun, e.g., käu hele ‘your move 

(e.g., in games)’. Because of this flexibility or lack of lexical category, it is difficult to 

determine whether a lexeme denoting an action or state (typically a semantic property of 

verbs) occurring in a nominal context is an example of nominalization: unlike pairs like 
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discuss – discussion in English, there is no morphological evidence to suggest that hele in 

käu hele ‘your move (e.g., in games)’ is derived from the verb hele ‘to go’. .      

There is, however, another construction in which a lexeme denoting action/state 

occurs in a nominal context, and which contains a special morpheme ‘ana.  ‘Ana is used after 

a lexical item and its modifier(s) to indicate that the noun phrase (NP) refers to an event, e.g., 

kona hele ‘ana ‘his/her going’, as opposed to a simple nominal use that refer to an action/state, 

e.g.,  käu hele ‘your move’ above.  According to Elbert and Pukui (1979:80), “the combination 

of verb + ‘ana usually represents an ongoing process, frequently translated into English by the 

present participle.”   Because only the ‘ana construction shows clear evidence of 

nominalization, the present study considers only the NPs with ‘ana in the analysis of 

nominalization. 

To distinguish verbal versus nominal usage in Hawaiian, consider (3.1) and (3.2) 

below.  In (3.1) the word a‘o ‘teach, learn’ is used in a syntactically verbal context: a‘o is 

preceded by the perfective/inceptive marker ua and followed immediately by the directional 

mai ‘hither’.  The verb phrase ua a‘o mai occurs sentence-initially.  These are all factors in 

determining a syntactic verbal construction in Hawaiian.  The subject of the verb phrase is ‘o 

ia, where the nominative marker ‘o precedes the third person singular pronoun ia.  As 
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Hawaiian is a VSO language, the subject follows the verb phrase.  The two accusative phrases 

of this ditransitive construction are marked by the preposition i.1   

3.1. ua a‘o mai ‘o ia ia‘u i kekahi mau ‘ai o këia ‘oihana ha‘iha‘i kanaka. 
(Desha 1996: 33) 
ua  a‘o  mai  ‘o  ia  i-a‘u  i  kekahi  mau ‘ai  
PERF teach  hither Nom  3sg Acc-me Acc another  pl stroke 
 

o  k!ia  ‘oihana  ha‘iha‘i  kanaka, 
of this discipline  break   people 

‘He taught me some other strokes of this people-breaking martial art.’ 
 

In (3.2) below, a‘o is used in a syntactically nominal context.  A‘o occurs within the 

subject phrase of the larger sentence and is preceded by the first person singular o-class 

genitive ko‘u.  Given that a‘o is preceded by a genitive determiner, we can conclude that a‘o is 

being used nominally here.  Moreover, the nominalizing particle ‘ana following a‘o encodes 

that ko‘u a‘o ‘ana refers to an event.   

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 The preposition i in Hawaiian is an issue that needs to be addressed.  In the literature about Hawaiian, i is 
analyzed as marking many different types of phrases and these phrase types generally correlate to English 
translations.  Elbert and Pukui (1979) claim that i is used as 1) a direct or indirect object marker, 2) an agentive, 
source, instrumental, or causative case marker, or 3) a locative case marker.  It is my hypothesis that i marks the 
second most prominent complement of a predicate.  The most prominent predicate compliment is unmarked in 
the grammatical subject position.  For example, i marks O arguments of dyadic clauses, destination arguments 
of monadic clauses denoting motion, etc.  More analysis is needed here. 
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3.2. ua pau a‘e nei ko‘u a‘o ‘ana iä ‘oe i nä ‘ai like ‘ole o këia ‘oihana hakakä o ko käkou 
mau küpuna. 
(Desha 1996:10) 
ua  pau a‘e nei  ko‘u   a‘o  ‘ana iä  ‘oe   
PERF  finished up  near  1sg=Gen-o teach  ‘ANA  Dat you (sg.)  
 

i  nä  ‘ai  like  ‘ole  o   këia  ‘oihana  hakakä  
Acc the (pl) stroke  like  neg  ø-Gen-o  this  discipline fight 
 

o   ko   käkou   mau  küpuna 
ø-Gen-o  Gen-o 1pl=incl  pl elders 

‘My teaching you the various strokes of this martial art of our ancestors is finished.’  
 

All lexical items in Hawaiian can be used either in a syntactically nominal context or a 

syntactically verbal context.   No morphological derivation is needed to achieve syntactically 

verbal or nominal uses of lexical items.  This fact is illustrated above in (3.1) and (3.2) where 

the lexeme a‘o ‘teach’ was used in (3.1) in a syntactically verbal context and in (3.2) in a 

syntactically nominal context. 

Data like those found in (3.1) and (3.2) further illustrate that the notion of lexical 

category is problematic in Hawaiian. 2   In connecting back to Radford’s definition of 

nominalization provided above (1997:518), nominalization in Hawaiian is not a linguistic 

“process” because Hawaiian lexical items are neither verbs nor nouns; nominalization in 

Hawaiian is a structure in which lexical items occur. 

Evidence that the nominalizing morpheme ‘ana is a freestanding morpheme is 

illustrated in (3.3) and (3.4) below.  Modifiers of head nouns of nominalizations occur 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 If the lexical categories of verb and noun are not relevant to Hawaiian, then it must too be the case that 
subcategories of verbal types are also not relevant.  That is, transitivity in Hawaiian is a pragmatic, semantic and 
syntactic issue, not a lexical issue.   
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between the head noun and ‘ana.   For example, the modifier pü ‘together’ in (3.3) below and 

the modifier loa ‘very’ in (3.4) occur between the respective head nouns, ho‘onanea ‘enjoy’ and 

make ‘die’, and the nominalizing particle ‘ana.   Thus, ‘ana is not an affix that is part of the 

head noun, as modifiers intervene between the head nouns and ‘ana.  

3.3. ko kakou hoonanea pu ana me ka kakou Kamapuaa 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Kepakemapa, 28, 1991) 
ko  käkou  ho‘onanea  pü  ‘ana  me  kä käkou Kamapua‘a 
Gen-o 1pl=incl enjoy  together ‘ANA with Gen-a 1pl=incl Kamapua‘a 

‘our enjoying together with our Kamapua‘a’ 
 
3.4. kona make loa ana 

(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Kepakemapa, 9, 1991) 
kona  make loa  ‘ana 
3sg=Gen-o die very ‘ANA 

‘his final death’ 

3.2 Pronoun and non-pronoun GS position: a generalization 

The data provided in (3.5) and (3.6) illustrate a preposed GS and a postposed one, 

respectively.  As we see in (3.5), the GS kona ‘his, o-class’ occurs before the lexeme 

ho‘oma‘am‘a ‘practice’ and the nominalizing marker ‘ana occurs after the nominal predicate 

ho‘oma‘ama‘a.3  Henceforth, a GS that occurs before a head noun and/or is in the k-form as 

seen in (3.5) below is referred to as a preposed GS. 

3.5. kona ho‘oma‘ama‘a mau ‘ana iä ia iho 
(Desha 1996: 2) 
kona   ho‘oma‘ama‘a mau ‘ana  iä  ia  iho 
3sg=Gen.o practice  always ‘ANA Acc 3sg self 

‘his constant preparing (of) himself’ 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 The reason that the term predicate is used here is because predicates combine with subjects, and since the 
phrase genitive subject is used, I wanted to be consistent with the notion of predicates combining with subjects, 
which render grammatical utterances.   
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The data provided in (3.6) begins with the determiner ka ‘the’, which precedes the 

nominalization lohe ‘ana ‘hearing’.  After the nominalization is the GS, e.g., o Kekühaupi‘o ‘of 

Kekühaupi‘o’.  Henceforth, a postposed GS refers to a GS that occurs after the head noun 

and/or is in the ø-genitive form (i.e., without the initial k- of the genitive) as seen in (3.6) 

below (Elbert and Pukui 1979:142-3). 

 
3.6. ka lohe ‘ana o Kekühaupi‘o i këia mau ‘ölelo a‘o 

(Desha 1996: 30) 
ka lohe  ‘ana  o Kekühaupi‘o  i  këia mau  ‘ölelo a‘o  
the  hear ‘ANA ø-Gen.o Kekühaupi‘o Acc this  pl word teach/learn 
 

a  käna   kumu 
Gen.a 3sg=Gen.a teacher 

‘the hearing of Kekühaupi‘o these words of advice of his teacher’  
 
We will now use data gathered for the nominalization corpus to examine the 

distribution of preposed versus postposed GSs.  Chart 3.1 illustrates that of the 865 total 

nominalization examples in the corpus, 37% (320 of 865), contained a preposed GS, and 63% 

(545 of 865) contained a postposed GS. 
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Notice that the preposed GS in (3.5) is a pronoun and the postposed GS in (3.6) is not.  

We will now contrast pronominal versus non-pronominal GSs in connection to the word 

order within Hawaiian nominalization structure.   First, Chart 3.2 below summarizes the 

distribution of pronominal versus non-pronominal GSs in the nominalization examples 

found in the corpus.   The term pronominal GS is used henceforth to refer to pronouns in the 

genitive case used as a subject (either A or S argument) of either nominalizations or relative 

clauses.   Non-pronominal GS refers to all other genitive case nouns that are used as subjects of 

either nominalizations or relative clauses.   Chart 3.2 shows that of the total 865 tokens of 

nominalizations in the corpus, 38% (333 of 865) contained a pronominal GS and 62% (532 of 

865) contained a non-pronominal GS.  

320 

545 

865 

Chart 3.1: Preposed and Postposed distributions of GS in 
Nominalizations 

Preposed GS 

Postposed GS 

Total GS in Nominalizations 
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Chart 3.3 below summarizes the distribution of GSs of nominalized predicates in 

terms of their position, i.e., preposed vs. postposed to the nominal predicate, and the type of 

the GS, i.e., pronominal vs. non-pronominal.  Interestingly, we find a split in the data: 

pronominal GS are preposed to the nominal predicate at a rate of 90%, and non-pronominal 

GSs are postposed to the nominal predicate at the rate of 96%.  Hence, a pattern emerges here, 

where pronominal GSs are generally preposed and non-pronominal GSs are generally 

postposed.  Thus, the distribution of preposed vs. postposed GSs shown in Chart 3.1 does not 

necessarily indicate the preference of postposed GSs in nominalization, but simply reflects 

the distribution of the pronominal vs. non-pronominal GSs in the corpus. 

333 

532 

865 

Chart 3.2: Distribution of GS in nominalizations 

Pronominal GS 

Non-pronominal GS 

Total GS in Nominalizations 
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3.3 Sentential nominalization in Hawaiian 

In general, there are two kinds of nominalization: lexical or sentential.  Lexical 

nominalization is a process in which a noun is derived from a verb often time exhibiting 

some sort of morphological change, and is used in a syntactically nominal context, e.g., 

Kaliko’s discussion of the events.  The evidence for lexical nominalization is that the derived 

noun cannot take a direct object.  In English, for example, the object of a derived noun must 

be a prepositional phrase, as shown above.  Sentential nominalizations as opposed to lexical 

nominalization, are generally defined as those in which the O-argument is allowed to occur as 

a direct object.  In English, for example, it can occur unmarked as in a verbal construction, 

e.g., John’s discussing the topic in comparison to John’s discussing/discussion of the topic 

(McCawley 1988:394)  

Non-pronominal GS Pronominal GS 

GS postposed to nominal predicate 510 35 

GS preposed to nominal predicate 22 298 

22 

298 
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35 
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Chart 3.3: Pronominal and non-pronominal GS distribution 

between preposed and postposed positions  
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Hawaiian appears to allow for only sentential nominalizations.  As discussed above, 

there is no evidence to support whether lexical nominalization exists in Hawaiian.  As for the 

nominalization involving ‘ana, it appears to allow for only sentential nominalization, in that 

the O argument of a dyadic nominal head is marked with the direct object marker i, or its 

alternate form iä.4   

3.3.1 Dyadic nominalizations: Transitive constructions 

(3.2) above is an example of a sentential nominalization.  The A argument is realized 

as a GS, e.g., ko‘u ‘my’, and both the indirect and direct objects are marked with the 

prepositions iä and i, respectively, as they would be in a corresponding verbal construction. 

(3.7), (3.8), and (3.9) contain (a) and (b) examples.  The (a) examples are verbal 

constructions.  The (b) examples illustrate the nominalization constructions using the same 

lexical item.   For example, (3.7a) and (3.7b) contain the lexeme ‘ai ‘eat’.   In (3.7a), the 

lexeme ‘ai is used as a dyadic verbal predicate.  The evidence that the ‘ai in (3.7a) is used as a 

verbal predicate, as illustrated above, e.g., (3.1), is that the lexeme is marked with ua and the 

subject, i.e., the A argument, is in the nominative form.   The nominative form in Hawaiian is 

normally the least morphologically marked form.   The nominative subject in (3.7a) is the 

centrality-marking demonstrative pronoun këia.  The O argument of (3.7a), e.g., ka i‘a maoli 

‘the real fish’, is marked by i.   Moreover, (3.7a) is considered a complete sentence.    

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 The distributions of the prepositions i and iä are as follows: iä occurs before pronouns and personal names and 
i elsewhere.  The preposition i has many usages in Hawaiian.  Iä is also used to mark place names, if and only if, 
the place name is the direct object of a dyadic clause. 
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In (3.7b), the lexeme ‘ai is used in a nominal context.   The subject of the 

nominalization is in the genitive case, e.g., kona, i.e., the third person singular pronoun, or 

‘his/hers’.   Thus, the subject is a GS.   The GS is in contrast to the nominative subject found in 

(3.7a).  The O arguments of both (3.7a) and (3.7b) are marked with the preposition i.   This 

suggests that (3.7b) is an example of sentential nominalization.  Moreover, (3.7c), which is 

similar to (3.7b), illustrates that the use of a second genitive to link the O argument këlä 

maka to the dyadic predicate ‘ai is ungrammatical.  This fact is also evidence that ‘ana 

nominalization, at least as far as written texts are concerned, is not an instance of lexical 

nominalization.    (3.8) and (3.9) are given as further illustrations of similar facts discussed in 

connection to (3.7). 

3.7. a. ua ai aku la no keia i ka ia maoli 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iulai 17, 1891) 
ua  ‘ai  akula   nö  këia  i  ka  i‘a  maoli 
Prf eat dir=ø-Cntr indeed this Acc the fish real 

‘He (focalized character) indeed then ate the real fish.’ 
 
b. kona ‘ai ‘ana i këlä maka o ka niuhi  

(Desha 1996:26) 
kona   ‘ai  ‘ana  i  këlä  maka  o  ka  niuhi 
3sg=Gen-o eat ‘ANA Acc that eye ø-Gen-o the man-eating-shark 

‘his eating that eye of the man-eating shark 
 
c. kona  ‘ai ‘ana *o  këlä maka o ka niuhi 

3sg=Gen-o  eat ‘ANA  ø-Gen-o that eye ø-Gen-o the man-eating-shark 
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3.8. a. ua haawi mai la lakou i ka mahalo kiekie loa ia ia nei  
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iulai 17, 1891) 
ua  hä‘awi maila  läkou  i  ka mahalo ki‘eki‘e  loa  
Prf give hither 3pl Acc the=sg thanks  high   very  
  

iä  ia  nei 
Acc 3sg Cntr 

‘they gave their highest thanks to him (focalized)’ 

b.  kona haawi ana aku i kona aloha hope 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iulai 22, 1891) 
kona   hä‘awi ‘ana aku i kona   aloha  hope 
3sg=Gen-o give ‘ANA thither Acc 3sg=Gen-o salutation final 

‘his giving his final salutation’ 
 

3.9. a.  ua ‘ike nö au iä ‘oe 
(Kahiolo 1996:30) 
ua  ‘ike  nö  au  iä  ‘oe 
Prf know indeed 1sg Acc 2sg 

‘I indeed know you’ 

b. i ko lakou ike ana mai hoi i keia kanaka ui malihini 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Kepakemapa 3, 1891) 
i  ko  läkou  ‘ike  ‘ana  mai  ho‘i   

Loc Gen-o 3pl see ‘ANA hither indeed  
 

i  këia  kanaka u‘i  malihini 
Acc this person beautiful stranger 

‘when they saw this unfamiliar beautiful person’ 
 
(3.10) and (3.11) are provided to illustrate the use of postposed GS in sentential 

dyadic nominalizations.   

3.10. ka lohe ana o laua i keia leo oli 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iulai 28, 1891) 
ka  lohe  ‘ana  o  läua  i  këia  leo  oli 
the=sg listen ‘ANA ø-Gen-o 2dl Acc this voice chant 

‘their hearing this chanting voice’ 
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3.11. ka pepehi ana o ke kane a kekahi i ke kane a kahi 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Kepakemapa 25, 1891) 
ka pepehi ‘ana  o ke käne a kekahi i ke käne a  kahi 
the=sg beat ‘ANA ø-Gen-o the man ø-Gen-a one Acc the=sg man ø-Gen-a another 

‘one’s husband’s beating the husband of another’ 
 

3.3.1.1 Sentential complements within nominalizations 
Hawaiian dyadic predicate nominalizations allow for embedded sentential 

complements as illustrated in (3.12) and (3.13).  The dyadic predicate in (3.12) is ‘ike ‘see, 

know’.  The GS is ona, which is freely translated as ‘she’.  The O argument is not an NP; it is a 

sentence, e.g., ua moe a‘ela läua ‘they laid (together)’.  The same can be said about (3.13).  

The dyadic predicate ho‘omaopopo ‘know, understand’ has two complements, the GS o Koai‘a 

and the sentential complement ua pau kona ‘ike mäkaukau i ke a‘o ‘ana i käna haumäna ‘all that 

he was prepared to teach his student was taught’.   

3.12. I ka ‘ike ‘ana ona ua moe a‘ela läua 
(Kahiolo 1996:1) 
I  ka  ‘ike  ‘ana  ona   ua  moe  a‘ela   läua 
Loc the=sg know ‘ANA 3sg=ø-Gen-o Prf lay up=ø-Cntr 3dl 
‘When she knew that they laid together’ 

 
3.13. I ka ho‘omaopopo ‘ana o Koai‘a ua pau kona ‘ike mäkaukau i ke a‘o ‘ana i käna haumäna 

(Desha 1996:10) 
i ka  ho‘omaopopo ‘ana  o  Koai‘a  
Loc the=sg know  ‘ANA ø-Gen-o Koai‘a  

ua  pau kona  ‘ike  mäkaukau 
Prf all/done 3sg=Gen-o knowledge  ready 

i  ke  a‘o  ‘ana i käna  haumäna 
Acc the=sg teach ‘ANA Acc 3sg=Gen-a student 

‘When Koai‘a realized that all that he was prepared to teach his student was taught’ 
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3.3.2 Monadic nominalizations: Intransitive and stative heads 
As mentioned earlier, the notion of lexical category does not fit Hawaiian.  That is, 

there is no evidence that actual lexical items conform to the traditional lexical categories such 

as verb or noun.  Thus, categorizing lexical items as either transitive or intransitive verbs is 

also problematic.  However, previous and current scholars of Hawaiian often refer to the 

following two lexical classes, intransitive verbs and stative verbs (e.g., Elbert and Pukui 

(1979), Wilson (1976a) Hawkins (1982), and Pukui and Elbert (1986), and more recently, 

Cabral (2003) and Wong (2006)).  In the literature on Hawaiian grammar, an intransitive 

verb is defined as a lexeme that denotes an action and takes one argument, the S argument.    

Hele is an intransitive verb in Hawaiian according to Pukui and Elbert (1986:64). As 

illustrated in (3.14) and (3.15) below, it takes a single argument and denotes an action. Other 

examples of intransitive verbs include holo ‘run, sail’, ho‘i ‘return’, ka‘a ‘roll, as a rock down a 

hill’, uë ‘cry’, etc.5     

3.14. i kou hele ana 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Augate 26,1991) 
i  kou   hele  ‘ana 
Loc 2sg=Gen-o go ‘ANA 

‘upon your going’ or ‘when you went’ 

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 The dyadic, or two argument forms of ho‘i and ka‘a are ho‘iho‘i ‘return something’ and ho‘oka‘a ‘roll something’.   
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3.15. I këia hele ‘ana o Kamapua‘a a Kahiki 
(Kahiolo 1996:34) 
I  këia  hele  ‘ana  o  Kamapua‘a  a6  Kahiki 
Loc this go ‘ANA ø-Gen-o Kamapua‘a unto Kahiki 

‘upon this going of Kamapua‘a all the way to Kahiki’ or 
‘when Kamapua‘a went all the way to Kahiki’ 

Stative verbs are lexemes that also take one argument, the S argument, but they do not 

denote events of action.  Rather stative verbs denote states of being, for example, consider 

(3.16) and (3.17) below.  Both examples contain the monadic lexical predicate make ‘dead, 

die’.   

3.16. i kona make "ana ho"i 
(Kahiolo 1996:34) 

i  kona  make "ana ho"i 
Loc 3sg=Gen-o dead ‘ANA indeed 

‘upon his dying’ or ‘when he died’ 

3.17. no ka make "ana o ke ali"i 
(Kahiolo 1996:34) 

no  ka  make "ana o ke ali"i 
for the dead ‘ANA ø-Gen-o the chief 

‘for the dying of the chief’ or ‘because of the chief’s death’ 
 

Monadic nominalizations, like monadic verbal predicates, allow subordinate infinitival 

clauses.   Infinitival clauses in Hawaiian are exclusively marked by e, the same marker used to 

mark verbal clauses as imperfect and/or irrealis.   Infinitival clauses do not have an overt 

subject, but contain gaps instead, e.g., (3.18) and (3.19) below.   (3.19) is given again in 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 This a in (3.15) should be written with a macron, or kahakö, because it is generally phonetically longer than 
the conjunction a ‘and’ and functions differently.  This ä is used here as a preposition meaning ‘unto’.  It is also 
used as a verb marker, e.g. ä hele mai ‘oe ‘when (or as soon as) you come’, i loa nö ‘oe ä hele mai ‘as soon as you 
came’, etc.   
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(3.20) where it is syntactically parsed to illustrate this analysis, with further discussion to 

follow. 

3.18. ke kumu o koÿu holo ana mai nei e hoike aku ia oe 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iulai 16,1991) 
ke  kumu o koÿu  holo ‘ana mai nei   
the reason ø-Gen-o 1sg=Gen-o run ‘ANA hither Cntr  

 
e  hö‘ike aku iä ‘oe 
Imp show thither Acc 2sg 

‘the reason of my running hear (hither) to show you’ 
Lit. ‘my reason (for) running here to show you’ 

3.19. I ka mäkaukau ‘ana o Kekühaupi‘o e ‘ailolo  
(Desha 1996:10)  
I  ka  mäkaukau  ‘ana  o  Kekühaupi‘o e ‘ailolo  
Loc the ready  ‘ANA ø-Gen-o Kekühaupi‘o Imp graduate 

‘When Kekühaupi‘o was ready to graduate’ 

3.20. PP[P[I] NP[NP[ka  mäkaukau  ‘ana PP[P[o]  NP[Kekühaupi‘oi]]] RC[e V[‘ailolo] ___i]]] 
      Loc           the  ready  ‘ANA      ø-Gen-o  Kekühaupi‘oi  Imp   graduate  ____i 

‘When Kekühaupi‘o was ready to graduate’ 
Lit. ‘at Kekuhaupi’o’s (being) ready to graduate’ 

Depending on theoretical assumptions, the data in (3.19) can be accounted for 

differently.  The theoretical assumption taken here is that infinitival clauses in Hawaiian 

contain a gap that refers to the preceding nominal.  For example, following the monadic 

lexical predicate ‘ailolo ‘graduate’ in (3.20) there is an underscore.  The underscore represents 

a gap.  This gap corresponds with the syntactically nearest NP to the left, i.e., 

[Kekühaupi‘o]NP.   
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3.4 Summary 
This chapter illustrated key differences between the verbal construction and the 

nominalization construction in Hawaiian.  Nominalization in Hawaiian, for the purposes of 

this study, is defined as any NP which contains ‘ana, a freestanding morpheme used to 

indicate that the lexeme occurring in a syntactically nominal context refers to an event.   

We also illustrated above that Hawaiian allows for only sentential nominalization.  As 

illustrated with both verbal and nominalization constructions, O arguments are marked with 

i, e.g., (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9).  We also saw that dyadic nominalizations may contain a 

sentential complement (e.g., (3.12) and (3.13)), including an infinitival one (e.g., (3.18) and 

(3.19))  
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Chapter 4 
 

Relativization in Hawaiian 
 
4.0 Hawaiian Relative Clause Structure 

In this chapter we will explore the syntactic properties of relative clauses in Hawaiian.  

The primary focus of this chapter in connection with the larger goals of this dissertation is to 

analyze subjects of relative clauses represented in the genitive case.  We will see that genitive 

case subjects (GS) are constituents of relative clauses and not a possessive modifier of the 

head noun.  The following discussion provides a foundation for the analysis of the two 

primary classes of the Hawaiian genitive case, i.e., a- and o-class.1   

4.1  Subject relative clauses 
Subject relative clauses are, as Alexander (1891:45) claimed, relative clauses of noun 

phrases (NP) in which the head noun corresponds to the subject (i.e., the A or S arguments 

in Dixon’s terms (1994)) of the relative clause predicate.  That is, the subject is what is 

relativized in the relative clause predicate.  Consider (4.1) below.   The NP he keiki pua‘a ‘a pig 

child’ consists of the determiner he ‘a’, the noun keiki ‘child’ and the modifier pua‘a ‘pig’.  The 

modifier is to the right of, or postposed to, the head noun (e.g., keiki).2 

4.1. he keiki pua‘a 
(Kahiolo 1996:5) 
he  keiki  pua‘a 
a  child pig 

!a pig child’ 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Hawaiian also has another ‘special’ genitive class that is used to show close affiliation between the genitive 
referent and the noun.  The forms are ku‘u ‘my (special)’ and kö ‘your (special)’.  These are not used in Hawaiian 
as GS in relative clause construction.  Hence, there is no need to include them herein. 
2 Carter (1996) illustrates that he, as well as other Hawaiian lexemes function as copula. 
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Example (4.2) below contains the same NP as (4.1) and a relative clause.  The relative 

clause consists of the following structure [e moe ana __].  The underscore represents a gap 

that is coreferential with the head noun keiki (see Baker 2006 for a discussion of the gap 

strategy in Hawaiian relative clause constructions).  Hawaiian generally only allows the gap 

strategy for subject relative clauses, i.e., relative clauses whose head noun corresponds to the 

grammatical subject of the relative clause.  Examples like (4.2) were not tallied in the corpus 

because these types of examples do not contain GS, the focus of this study.3   

4.2. he keiki pua‘a e moe ana 
(Kahiolo 1996:5) 
he  keiki  pua‘a  VP[e moe  ana] 
a child pig     Imp lay IMP 

!a pig child who was lying down 

4.2 Non-subject relative clauses  

When the head noun does not correspond to the subject of the relative clause, i.e., 

when the head noun corresponds to one of the following; the direct object, indirect object, 

location, or some other oblique phrase, the pronoun strategy is used instead of the gap 

strategy.  The pronoun used in non-subject relative clauses is ai, which Elbert and Pukui 

(1979) refer to as an anaphor.  Anaphor is understood as a synonym of pronoun here.  Elbert 

and Pukui (1979:97–98) illustrate how ai is only used when something other than the subject 

is relativized.   

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 Hawkins (1982, 2000) and Cabral (2004) assume that relative clauses like those discussed here and below are 
created by combining two or more sentences.  That theory is not supported here.  The position here is that 
syntax is predominantly linear, built from beginning to end, and not by deducing two or more other 
constructions.  Hawkins’ and Cabral’s works are aimed at pedagogy and this study is aimed at linguistic analysis. 
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The pronoun ai occurs in the same position as the post-verbal mood markers, or what 

Elbert and Pukui (1979) called ø-demonstratives, e.g., ana ‘imperfect’, nei ‘perfect, near’, and 

ala ‘perfect, not near’.4  These markers are added to the postverbal position for discourse 

saliency purposes. Hawkins (2000) adds that there is a context in which ai does not occur in 

non-subject relative clauses, namely, when a post-verbal mood marker is used.  That is, ai 

cannot co-occur with post-verbal mood markers in a relative clause.  It appears as that ai is 

replaced by postverbal mood markers.  For example, if nei were to replace ai in the following 

VP e hele ai ‘will go, is going, was going’, the interpretation of the tense/aspect would be 

progressive, e.g., ‘is/was going’.  More generally, nei foregrounds events in discourse context. 

When nei is used to modify a noun, it denotes that the referent is a place, thing,  or event 

nearby, e.g., Hawai‘i nei ‘here in Hawai‘i’.5 

4.2.1 Nominative case subjects of relative clauses 

There are two grammatical cases to represent subjects within a non-subject relative 

clause, the nominative case and the genitive case.  The nominative case would seem to be the 

most natural case to represent subjects in Hawaiian relative clauses because nominative 

subjects are also the subject form used in sentential matrix clauses.  (4.3) contains the 

nominative subject ‘o Kamapua‘a.  Nominative subjects occur to the right of the verbal 

complex (i.e., preverbal marker + verb + postverbal particles) within the relative clause, just 

as nominative subjects do in matrix clauses.  Hawkins (2000) and Cabral (2004) illustrate 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 The phrase ø-demonstrative refers to demonstratives that occur postposed to predicates and head nouns.   
5 I believe that a better way to understand nei versus ala is that nei is specifies that its predicate or head noun is 
central to the discourse and that ala is non-specific. 
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that subjects occurring to the right of the verbal complex are in the nominative case by 

showing that if a subject like ‘o Kamapua‘a was replaced by the first-person singular pronoun, 

the form would be au, the nominative form.  In the relative clause corpus, over 80% of all the 

relative clause subjects that were postposed to the verb were S arguments of stative or 

passivized predicates. 

4.3. i kumu e hiki ‘ole ai ‘o Kamapua‘a 
(Kahiolo 1996:74) 

PP[P[i] NP[NP[  ___ kumu] RC[V[e v[hiki]  Neg[‘ole] An[ai]] NP=Nom[‘o  Kamapua‘a]]] 

      Loc    ___ reason         Imp arrive          Neg        AI               Nom       Kamapua‘a 

‘as a reason so that Kamapua‘a would not arrive’ 

The head noun found in (4.3) is also indefinite.  The underscore (___) in (4.3) 

represents the place where some definite determiner would have occurred, if the NP were 

definite.  The lack of a determiner is one strategy to mark indefiniteness in Hawaiian.  If the 

head noun of a non-subject relative clause is indefinite, the only way that I have found thus 

far to represent the subject within a non-subject relative clause is as a nominative subject.  

Hence, for the time being the genitive subject strategy discussed below is not an option in 

examples similar to (4.3).  

The syntactic structure of non-subject relative clauses that contain nominative case 

subjects postposed to the verbal complex is similar to matrix clause structure.  That is, 

Hawaiian is a head initial language where all arguments follow the head.  The data in (4.3) is 

parsed out to illustrate the grammatical structure.   
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4.2.2 Genitive subjects of relative clauses 

The genitive subject (GS) strategy is not only found in Hawaiian, but also in Mäori 

(Bauer 1997, Harlow 2001).  An analysis for Mäori relative clause subjects represented in the 

genitive case is that those “possessives” are attributes of the head nouns.  However, similar a- 

and o-class variation as discussed here with respect to Hawaiian is also found in Mäori (see 

both Bauer 1997 and Harlow 2001 for examples and discussions, which parallels what is 

discussed here).  How this strategy came to be in Hawaiian and Mäori (or in other Polynesian 

languages), however interesting, is not relevant here.  This study aims at analyzing the 

Hawaiian data as produced by native speakers of Hawaiian for a native speaking audience.   

The genitive subject strategy is a strategy where the subject, either A or S, of a relative 

clause is represented in the genitive case, either immediately preceding or immediately 

following the head noun, rather than following the verb inside the relative clause.  The 

purpose of this section is to illustrate that the GS are arguments of relative clauses.  To 

illustrate genitive case subjects of relative clauses, example (4.4) is provided.  (4.4) below 

contains an object relative clause, in which the head noun corresponds to the object of the 

relative clause.   
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4.4. ua wahi puaa uuku la a kakou i ike ai ma ka la inehinei  
 (Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iulai 9, 1891) 

NP[NP[ ua  wahi  pua‘a  ‘u‘uku lä]  RC[GS[a  käkou]  VP[i  ‘ike ai] 

that small pig small far     Gen-a 1pl-incl      Prf see  AI 
 

PP[ma  ka  lä] PP[i  nehinei]]] 
    Loc the day Loc  yesterday 

‘that little bitty pig, that we saw during the day yesterday’ 
 

The head noun and the modifiers of the matrix NP in (4.4) are wahi pua‘a ‘u‘uku lä 

‘little bitty pig’.  The head noun and its modifiers are understood as the object, e.g., O 

argument, of the relative clause, e.g., a käkou i ‘ike ai ‘that we saw’.  ‘Ike ‘see’ is a dyadic 

predicate that takes two arguments, an A and an O.  The genitive case phrase, a käkou, 

represents the A argument of the ‘ike event.  The ai of the relative clause, as mentioned above, 

is the pronoun used when something other than the subject position is being relativized (see 

Elbert and Pukui 1979, Hawkins 2000).  

4.2.3 Evidence of genitive subject constituency within relative clauses 

The purpose of this section is to illustrate that a GS semantically belongs to the 

relative clause, and not a modifier of the head noun of NP, and that consequently, the 

selection of GS class (a vs. o) is determined not by the semantic class of the head noun, but 

by the role the GS played in the relative clause and the broader discourse. 

As mentioned earlier, the terms possessive and genitive are distinct phenomena in 

Hawaiian.  Previous studies of Hawaiian were hesitant to claim that GS of relative clauses 

were not the head noun of the matrix NP, i.e., the NP within which there is a head noun and 

its modifiers.   
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Wilson (1976a) and Hawkins (2000) come the closest to claiming that a GS of relative 

clause semantically belongs to the relative clause and is not a modifier of the head noun.  In 

fact, Wilson (1976a) provides an argument for how an analysis of GS as semantically 

belonging to the relative clause is possible.  He abandons that position, however, in favor of 

the possessive attribute analysis which aligned with his overall thesis.  Hawkins (2000) 

provided evidence for the close semantic relation between the GS and the relative clause; 

however, despite this conflicting fact, she maintained her position that GS are possessive 

attributes of the head noun. 

Another analysis of Hawaiian relative clauses written in Hawaiian by Cabral (2004) 

uses the term nono‘a to refer to the form and (I believe) function of relative clause subjects in 

the genitive case.  The term nono‘a refers to any phrase in the genitive case.  The term seems 

to assume possession, however, and, hence, his analysis also considers the GS of relative 

clauses as a modifier of the head noun. 

The position taken here is that possessives and genitives are two distinct linguistic 

categories.  Possessive refers to how a phrase functions within a NP.  Genitive refers to the 

form of some phrase, which may bear various semantic usages, including possessor.  

Possession can be shown in Hawaiian by the genitive case, e.g., ‘o ko‘u ka‘a këlä ‘that’s my car’, 

through the locative case, e.g., ia‘u këlä ka‘a ‘that car is in my possession’, or through the n-
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genitives, e.g., no‘u këlä ka‘a ‘that car is for me’.6  Thus, the argument being presented here is 

that the genitive case is used for possession and subject (S or A argument) marking. 

4.2.3.1 GS class selection constituency 
Now consider (4.5) below.   The head noun of the matrix NP is pua‘a ‘pig’.  Pua‘a is 

normally possessed with an a-class genitive, e.g., ka pua‘a a‘u ‘the pig of mine’.  The a-class 

genitive of (4.5) is ungrammatical, however.  This suggests that the genitive of (4.5) is not a 

possessive of the head noun, since the a-class genitive is expected otherwise.  This fact 

supports our hypothesis that the GS in (4.5) semantically belongs to the relative clause as 

follows.  The predicate of the relative clause is ola ‘live, be saved’.  The S argument of ola is 

non-volitional and, moreover, one could assess the telicity of the event.  Thus, the GS of (4.5) 

holds the patient semantic role.  As we will see in Chapter 6, the patient GS of a relative 

clause is always realized as o-class.  Because the genitive case phrase in (4.5) receives its 

genitive class information from the event depicted in the relative clause, (4.5), thus, provides 

empirical semantic evidence that the genitive case phrase is a GS, which semantically belongs 

to  the relative clause, not a possessive modifying the head noun. 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 There are two distinct genitives in Hawaiian.  One is the simple genitive, e.g., ko‘u hale or ka hale o‘u ‘my 
house’; the other is the n-genitive, e.g., no‘u ‘for me’ (Elbert and Pukui 1979:115-9).  The term n-possessive is 
what Wilson (1976a) and Elbert and Pukui (1979) used to refer to what I have labeled n-genitive here.  The 
term n-genitive captures a broader generalization than n-possessive that is necessary because n-genitives are 
used for more than possession, n-genitives are also used in other genitive subject strategies, e.g., in actor 
emphatic patterns (Wilson 1976a:161-3), or as a stylized marking of agents of passives (Wilson 1976a:173).  
There are also relative clause patterns that use the n-genitive strategy to represent the subjects within the 
relative clauses (Cabral 2004).  However, the data analyzed in this study are limited to the simple genitive 
strategy, not the n-genitive strategy 
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4.5. NP[NP[ ka pua‘a] RC[ø-Gen[*a‘u/o‘u] VP[e  ola ai]]] 
the pig  1sg=ø-Gen-*a/o     Imp live AI 

‘the pig by which I will be saved’ 
 

The syntactic structure of (4.5) (as well as (4.4)) is different from (4.3).  The syntactic 

structure of (4.5) has been parsed out illustrating that the subject, i.e., the S argument, of the 

relative clause is located to the left of the VP where in (4.3) the S is located to the right of the 

VP.  The syntactic analysis illustrated in (4.5) represents a different strategy of subject 

representation within non-subject relative clauses than (4.3).   

Another example to illustrate that a GS belongs to the relative clause is found in (4.6) 

below.  The lexeme hale ‘house’ in Hawaiian is normally possessed with an o-class genitive 

case possessor, e.g., ko‘u hale ‘my house’ (recall Chapter 2, §2.2.2).  However, in (4.6) below 

we find the genitive case phrase a‘u ‘1sg=ø-Gen-a’ following the head noun, hale, seemingly as 

a possessive attribute of the head.  For similar semantic reasons that the GS of (4.5) is 

claimed to be associated with the relative clause, we claim that so too is the GS a‘u of (4.6).  

That is, the genitive class of the genitive phrase found in (4.6) is governed by the perceived 

agentive role it was assigned by the speaker within the context of the kipa scenario, not 

because of the semantic nature of the head noun of the matrix NP.  Because the S argument of 

the relative clause in (4.6) is agentive, it qualified to be a-class.  In (4.5) we saw that because 

the GS was not agentive, nor part of an event of action, thus, the GS did not qualify for a-

class selection.7 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 As will be shown in Chapters 5, 6, and 7, the selection of a- or o-class is not as simple as described here.   
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4.6. ka hale a’u i kipa mai nei ma Kahului 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iulai 22, 1891)  
ka  hale  a‘u   i  kipa  mai  nei  ma  Kahului 
Det house 1sg=Gen-a PERF visit  hither near Loc Kahului 

‘the house that I (recently, i.e., nei) visited in Kahului’ 
 

4.2.3.2 Double genitive relative clauses 
More evidence that there is a difference between possessives and GS is found in 

comparing (4.7) and (4.8) below.  In the traditional account of Kek"haupi‘o (He Mo‘olelo 

Ka‘ao no Kek!haupi‘o, Desha 1996) the lexeme akua is consistently possessed with an o-class 

genitive.  Consider (4.7) below which contains an NP within which there is a postposed o-

class possessive phrase, e.g., o Kalani‘"pu‘u ‘of Kalani‘#pu‘u’.  The data found in (4.7) below, 

therefore, illustrates that akua is possessed with an o-class genitive. 

4.7. ke akua kaua o Kalani‘#pu‘u 
(Desha 1996:156) 

ke  akua  kaua  o  Kalani‘#pu‘u  
the god war ø-Gen-o Kalani‘#pu‘u 
!the war god of Kalani‘#pu‘u’ 

 
Usually, if an akua is given and/or has a superordinate relationship to an individual, 

then that akua is possessed with an o-class possessive as (4.7) illustrates; and if an akua is 

chosen, i.e., initiated, by an individual, then that akua is possessed, at least initially, with an 

a-class possessive.  That is, if and only if the possessor is specified as agentive, then an a-class 

genitive is used as a possessive for akua ‘god’ (and hale ‘house’ as well as other canonical “o-

class nouns”).  This is in line with Wilson’s control hypothesis in that nouns like akua are 
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can be possessed with an a-class genitive only when the possessive relationship is initiated by 

the referent of the genitive.  

That a single NP may contain two genitives is also evidence that GSs are distinct from 

possessives.  To illustrate this point, the data in (4.8) are provided.  (4.8a) contains two 

genitives where the leftmost is a possessive (denoting the possessor) and the latter is a GS 

(denoting the subject of the relative clause).  Thus, we see in (4.8a) that ko‘u of the matrix NP 

ko‘u koko‘olua is a possessive genitive and a ‘olua is a GS within the relative clause.  Ko‘u is 

realized as o-class based on the lack of control of its referent in the possessive relationship 

with the referent of the head noun and a ‘olua is realized as a-class based on the role its 

referent plays in the scenario depicted by the relative clause.  Wilson (1976a) and Hawkins 

(2000) also report examples similar to those given in (4.8). 

As for (4.8b), there are two genitive phrases postposed to the matrix NP ua Akua lä 

‘that God’ (who is foreground, as indicated by ua, but is not specified central/focalized in the 

discourse, as indicated by lä).  The first postposed genitive phrase is ou ‘2sg=ø-Gen-o’.  As 

discussed above, akua ‘god’ is normally an o-class noun, like hale ‘house’.  The genitive phrase 

immediately following ou is a ‘olua ‘2dl=ø-Gen-a’, which is the GS of the following relative 

clause i hele pü mai nei ‘have come here together’.  Note that the possessive (o-class) and the 

GS (a-class) appear in different genitive classes. 
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4.8. Aole o’u kokoolua, o ko’u kokoolua a olua i ike ae nei, o ko’u akua no ia. 
Owai ka inoa o ua Akua la ou a olua i hele pu mai nei? 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Kepakemapa 1, 1891) 

a. ‘A‘ole  o‘u   koko‘olua,  ‘o  ko‘u   koko‘olua  
Neg 1sg=ø-Gen-o companion Nom 1sg=Gen-o companion 

 

a  ‘olua  i  ‘ike  a‘e  nei,  ‘o  ko‘u   akua  nö  ia. 
ø-Gen-a 2-dual Prf see up Cntr Nom 1sg=Gen-o god indeed 3sg 

‘I have no traveling companion, my traveling companion that you two just saw, he is 
indeed my god.’  

 
b. ‘O  wai  ka  inoa  o ua  Akua  lä  ou 

Pred who the name ø-Gen-o Prf God ø-Cntr ø-Gen-o-2sg  
 
a  ‘olua  i  hele  pü  mai  nei? 
ø-Gen-a you-2 Prf go together hither Cntr 

‘What is the name of this God of yours that you (two, including the God) have come 
here together?’ 

 
Moreover, the latter a ‘olua in (4.8b) refers to both the referent of the head noun and 

the addressee of the question, i.e., Kamapua‘a’s akua and himself.  It would be illogical to say 

ke akua o ‘olua ‘your (2) god’ and intend that akua is also a possessor.  Thus, a ‘olua in (4.8b) 

could not be a possessive in any sense.  It is, thus, associated with the relative clause rather 

than the head noun. 

4.2.3.3 Preposed GS constructions 
Just as genitives used in possession, GSs of relative clauses occur in two positions 

within an NP.  One position is as a prepositional phrase following the head noun, similar to 

what we saw in (4.4), (4.5), (4.6) and (4.8).  The other is in the position preceding the head 

noun.  The latter gives rise to a linear order in which the head noun intervenes between the 

relative clause and the GS.  We argue that the preposed GSs occur in this position through 
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analogy with the general genitive system, as discussed in chapter 2.  Genitives used to 

represent possessors occur in two positions in Hawaiian, and, thus, Hawaiian speakers 

generalize this pattern and apply it to the GS construction as well.  Despite the linear distance, 

the selection of genitive class is still governed by the relative clause and not by the head noun.  

(4.9) below illustrates a preposed GS in a relative clause.  The data in (4.9) are also 

bracketed to illustrate the syntactic structure.  As we see in (4.9a), the head noun akua ‘god’ 

is between the GS käna ‘3sg Gen-a’ and the relative clause e hilina‘i ana ‘having faith in’.  

Recall (4.7) and (4.8) above where we saw that akua ‘god’ is possessed with an o-class 

genitive.  However, what we see in (4.9a) is that the genitive phrase is a-class and is 

understood as the subject of the relative clause.  Therefore, the genitive phrase found in 

(4.9a) is a GS, not a possessive.   

(4.9b) is provided to illustrate more concretely that the semantic information 

necessary in genitive class selection of a preposed GS is provided by the relative clause.  The 

head noun wä ‘time’ epitomizes the type of lexeme with which an o-class genitive would be 

used in a possessive scenario.  That is, wä ‘time’ cannot be controlled by any means, and 

possessors are located in it, both part of Wilson’s definitions for o-class usage.  Thus, the only 

way to explain the a-class genitive preposed to the head noun wä is to claim that the genitive 

class is determined by its association with the subject (A argument) of the relative clause.  
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4.9. a. käna akua e hilina‘i ana  
(Desha 1996:54) 

NP[NP[Gen[känai] akua] RC[NP[___i] VP[e  hilina‘i  ana]]]  
3sg=Gen-a god            ___     Imp faith  Imp   

‘the god in whom he had faith’ 
 

b. kana wa i haalele aku ai 
 (Nupepa Kuokoa, Nowemapa 25, 1865, p. 3) 
 NP[Gen[känai] N[wä] RC[NP[___i] VP[TAM[i] V[ha‘alele] DIR[aku] An[ai]]]] 

        3sg=Gen-a    time            ___            Prf    leave     thither      AI 

 ‘the time s/he left’ 

(4.9a) and (4.9b) above also illustrate that the semantic scope of the relative clause is 

greater than the syntactic scope.  The syntactic scope of the VP i ha‘alele ai ‘left’ is limited 

within the relative clause, i.e., the brackets labeled with RC, e.g., […]RC.  The bracketing in 

(4.9a) and (4.9b) illustrate that the genitive käna in both examples are outside of the 

syntactic scope of the predicates of the relative clauses.  Within the bracketed relative clauses 

of both (4.9a) and (4.9b) are underscores which indicate where the GS could have occurred if 

the postposed form was used. 

4.2.3.4 Cognitive evidence for GS 
Examples like (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), (4.8), and (4.9) above provide evidence that 

possessives and GS are distinct utilizations of the genitive case in Hawaiian.  We will now 

consider cognitive evidence that native speakers of Hawaiian, who wrote for a native speaking 

audience, showed signs that they too believed that a GS is associated with a relative clause 

rather than the head noun.  The cognitive evidence that we will be looking at is the ways that 
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the authors individuated non-subject relative clauses through text formatting and 

punctuation. 

Consider (4.10) below. This data set was gathered from Kahiolo’s mo‘olelo ‘story, 

tradition, history’ about Kamapua‘a that was originally published from June 26th 1861 

through September 25th, 1861 in the Hawaiian medium newspaper Ka Hae Hawaii.  Hawai‘i in 

1861 was a Hawaiian-speaking nation.  Hence, we can assume that Kahiolo was writing as a 

native speaker of Hawaiian for a native speaking audience.  Thus, the data is an authentic 

representation of traditional Hawaiian. 

Below, (4.10) is part of a chant that Kamapua‘a (the focal, historical character) 

performed as a keiki pua‘a ‘pig child’ to his mother, Hina.  In (4.10a), the GS is not 

orthographically represented as part of the head noun.  The GSs are separated from the head 

noun by a comma.  The GS, a ‘olua, is repeated in lines (4.10b) and (4.10c).  Repeating the 

GS suggests that the GS a ‘olua is associated with the relative clause, and is not part of some 

higher constituent which governs over the coordinated relative clauses.   

4.10. a. Eia hoÿi, eia hoÿi au, he keiki  
puaÿa, 

b. A ÿolua i kiola ai, 
c. A ÿolua i haÿalele ai. 

‘Here indeed, here indeed am I, a pig-
child,’ 
‘That you (2) have thrown to the side,’ 
‘That you (2) have left.

d. NP[NP[he keiki pua‘a], RC[RC[GS[a ‘olua] VP[i kiola ai]], RC[GS[a ‘olua] VP[i ha‘alele ai]]]] 

(Kahiolo 1996:3) 
 

(4.11) illustrates that another author also used writing conventions to treat relative 

clauses and their GSs as single (semantic) units.  (4.11) was extracted from another 
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publication about Kamapua‘a’s life by an author only identified as Mea Unuhi Moolelo ‘Story 

Translator’.8  This version of Kamapua‘a was published in the Hawaiian medium newspaper 

Ka Leo o ka Lahui from June 22nd 1891 through September 28th, 1891.  Like Kahiolo’s version 

of Kamapua‘a, Mea Unuhi Moolelo’s version was written when Hawai‘i was a Hawaiian-

speaking nation, and, thus, should be considered highly authentic Hawaiian literature by 

Native Hawaiians for Native Hawaiians.   

(4.11) contains a portion of discourse in which the author is narrating what the 

characters are thinking in the first person.  (4.11) contains the data as it was found in the 

original text.  The original data was then parsed into three portions in (4.11a), (4.11b), and 

(4.11c).  Similar to (4.10) above, (4.11) illustrates that multiple genitives are used in a single 

NP.  The leftmost genitive in (4.11) is a possessive, e.g., the genitive phrase o mäua is 

semantically the possessor.  The latter two genitive phrases, both of which are a mäua, are 

GSs within their respective relative clauses, e.g., (4.11b) and (4.11c).  Again, we find that the 

GS in lines (4.11b) and (4.11c) are coordinated through the narrative formatting, which 

strongly illustrates that the GS are perceived to be associated with the relative clause. 

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 Unuhi translated here as ‘translator’ actually means something more along the lines of ‘extractor’ as unuhi 
means to take one thing out from another.  Perhaps what the author meant by this pen name was that he was 
the transporter of the lore, implying that lore exists independent of him.   
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4.11. … o ua haku io no paha keia o maua, a mau [sic maua] e ike nei i keia wa, a maua no 
hoi e hoohewahewa nei. 

(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Augate 10, 1891) 
a. … ‘o  ua  haku  ‘i‘o  nö  paha  këia  o  mäua,  

     Nom this lord true indeed perhaps this ø-Gen-o 2-exc 

b. a  mäua   e  ‘ike  nei  i  këia  wä,  
ø-Gen-a 1dl=excl  Imp see Cntr Loc this time 

c. a  mäua   nö  ho‘i  e  ho‘ohewahewa nei. 
ø-Gen-a 1dl=excl  indeed also Imp offend  Cntr 

‘… this truly is indeed our lord, that we are seeing at this time, that we are also 
offending.’ 

 
We find at the end of (4.11a) mäua ‘we, dual, exclusive’, then a comma.  (4.11b) 

contains a relative clause, e.g., a mäua e ‘ike nei i këia wä ‘that we are seeing at this time’, and 

ends with another comma.  (4.11c) contains another relative clause, e.g., a mäua nö ho‘i e 

ho‘ohewahewa nei ‘that we are also offending’ and ends with a period.  Punctuation, commas 

especially, provide prosodic information.  That is, the author of (4.11) used the commas to 

individuate the relative clauses.  In theory, the punctuation and, hence individuation, of the 

relative clauses in (4.11) illustrates that the author perceived the relative clauses as individual 

grammatical units that were inclusive of the GS.  (4.11) also illustrates that multiple relative 

clauses inclusive of their GS occur in a single NP, as in (4.10).   

In summary, (4.10) and (4.11) illustrate that, through the convention of writing, these 

two authors express their perception that the GS forms a semantic unit with the relative 

clause and not with the head noun. 
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4.3 Summary 
Evidence has been provided here illustrating that GSs are associated with their 

respective relative clauses rather than the head nouns.  First, two genitives may occur within 

one matrix NP with a relative clause.  When this happens, the leftmost genitive is a possessor 

of the head noun and the rightmost is a GS.  Second, the head noun does not govern the 

genitive class choice; the genitive class choice is governed by the role of the GS in connection 

to the relative clause.  Third, we have also seen cognitive evidence through formatting (e.g., 

(4.10)) and punctuation (e.g., (4.10) and (4.11)) used by two native Hawaiian-speaking 

authors, which indicate that those authors perceived GS to be associated with relative clauses. 

The position taken here is that linguistic forms are not autonomous from other 

cognitive processes, including both discourse and pragmatics.  In Hawaiian, one way to 

grammaticize subjects (i.e., A or S arguments) of non-subject relative clauses is through the 

genitive case, either preposed or postposed to the head noun being modified by the relative 

clause.  Hence, the genitive case is polysemous.  That is, genitives are used to represent 

possessors as well as GSs.  In possession, the genitive class is determined by the relationship 

between the possessor and the possessed.  The genitive class of the GS of a relative clause is 

determined based on the role of the referent of the subject within the event depicted by the 

relative clause.   
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Chapter 5 
 

Syntactic factors in a- and o-class selection 
5.0 Introduction 

This chapter will analyze the syntactic factors that contribute to GS class selection in 

nominalization and relativization in Hawaiian.  We will analyze GS a- and o-class selection 

using Dixon’s basic syntactic-semantic argument categories A, S, and O (1994).  An A 

argument refers to the argument of a dyadic predicate that carries the agent-like semantic role 

(e.g., agent or experiencer), an S argument refers to the sole argument of a monadic predicate, 

and an O argument refers to the argument of a dyadic predicate that carries the patient-like 

semantic role.  For the purposes of this chapter, the O argument category will be used to refer 

to subjects of passivized lexemes, i.e., lexemes that occur with the morpheme ‘ia, namely, the 

GS O category.1  The formulization of the GS O category will allow us to analyze this subject 

type of lexemes occurring with ‘ia as a distinct category.  

The key findings that will be shown in this Chapter are as follows.  The A, S, and O 

argument categories all contain examples of o-class GS.  The study shows that o-class GS are 

the de facto means of representing S and O arguments of monadic predicates in nominalization.  

Hence, o-class GS is the unmarked form and a-class GS are the marked form.  In both the 

nominalization and relative clause corpora, GS O arguments are exclusively o-class. 

                                                
1 Otsuka (2011), for example, argues that –Cia constructions in Eastern Polynesian languages are not passive 
construction, in that the e-marked agents behave like core arguments rather than obliques.   
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Therefore, the key question is why and when a-class GS are selected.  The A argument 

category is the category with the highest number of tokens containing a-class GS.  In the 

nominalization corpus, A type GS are a-class at a rate of 33% (95 of 290 tokens), while S type 

GS are a-class at a rate of only 8% (42 of 534 tokens).  In the relativization corpus, 84% (140 of 

167 tokens) of A type GS are a-class, while 60% (50 of 84 tokens) of S type GS are a-class.  

There is significant difference between nominalization and relativization with respect to the 

distribution of a-class.2  

A major finding (previously reported by Wilson 1976, Hawkins 2000, and Cabral 2004) 

in connection to what was also noticed in the relative clause corpus is restated here as MAXIM 1: 

Object Relative Clause Effect, which claims that GS of object relative clauses are realized as a-

class.  MAXIM 1 is true at a rate of 98% (§5.2.4).  Moreover, despite the fact that monadic 

predicates do not have an O argument, when a relative clause contains an unergative predicate, 

e.g., hele ‘go’, and the head noun correspond to the destination (or object-like) element of the 

relative clause, its GS is overwhelmingly a-class, i.e., all the tokens in the corpus meeting these 

requirements contained a-class GS.  This observation leads us to conclude that a head noun 

that corresponds to the goal (destination) element of an unergative predicate within a relative 

clause construction behaves like an O argument head noun of an object relative clause 

                                                
2 The reasons for this difference seems to be in backgrounding and foregrounding, where nominalizations are used 
in backgrounding which is normally given information and relative clauses are used in foregrounding contexts 
that build story content.  In Chapter 7 we discuss further the implications of background versus foreground on GS 
class selection.  However, we will not contrast statistically how many nominalizations and relative clauses were 
used in either backgrounding or foregrounding contexts.  That is an issue that needs further investigation. 
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construction rather than an locational argument of an oblique relative clause construction.  

Hence, destination head nouns of relative clauses that are predicated with lexemes like hele are 

claimed to have pseudo-O argument qualities (§5.2.4.1.1). 

5.1 Syntactic factors in a- and o-class GS selection in nominalization 
In analyzing GS that are either A, S, or O arguments in nominalizations, the data splits 

with o-class GS used in nearly all the S and O tokens, and a-class occurs most often in the A 

argument category.  Chart 5.1 is provided to illustrate the total number of nominalization 

tokens and the distribution of a- and o-class GS.  There are a total of 865 nominalization tokens.  

84% (728 of 865 tokens) contained o-class GS.  16% (137 of 865 tokens) contained a-class GS.  

Chart 5.1 clearly illustrates that o-class is the de facto genitive class of nominalization GS.  As 

will become clearer below, the question is, when do Hawaiian speakers use a-class GS?  That is, 

why did the authors of the 137 a-class tokens reported in Chart 5.1 choose a-class instead of o-

class? 
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5.1.1 GS argument type and a- or o-class GS selection  

The purpose of this section is to analyze the interaction of argument type and a- and o-

class selection.  We will use Dixon’s three argument types, i.e., A, S, and O, to analyze the 

interaction between these argument types and a- and o-class selection.  Henceforth, GS A are A 

arguments in the genitive form, GS S are S arguments in the genitive form, and GS O are O 

arguments in the genitive form. 

5.1.1.1 A, S, and O argument type distribution in the nominalization corpus 

In Chart 5.2 below, the outer ring represents the total number of nominalization tokens.  

The inner ring represents the numbers of GS A tokens in blue, GS S in red, and GS O in green.  

We see that GS S are much more frequent than GS A in nominalizations: 62% (534 of 865) of 

137 

728 

865 

Chart 5.1: GS of Nominalizations and a- and o-class GS 
distribution 

a-class GS 

o-class GS 

Total GS in Nominalizations 
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the total number of nominalization tokens are GS S and 33% (290 of 865) are GS A.  Only 5% 

are GS O.   

 

5.1.1.2 A, S, and O argument and a- and o-class GS distribution in the nominalization 
corpus 

We will now examine the effects of the A, S or O argument types in a- and o-class GS 

distribution.  In Chart 5.3 below, the most significant finding is that GS O are exclusively o-

class in the corpus.  Hence, there is no need to further analyze the GS O nominalization 

category.   

The A and S argument types contain tokens with both genitive classes.  The GS S tokens 

are o-class at a rate of 92% (492 of 534).  Of the 290 GS A tokens, 95 (33%) are a-class, and 
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Chart 5.2: GS A, S, and O distributions in nominalizations 
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195 (67%) are o-class.  The data illustrate that the GS A category is the category most viable for 

a-class GS, that GS S can be a-class, and that GS O are never a-class. 

 

Let us now consider the distribution of o-class GS in relation to GS argument type as 

illustrated in Chart 5.4 below.  67% (492 of 728) of all o-class GS in the nominalization corpus 

are GS S.  27% (195 of 728) are GS A.  6% (41 of 728) are GS O.  Given that o-class GS are 

distributed through the three GS argument types, we cannot conclude that o-class GS are 

restricted to any single argument type.    

The distribution of a-class GS in relation to GS argument type is illustrated in Chart 5.5 

below.  69% (95 of 137) of a-class GS in nominalizations are GS A and 31% (42 of 137) are GS 

GS A GS S GS O 

o-class GS 195 492 41 

a-class GS 95 42 0 
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S, and none were GS O.  However, as for GS A and S, we need to consider other linguistic 

factors (i.e., factors other than syntactic) to better understand a- and o-class GS selection.   

 

5.2 Syntactic factors in a- and o-class GS selection in relativization 
Chapter 4 illustrated that GS are associated with relative clauses in various ways, i.e., 

syntactically, semantically, and cognitively.  This finding provides a means to understand how 

the genitive class choice of GS is relevant to the roles subjects play in the events depicted by 

predicates of relative clauses.  The next stage in this analysis of GS class distribution is to see 

whether or not the generalizations made above in §5.1 hold constant when applied to GS in 

relative clauses.  In this section we will consider syntactic factors in determining a- or o-class 

GS selection within relative clause constructions, including A, S, and O argument effects and 

word-order orientated phenomena.   
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We will begin with looking at a breakdown of a- and o-class GS found in the relative 

clause data corpus that is illustrated in Chart 5.6 below.  74% (191 of 257) of the relative 

clause tokens contained a-class GS.  26% (66 of 257) are o-class.  Here we see our first 

difference between GS class distribution in nominalizations and relative clauses.  That is, o-

class GS are preferred in nominalizations at a rate of 86% and a-class is preferred in relative 

clauses at a rate of 74%.  

 

5.2.1 A, S, and O argument type distribution in relative clause corpus 

Chart 5.7 below is provided to illustrate the distribution of GS argument type in the 

relative clause corpus.  By far, the GS A argument type outnumbers the other argument types.  

GS A occurred in the corpus at a rate of 65% (167 of 257).  If we recall in §5.1 above, the GS A 

category was significantly smaller in tokens in comparison to the GS S category in the 

nominalization corpus.  The next largest argument category in Chart 5.7 is the GS S category, 

66 

191 

257 

Chart 5.6: a- and o-class distribution in relative clause corpus 

o-class 
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which occurred in the corpus at a rate of 33% (91 of 257).  The GS O category had very few 

tokens.  There are only five GS O tokens, comprising 2% of the 257 total tokens found.   

 

5.2.2 A, S, and O argument and a- and o-class GS distribution in relative clause corpus 
Chart 5.8 below illustrates the distribution of a- and o-class GS amongst the GS A, S and 

O argument categories.  In looking at Chart 5.8, we find that all tokens in the GS O category 

are exclusively o-class in the relative clause corpus as they were in the nominalization corpus.  

Therefore, all tokens of GS O are o-class. 

As for the A and S argument types, these categories do not determine either a- or o-class 

GS selection because both genitive classes are allowed in both categories, although their 

distributions are similar.  84% (140 of 167) of GS A are a-class, and only 16% (27 of 167) of 

the GS A tokens are o-class.  60% (51 of 85) of GS S are a-class, leaving 40% (34 of 85) o-class.  
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Chart 5.7: GS A, S, and O distribution in the relative clause 
corpus   
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The distribution of a- and o-class GS S is too similar to claim that either a- or o-class is 

preferred for the GS S category.  However, it remains true that o-class is the unmarked option 

in that it occurs in every GS argument category, and a-class does not.  Therefore, again the 

main question that we will need to address is what triggers a-class GS.   

 

Charts 5.9 and 5.10 illustrate the distributions throughout the argument types in a- and 

o-class GSs.  We will begin with o-class GS because all argument categories contained o-class 

tokens.  Chart 5.9 illustrates that of the 67 total o-class GS tokens, 51% (34 of 66) are GS S, 

41% (27 of 66) are GS A, and 8% (5 of 66) are GS O. That is, the distribution of A and S 

argument types is more or less even in the o-class GS tokens.  In contrast, Chart 5.10 illustrates 

that there are far more a-class GS A than GS S, and, as we already saw above, there are no a-
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class GS O.  Of the 191 total a-class GS tokens in the relative clause corpus, 73% are found in 

the GS A category and 27% in the GS S category. Thus, for the a-class tokens, the argument 

type of GS seems to have some effect in a-class selection.  

 

5.2.3 Preposed versus postposed GS A and S in comparison to a- and o-class GS selection 

The purpose of this section is to illustrate the effects the position of the GS in 

comparison to the head noun as either preposed or postposed has on GS class selection.  We 

will begin with analyzing the GS A category first.  Charts 5.11 and 5.12 illustrate the 

distribution of a- and o-class GS A as either preposed to the head noun of the NP (e.g., 5.11) or 

postposed to the head noun of the NP (e.g., 5.12).  In looking at Chart 5.11, we see that 

preposed GS A are a-class at a rate of 88% (52 of 59) and o-class at a rate of only 12% (7 of 59).  

In looking at Chart 5.12, we see that postposed GS As are a-class at a rate of 81% (88 of 108) 

and o-class at a rate of 19% (20 of 108).  These findings illustrate that GS As are consistently a-
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class in both the preposed and postposed positions.  Throughout !§5.2.4 below we readdress 

issues of head noun effects in GS class selection. 

 

In analyzing Charts 5.13 and 5.14 below, we find an obvious contrast in a- and o-class 

GS S distributions.  As illustrated in Chart 5.13, preposed GS Ss are a-class at a rate of 47% (18 

of 38) and o-class at a rate of 53% (20 of 38).  Chart 5.14 illustrates that postposed GS Ss are a-

class at a rate of 70% (33 of 47) and o-class at a rate of 30% (14 of 47).  In comparison to the 

distributions of GS As illustrated in Charts 5.11 and 5.12, we find that preposed GS Ss have a 

unique distribution pattern in that there are more o-class tokens than a-class ones.  However, 

since the number of tokens of preposed GS S is too small to be statistically viable, we may not 

take this to mean that the position is a factor in the selection of genitive class of GS.  However, 

in §5.2.6 we use Kamanä-Wilson’s discontinuity effects (1978) to discuss the findings in Charts 

5.13 and 5.14. 
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5.2.4 MAXIM 1: Object Relative Clause Effect 

An object head noun is a head noun of an NP, which contains a relative clause that 

corresponds to the O argument of the relative clause.  Chart 5.15 is provided below to contrast 

the object versus oblique head nouns within dyadic relative clauses and the distribution of a- 

versus o-class GS A found in the corpus.  As Chart 5.15 illustrates, GS As of object relative 

clauses were a-class at a rate of 98% (116 or 119).  GS As of oblique relative clauses are 

distributed evenly at a rate of 50% (24 of 48) in connection to GS class distribution.  Thus, a-

class is the preferred class for GS of object relative clauses. 
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This finding about object relative clauses has arguably been around since Alexander’s 

sketch grammar in 1891, in which he noticed that when the relative is the object, a-class is 

used to mark the GS (1891:45).  Wilson (1976) claimed that if the head noun corresponds to 

the direct object of the relative clause and the GS strategy is employed, then “only A can be 

used” (p. 118) because “the subject can only be viewed as controlling his relationship to the 

possessed” (p. 121).  Hawkins (2000) and Cabral (2004) also reported in their separate studies 

of Hawaiian relative clauses that object relative clauses that have genitive case subjects are a-

class.  Cabral also reported that not all object relative clauses in which the GS strategy was used 

were a-class.  We know that the strong claim that all object relative clauses take an a-class GS 

when the GS strategy is employed is inaccurate because of the findings represented in Chart 
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5.15.  Given that four separate studies of Hawaiian relative clauses report similar findings, 

MAXIM 1 is proposed below.  

MAXIM 1: OBJECT RELATIVE CLAUSE EFFECT: GS OF OBJECT RELATIVE CLAUSES IN HAWAIIAN 

WILL BE A-CLASS GS.   

5.2.4.1 Illustrating MAXIM 1: Object Relative Clause Effect 
(5.1) below illustrates MAXIM 1.  The preposed genitive pronoun in (5.1) below is a-

class, e.g., käna ‘3sg Gen-a’.  The head noun in (5.1) corresponds to the O argument of the 

relative clauses.  The three factors that contribute to the a-class selection in (5.1) are (a) it is an 

actor, i.e., the A or S argument of some lexical item that denotes an action; (b) the genitive case 

phrase is understood as the agentive argument; and (c) the head noun corresponds to the O 

argument of the relative clause.  Hence, MAXIM 1: Object Relative Clause Effect is a 

generalization that captures these factors contributing to the a-class GS selection.   

5.1. käna akua e hilina‘i ana 
(Desha 1996:54) 
käna   akua  e  hilina‘i  ana  
3sg=Gen-a god Imp faith  Imp   

‘the god he in whom he had faith’ 

(5.2) below is provided to illustrate an object relative clause predicated with paulele and 

its a-class postposed GS, e.g., a nä ali‘i ‘ø-Gen-a the chiefs’.3   

                                                
3 Ho‘omana ‘religion’ is possessed with either a- or o-class.  However, similar to ali‘i ‘chief’, an a-class possessed 
ho‘omana specifically references and/or indicates that the possessor is actant-like (or agent-like) in the possessive 
scenario.  For example, käna ho‘omana ‘his (a-class) religion’ would mean that the ho‘omana was one that the 
possessor instigated, founded, recently found (inception), and/or performed.  It would not mean that the possessor 
was patient-like, i.e., a religion that is passed onto an individual or one that s/he is forced into. 
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5.2. ka ho‘omana a nä ali‘i e paulele ai 
(Kamakau 1996:103) 
ka ho‘omana a  nä ali‘i e paulele  ai 
the religion  ø-Gen-a  the(pl) chief Imp trust  AI 

‘the religion that the chiefs had faith in’ 

Spontaneous transitives are dyadic predicates of events in which the A argument 

generally had no control and/or volition (Wilson 1976a and Elbert and Pukui 1979).  (5.3) 

contains the verb lohe ‘hear’, which is considered a spontaneous transitive.  Hence, the A 

argument of lohe is an involuntary A with no causal properties.  Yet, the GS of (5.3) is a-class, 

e.g., käna ‘his; 3sg=Gen-a’.  That (5.3) contains an a-class GS is compatible with the 

generalization captured by MAXIM 1.  

5.3. käna mea i lohe ai i këlä kanaka Kaua‘i 
 (Desha 1996:88) 
 käna  mea i lohe ai i këlä kanaka  Kaua‘i 
 3sg=Gen-a thing Perf hear AI Acc that person  Kaua‘i 

 ‘the thing that he heard from that Kaua‘i person’ 

The A argument of a lohe event does not always trigger an a-class GS.  (5.4) illustrates 

that a GS A of lohe can be realized as an o-class GS, e.g., ona ‘3sg=ø-Gen-o’.  There are four 

examples of lohe in the relative clause corpus.  Of those four examples, two have a-class GS and 

two have o-class GS.  The two examples that have a-class GS also have head nouns that 

correspond to the objects of the relative clauses, e.g., as (5.3) above does.  Thus, the two tokens 

of lohe with a-class GS A are found in object relative clauses, and therefore, subject to MAXIM 1.  

The two examples that have o-class GS have head nouns that correspond to the temporal 
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elements of the relative clauses, e.g., (5.4) below.  Therefore, the selection of an a-class GS in 

(5.3) is compatible with the generalization stated as MAXIM 1: Object Relative Clause Effect. 

5.4. ka wä ona i lohe aku ai i këia leo 

(Kahiolo 1996:5) 
ka wä ona  i lohe aku ai i këia leo 
the time 3sg.ø=Gen-o Prf hear thither AI Acc this voice 

‘the time he heard this voice’ 

In searching the phrase äna i lohe ai ‘that he heard’ through Ho‘olaupa‘i’s Hawaiian 

newspaper corpus at nupepa.org, 33 examples were found.  The reason for searching äna i lohe 

ai was to find what types of head nouns the combination of the dyadic predicate lohe and an a-

class GS, specifically äna ‘3sg=ø-Gen-a’, would occur with.  At the time of the search, 32 of the 

33 examples had head nouns that correspond to the object of the relative clause.  That is, 32 of 

33 examples displayed the Object Relative Clause Effects where, because the head noun was 

corresponds to the object of the relative clause, an a-class GS was used. 

Another lexeme that was popular within the relative clause corpus was ‘ike ‘see, know, 

feel’.  ‘Ike, like lohe, is a spontaneous transitive.  There were 18 tokens within the relative clause 

corpus that contained ‘ike.  15 of the 18 tokens had an a-class GS.  14 of the 15 tokens that 

contained ‘ike and had an a-class GS occurred with a head noun that corresponds to the object 

of the relative clause.  This fact again supports the generalization captured in MAXIM 1. 

(5.5) and (5.6) are provided as further illustrations of MAXIM 1: Object Relative Clause 

Effect with the predicate ‘ike.  The head nouns of the NPs in both (5.5) and (5.6) correspond to 
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the O arguments of their respective relative clauses.  Accordingly, the GS in (5.5) and (5.6) are 

a-class, e.g., a mäkou ‘ø-Gen-a 1pl=excl’ and äu ‘2sg=ø-Gen-a’, respectively.4   

5.5. kou kulana a makou e ike aku nei 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iulai 17, 1891) 
kou   kulana  a mäkou  e  ‘ike aku nei 
2sg=Gen-o status  ø-Gen-a 1pl=excl  IMP see thither Cntr 

‘your status that we are seeing’ 
 

5.6. Aia no ko’u mau wahi ohua, au no i ike ai i ka la hooili kaua 

(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Kepakemapa 23, 1891) 
Aia nö  ko‘u   mau  wahi  ‘öhua,  äu   nö    
LP indeed 1sg=Gen-o pl some relative 2sg=ø-Gen-a indeed  
 

i  ‘ike  ai  i  ka  lä  ho‘oili  kaua 
Prf see AI  Loc Det day engage war  
‘There indeed are my relatives, that you saw/met on the day of battle’ 

 

The one token of ‘ike that occurred with an a-class GS in an oblique relative clause is 

provided in (5.7) below.  The head noun is manawa ‘time’.  The head noun corresponds to the 

temporal element of the relative clause, not the direct object.  Thus, MAXIM 1 does not account 

completely for the selection of a-class GS of spontaneous predicates in the corpus.   

5.7. ka manawa a ‘oukou e ‘ike aku ai ua make ka i‘a i ke ali‘i ‘öpio 

(Desha 1996:15) 

ka  manawa  a  ‘oukou  e  ‘ike  aku  ai  
the time  ø-Gen-a    2pl  Imp see thither AI 
 

ua  make  ka  i‘a  i   ke  ali‘i  ‘öpio  
‘Prf dead the fish Loc/Dat/Erg the chief youth 

‘the time when you see that the young chief killed the fish’ 

                                                
4 (5.5) and (5.6) both contain two genitives within a single NP.  The leftmost genitive is a possessive and the 
rightmost genitive is a genitive subject.  Data like these are not common, but they do occur.  See Chapter 4, 
§4.2.3.2 where this type of data was used to illustrate constituency of GS within relative clauses. 
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The three tokens of ‘ike containing an o-class GS are provided in (5.8), (5.9), and (5.10) 

below.  These data contain the following head nouns, wä ‘time’ in (5.8), and two instances of 

mea, which is interpreted as ‘reason’ in (5.9) and (5.10).  In these three examples, the head 

noun does not correspond to the object of the relative clause and, therefore, the occurrence of 

a-class GS is not due to MAXIM 1.  

5.8. ka wa o Kaneiki i ike ai i ka lanakila kamahao 

(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iulai 17, 1891) 
ka  wä  o  Käneiki i  ‘ike ai  
Det time ø-Gen-o Käneiki  Prf see AI  
 

i  ka  lanakila kamaha‘o 
Acc Det victory  amazing 

‘the time when Käneiki saw/witnessed the amazing victory’ 
 

5.9. ko‘u mea i ‘ike ‘ole ai i këlä ‘oihana ho‘olei ‘ïkoi lele a ko käkou po‘e kahiko 

(Desha 1996:33) 
ko‘u   mea  i  ‘ike  ‘ole  ai  i  këlä  ‘oihana ho‘olei ‘ïkoi lele  
1sg=Gen-o reason Prf see Neg AI Acc that practice throw club fly 
 

a  ko  käkou po‘e kahiko 
ø-Gen-a Gen-o 1sg.incl people old 
‘the reason that I do not know that art (practice) of throwing flying-tripping clubs of 
(practiced by) our old-timers.’ 

 

5.10. a ‘o ko‘u mea paha ia i ‘ike ‘ole ai 
(Desha 1996:15) 

a  ‘o  ko‘u   mea  paha  ia  i  ‘ike ‘ole ai  
and Nom 1sg.Gen-o reason perhaps 3sg Prf see Neg AI 

‘and perhaps it’s the reason that I did not know’ 

Mea is often used as a pseudo-pronoun in NPs containing relative clauses, where mea can 

be interpreted (most simply) as either ‘thing’ or ‘reason’.  If the intended interpretation by the 

author was ‘thing’, then the GS would have been a-class according to MAXIM 1.  However, in 
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(5.10) the interpretation is ‘reason’ and the GS is o-class.  Stated differently, if the GS of (5.10) 

was a-class, the interpretation would be of an object relative clause, e.g., !the thing that I did 

not know’.   

In concluding this section, examples (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), (5.5), and (5.6) discussed 

above, illustrate object relative clause effects supporting the generalization made in MAXIM 1, 

which is consistent with what was reported in previous analyses of Hawaiian relative clause 

structure (e.g., Alexander 1891, Wilson 1976a, Hawkins 2000, and Cabral 2004). 

5.2.4.2 Zero head nouns and a- and o-class distribution 
We will now analyze zero head noun constructions, i.e., NPs that contain relative 

clauses in which the head nouns are not overtly represented.  The assumption taken here is 

that head nouns of relative clauses are not phonetically realized, i.e., zero, when the head 

nouns have high discourse saliency.  That is, a head noun of a relative clause is not mentioned 

when it is central to the discourse context, i.e., has inherent salience.  A reader and/or addressee 

is presumed to clearly know about the entity, or the entity is foregrounded or prominent in the 

discourse context, i.e., has imposed salience.  (See Chapter 7 below for a discussion on saliency 

and see Mulkern (2007) for a discussion and references in connection to inherent and imposed 

discourse saliency.)  

In zero head noun constructions only the preposed GS form is used.  (5.11) and (5.12) 

contain zero head noun constructions.  The Ø symbol represents where the head noun would 

have been within the NP.  (5.11) below contains the genitive phrase ka‘u ‘1sg=Gen-a’ and ka‘u 
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is understood as the grammatical GS A of the intentional transitive predicate, ‘ölelo ‘talk’.  

(5.12) contains käu ‘2sg=Gen-a’ and käu is understood as the grammatical GS A of the 

spontaneous transitive predicate ‘ike ‘see, know’.   

5.11. oia ka’u e olelo aku nei ia oe 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Augate 13, 1891) 
‘o  ia  ka‘u  Ø e  ‘ölelo  aku  nei  iä  ‘oe  
Pred 3sg 1sg=Gen-a Ø Imp speak thither Cntr Acc 2sg 

‘that is what I said to you’ 
 

5.12. e like no me kau i ike ai e ka mea heluhelu 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Kepakmapa 15, 1891) 
e  like  nö me  käu   Ø i  ‘ike  ai,   
Imp same indeed with 2sg=Gen-a Ø Prf see AI  
 

e  ka  mea heluhelu 

Add the  thing read 

‘as you saw/know, reader’ 
 

 (5.13) is provided to illustrate that the postposed GS strategy is ungrammatical without 

the presence of the head noun.  

5.13. *‘o  ia  Ø  a‘u  e  ‘ölelo  aku  nei  iä  ‘oe  
Pred 3sg Ø  1sg=ø-Gen-a Imp speak thither near Acc 2sg 

 
The linear distance between the GS and the VP of the relative clause is narrowed by the 

absence of the head noun.  In my opinion as a Hawaiian speaker, zero head noun constructions 

are used primarily to highlight what some agent did, and the O argument of that action is what 

is reduced to a null element.  The relative clause corpus contains 30 tokens of zero head noun 

relative clauses, all of which contained an a-class GS.  In all cases the zero head nouns 

correspond to the O argument of the relative clause.  Hence, the occurrence of an a-class GS is 
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consistent with MAXIM 1: Object Relative Clause Effect.  The corpus shows that in dyadic 

relative clauses only head nouns that correspond to O arguments, but not oblique, can 

optionally be zero.  Thus, (5.14) could only translate as ‘what he did’.  (5.14) could not 

translate as ‘where/why/when he did (something)’.5  

5.14. käna   i  hana  ai 
3sg=Gen-a Prf do AI 

‘what/*where/*why/*when he did’ 
 

5.2.5 Deviation from MAXIM 1 

This section is provided to illustrate pseudo-O argument effects in Hawaiian (§5.2.5.1) 

and counter examples to MAXIM 1 (§5.2.5.2).   

5.2.5.1 A monadic predicate that has dyadic predicate characteristics: a look at hele ‘go’ 

The monadic predicate hele ‘go’ was well represented in the corpus.  There were 18 

tokens of hele.  In this section a pseudo-O argument analysis will be introduced.  The pseudo-O 

analysis claims that complements (or elements) of monadic predicates that are perceived to 

have O-like qualities may be treated along similar lines with true O arguments of dyadic clauses.  

In connection to relative clauses, when the relative clause predicate is hele and the head noun 

of the NP corresponds to the destination element (i.e., the Goal) in the relative clause, GS class 

selection is subject to MAXIM 1: Object Relative Clause Effect.   

                                                
5 In searching kana i hana ai ‘what he did’ and kana i olelo ai ‘what he said’ in the Ho‘olaupa‘i website, all the 
examples that were found contained object relative clauses.  As this issue is not completely relevant to the current 
study, i.e., a- and o-class GS selection, we will not continue to investigate.  Moreover, the a- and o-class selection 
issue is accounted for here under MAXIM 1.  However, more focused corpus research on the issue of what type(s) 
of head nouns can be null is necessary to be more conclusive. 
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As illustrated in Chart 5.16 below, in all relative clauses in which hele is the predicate 

and the head noun of the NP corresponds to the destination element of the relative clause, the 

GS is a-class.  This is significant given that the distribution of a- and o-class GS is relatively 

even in the GS S tokens (recall Chart 5.8 above). Prior to considering hele in relative clauses, 

evidence will be given below illustrating that the destination element of a hele event has O 

argument properties: e.g., the destination element of a hele event is promoted to the subject 

position (i.e., S argument in Dixon’s terms) when ‘ia (“passive” morpheme) modifies hele, e.g., 

(5.18) below.  This suggests that certain intransitive predicates like hele have both monadic and 

dyadic properties.6 

We will begin with considering hele in matrix clauses.  For example, consider (5.15) 

and (5.16) below.  The distinction that we need to watch is the use of the preposition i and its 

allomorph, iä, which occurs before personal names, pronouns, and place names that are direct 

objects in dyadic constructions.  This preposition i is homophonous with the accusative or 

object marker i.7  (5.15) contains the monadic sentential predicate hele, its subject and 

destination.  The form of the preposition is i ‘to, in, on, at’ (Pukui and Elbert 1986:93), which 

is used to mark place name destinations and/or locations in general. The preposition iä is 

starred in (5.15) meaning that its usage there is ungrammatical.  (5.16) contains the dyadic 

                                                
6 The fact that hele ‘go’ has both monadic and dyadic characteristics further illustrate that lexical categorization in 
Hawaiian is not supported.  Perhaps the only sort of lexical categorization that is needed is between lexical items 
that take agentive subjects and ones that do not.  However, this is an area needing further inquiry.   
7 Indeed an area in need of linguistic inquiry is the preposition i in Hawaiian.  Are there two i? What is the 
evidence?  Is there a phonetic difference between the two i?  My hunch is that there is one i and it marks the 
second most prominent NP. 
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sentential predicate mälama ‘care for’, its subject and direct object.  The form of the preposition 

is iä, which is used to mark place names as objects of dyadic clauses.  The preposition i is 

starred in (5.16) to indicate that its usage there is ungrammatical.  Thus, (5.15) in comparison 

to (5.16) illustrates that hele is used intransitively in matrix sentential predicates.   

5.15. Hele  mäkou  i/*iä  Kahalu‘u. 
go 1pl=excl  Loc Kahalu‘u 

‘We (1pl.excl) go to Kahalu‘u.’ 
 

5.16. Mälama  mäkou  *i/iä  Kahalu‘u. 
care for  1pl=excl  Acc Kahalu‘u 

‘We (1pl.excl) care for Kahalu‘u.’ 
 
To begin to illustrate that the destination of a hele event exhibits pseudo-O argument 

properties, (5.17) illustrates that hele occurs with what has been called the passive morpheme 

‘ia (Wilson 1976, Elbert and Pukui 1979), which renders the O-argument of the lexical 

predicate as the grammatical subject, e.g., ia loa ‘that (aforementioned) distance’ in (5.17) 

below, and the A as an oblique agentive phrase marked by the preposition e, e.g., e ia ‘by him’.  

In (5.17), the predicate hele ‘go’ is preceded by ua, the perfect aspect marker, which is used in 

discourse as an inceptive marker (Elbert and Pukui 1979:58).  Following hele is ‘ia, the “passive” 

morpheme.8  

  

                                                
8 Evidence that the ia found in the data is the so called “passive” morpheme (and not the third person singular 
pronoun that would be spelt identically in the orthography used during the time that this particular data was 
published) is the fact that it occurs after the predicate hele and before the directional mai ‘hither’.  The third 
person singular ia, be it the subject or object, cannot occur in this position.  Between the predicate and directional 
are two syntactic positions, where the first, leftmost, position is for modifiers and the next position is for the 
morpheme ‘ia.   
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5.17. Ua hele ia mai la e ia ia loa 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iulai 20, 1891) 
Ua hele ‘ia  maila   e  ia  ia  loa 
Prf go Pass hither.ø-Cntr Agt 3sg 3sg distance 

‘That distance was traveled hither by him.’ 

Examples like (5.17) illustrate that the destination of hele when used as a matrix 

sentential lexical monadic predicate have similar properties to objects of dyadic predicates in 

that destinations can be syntactically upgraded to the subject position when ‘ia is used.   

There were four tokens in the relative clause corpus that contained the lexical predicate 

hele ‘go’ in zero head noun constructions.  The four tokens all contained destination relative 

clauses where the zero head noun corresponds to the destination element of the relative clause.  

The data in (5.18) illustrates that head nouns that correspond to the destination element within 

relative clauses exhibit another O argument characteristic, the ability to be null.9   

5.18. he huakai noi ia ka makou i hele mai nei 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Augate 6, 1891) 
he  huaka‘i  noi i‘a  kä  mäkou   i  hele  mai  nei 
a trip  request  fish Gen-a 1pl.exc   Prf go hither Cntr 

‘What we have come upon is a fish requesting journey.’ 
 
The distribution of GS class in the relative clauses whose predicates are hele is 

illustrated in Chart 5.16 below based on three distinct head noun categories.  The categories 

within Chart 5.16 refer to the roles of the head nouns in their respective relative clauses.  The 

destination category, as stated above, refers to head nouns that correspond to the place to which 

                                                
9 Further research should search out zero head noun relative clauses.  The relative clause corpus used for this 
study did not contain any relative clauses where some head noun that corresponds to some oblique element in the 
relative clause was null.  In concert with the relative clause corpus used here, zero head oblique relative clauses 
should not occur.   
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the S of hele was going.  The time category refers to head nouns that correspond to the temporal 

element of the relative clause at which the S of hele was going.  The origin category refers to 

head nouns that correspond to the starting point from which the S of hele was going.   

 

All destination relative clauses contained a-class GS.  In the time category we find that 

two tokens contained a-class GS and one token contained an o-class GS.  The two tokens 

within the origin category were o-class. The only category of distributional interest is the 

destination category.   

To illustrate the findings in Chart 5.16 with data and discussion, consider (5.19) below, 

which contains the head noun wahi ‘place’ that corresponds to the destination of the hele event.  

As (5.19) was extracted from a narrative context, I was able to determine that the head noun 

wahi was the destination, and not origin of the hele event.  (5.20) is a modification of (5.19), in 

which the a-class GS is replaced with an o-class GS.  The o-class GS in (5.20) allows for either 

Destination Time Origin 

a-class 13 2 0 

o-class 0 1 2 
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the destination interpretation or the origin interpretation.  Whether an a-class GS can be used 

in an origin relative clause is neither supported nor opposed here.  Both of the two instances of 

origin relatives in the relative clause corpus contain an o-class GS in this (cf. Chart 5.16 above), 

the number of tokens is too small, however, to be conclusive.   

5.19. nä wahi äu e hele mehameha ai 
(Desha 1996:34) 
nä   wahi  äu   e  hele  mehameha  ai 
the.pl place 2sg=ø-Gen-a Imp go alone  AI 

‘the placed that you will go alone’ 

5.20. nä  wahi  ou   e  hele  mehameha  ai 
the.pl place 2sg=ø-Gen-o Imp go alone  AI 
‘the places that you will go to/come from alone’ 

(5.21) and (5.22) are provided to illustrate that destination relative clauses allow both 

a- and o-class GS.  (5.21) and (5.22) are from sources outside of those used for the corpus of 

this study.  The only difference between the two examples is the genitive classes.  Both (5.21) 

and (5.22) are translated as destination relative clauses because that is how I interpreted them 

in their individual contexts.  Minimally, both GS in (5.21) and (5.22) syntactically qualified to 

be marked with a-class because both GS are actor S arguments within the scenarios described.  

Moreover, as shown in Chart 5.16, 13 of 13 tokens of the destination relative clauses within the 

relative clause corpus contain an a-class GS.  However, given that o-class is the unmarked form, 

we should expect occasional o-class tokens as exemplified in (5.22), similar to what we will see 

below in connection to o-class GS of object relative clauses, e.g., (5.24) and (5.25).  
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5.21. kana wahi i hele ai 
(Nupepa Kuokoa, Februari 1, 1868, p. 2) 
käna  wahi  i  hele  ai 
3.sg=Gen-a place Prf go ai 

‘the place that he went to’ 

5.22. kona wahi i hele ai 
(Nupepa Kuokoa, Februari 15, 1868, p. 1) 
kona   wahi  i  hele  ai 
3sg=Gen-o place Prf go ai 

‘the place that he went to’ 
 

Thus, destination head noun effect is statistically relevant in delineating the a- and o-

class choice, but is not the factor by which the selection process is exclusively governed.  

Proposed and illustrated here is that destinations of lexical predicates like hele have similar 

properties to objects of dyadic clauses.  That is, a contributing factor to why all the tokens in 

the corpus containing hele whose head nouns correspond to their respective destinations are a-

class is because those S arguments are subject to MAXIM 1: Object Relative Clause Effect.  

Therefore, because head nouns that correspond to the destination element of relative clauses 

predicated with hele exhibit pseudo-O properties, Maxim 1 effects are shown in not only object 

relative clauses, but also destination relative clauses too. 

In summary, the monadic predicate hele ‘go’ when occurring with an oblique NP 

referring to the destination demonstrates characteristics similar to those of dyadic predicates.10  

This results in GS selection of the intransitive predicate hele along the same lines as dyadic 

                                                
10 Alternatively, one may hypothesize that hele !go’ is actually a dyadic predicate and that the direct object 
(destination) can be null.  Or more appropriately, one may argue that hele is inherently neither transitive nor 
intransitive, but can be used intransitively or transitively. Transitivity in Hawaiian is an area needing further 
inquiry. 
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predicates.  Thus, S arguments of intransitive predicates such as hele that have pseudo-O 

arguments are subject to MAXIM 1: Object Relative Clause Effect.   

5.2.5.2 O-class GS in object relative clauses 
As illustrated in Chart 5.15 above, within the relative clause corpus there were 119 

tokens of object relative clauses.  All but three had an a-class GS.  One of the o-class GS tokens 

is listed below in (5.23).  The remaining two are listed in (5.24).  (5.23) and (5.24) are listed 

separately because the GS in (5.23) is preposed to the head noun of the NP and the GS in 

(5.24) are postposed.   

As mentioned above, Cabral (2004) noticed that not all the object relative clauses found 

in his corpora were a-class.  The same is true for the relative clause corpus used for this study.  

In (5.23) and (5.24), we find that MAXIM 1 does not always hold true.  The predicate in the 

relative clause of (5.23) is paulele ‘trust’.  The A argument is in the genitive case, e.g., ko 

Kekühaupi‘o.  The O argument of the relative clause is represented by the anaphoric pronoun ai 

(see Elbert and Pukui (1979:96) for a discussion on ai and its usage as an anaphor in 

Hawaiian), which corresponds to the head noun akua ‘god’.   

5.23. ko Kekühaupi‘o akua i paulele ai 
(Desha 1996:26) 

 ko  Kekühaupi‘o  akua i  paulele  ai 
Gen-o Kekühaupi‘o god Prf trust  AI 

‘the god that Kekühaupi‘o trusted’  
 
The data found in (5.24a) and (5.24b) both contain a postposed o-class GS and an 

object relative clause.  Both (5.24a) and (5.24b) have relative clause predicates that qualify as 
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dyadic for the same reasons as (5.23) does.  However, the examples found in (5.24) contain 

postposed GSs, which are linearly closer than the preposed GS to the VP of the relative clause, 

hence narrowing the distance between the relative clause predicate and the GS. 

5.24.    a. ua hele wale këlä wahi o ka ‘alä i pä ai a mähanahana wale  
(Desha 1996:76) 
ua  hele  wale  këlä  wahi  o  ka  ‘alä  [i  pä  ai]  

  Prf go just that place ø-Gen-o the rock Prf touch AI 
 

  a  mähanahana  wale 
  until hot  just 

  ‘that place that the smooth stone hit just became hot’ 

b. he mau wa‘a nunui këia o Kamehameha i ho‘omäkaukau ai 
  (Desha 1996:99) 

He  mau  wa‘a  nunui këia  o  Kamehameha   
a  Pl canoe giant this ø-Gen-o Kamehameha   
 
i  ho‘omäkaukau  ai 
Prf prepare    AI 

‘These were giant canoes that Kamehameha prepared’  
 
The question is, why are the GS in (5.23) and (5.24) o-class given the significantly high 

a-class rate in the object relative clause category?  We might argue that these counterexamples 

to MAXIM 1 are typographical errors.  In checking the newspaper where (5.24b) was originally 

published, namely, Ka Hoku o Hawaii, June 2, 1921, the GS was indeed o-class there as well.  

Hence, there was no typographical error made in the modernization and reprinting of that 

source.  Maybe, the type-setter of the newspaper Ka Hoku o Hawaii made mistakes by type 

setting an o instead of an a in these three examples?  Perhaps the o-class GS of these object 

relative clauses found in (5.23) and (5.24) are the result of this one particular author’s own 
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dialect or idiolect of Hawaiian?  These are plausible hypotheses.  However, we have no way of 

empirically testing these proposals.  Thus, we will not assume that these counterexamples to 

MAXIM 1 are created out of error.  We will assume that the author intended these exact 

examples.  The issue is, thus, how do we account for the data found in (5.23) and (5.24)?  

However the anomalies that the data provided in (5.23) and (5.24) seem to be, native 

Hawaiian speakers produced and published those data for the native speaking audience of its 

time.  Therefore, we must assume they are grammatical.  Even though MAXIM 1 is not met, the 

author of the data found in (5.23) published it for his native speaking audience.  In Chapter 2, 

it was posited that o-class is non-specific in connection to whether or not its referent is an actor 

(and/or agentive).  Thus, data similar to that found in (5.23) and (5.24) are possible; they are 

just not likely according to the statistics cited in Chart 5.15.  Data similar to those found in 

(5.23) and (5.24), even though they are extremely rare, demonstrate that Maxim 1 is not an 

absolute rule, but a strong tendency. 

Consider (5.25) below, which was acquired from outside of the primary resources from 

which the corpora for this study were gathered.  (5.25) contains the same dyadic predicate as 

(5.23) paulele ‘trust, have faith’ within the relative clause, which modifies the noun phrase nä 

akamai kahiko wale nö o ka ‘äina ‘the traditional intelligent practices of the (home) land’.  What 

we find is another object relative clause with the predicate paulele and in this token the GS is a-

class, e.g., kä Kamehameha ‘Gen-a Kamehameha’, in accordance with MAXIM 1.   
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5.25.  ‘A‘ole ‘o nä akamai kahiko wale nö o ka ‘äina kä Kamehameha i paulele ai, 
(Kamakau 1996:205) 
‘A‘ole  ‘o  nä  akamai  kahiko wale nö 

Neg Nom the=pl intelligence old just indeed  
 

o ka ‘äina kä Kamehameha i paulele  ai 
ø-Gen-o the land  Gen-a Kamehameha Prf trust  AI 

‘It was not only the traditional intelligent practices of the (home) land that 
Kamehameha had faith in,’ 

 
5.2.6 Head nouns of oblique relative clauses and a- and o-class GS selection 

Head noun effects are claimed to be significant in class selection of the GS of relative 

clauses and has prompted much discussion by those who teach Hawaiian (see Hopkins 1994, 

Hawkins 1982).  The purpose of this section is to analyze the effects of various head noun 

types in connection to their relationships to their subordinated relative clauses and a- and o-

class GS selection.  A theory proposed before in connection to a- and o-class GS selection in 

non-subject relative clauses, particularly in pedagogical Hawaiian texts (for example, Hopkins 

1992:232, Hawkins 1982:114), is that if the head noun corresponds to the temporal, locational, 

or reason (and/or cause) element of a non-subject relative clause, then an o-class GS is used.  

However, as Hawkins (1982:114) notes, “there is a lot of variation between a and o in the 

literature.”   

In discussing GS class selection, Wilson (1976a:118) wrote, “If the possessed word is 

not the direct object of the embedded transitive, either O or A may be used with synonymous 

meanings.  However, A is more common.”  In this section we will analyze two possible 

syntactic structures for relative clauses containing a postposed GS.  The first syntactic structure 

proposed in this section is one where the GS forms a syntactic constituent with the head noun, 
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e.g., (5.29) below.  In this structure, the head noun, not the relative clause, syntactically 

governs the genitive class of the genitive.  The second syntactic structure locates the GS within 

the relative clause, e.g., (5.33) below, in which the GS class is governed by the semantic role 

assigned by the relative clause.  These analyses, although promising for both dyadic and 

monadic relative clauses, are ultimately determined to be insufficient for two reasons.  First, 

there is no inference into the motivation for a speaker to choose one syntactic form over 

another.  Finally, under the purely syntactic analysis there is no means for the relative clause 

predicate to influence the GS selection of a preposed GS resulting in a preposed a-class GS with 

a canonically o-class head noun, e.g., (5.34) below.   

5.2.6.1 Head noun effect: syntactic constituency of genitives and head nouns of NPs 
A general claim about the GS class selection in relative clauses is that if the head noun is 

co-referential with some phrase other than the object of the relative clause and denotes either 

time, place or instrument (which includes notions of reason, manner, etc.), then the genitive 

class of the GS is preferably o-class (see especially teaching texts, e.g., Hopkins 1992).  There 

seems to be validity to this claim.  Consider examples (5.26), (5.27), and (5.28) in which the 

head nouns denote time, place and reason, respectively, and the A arguments are realized as o-

class GS.  The head noun of (5.26) is manawa ‘time’.  The head noun of (5.27) is kahi ‘the place’, 
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which is a contraction of ka + wahi ‘the place’.11  The head noun of (5.28) is ‘eleu nui ‘great 

agility’ (i.e., manner).   

5.26. ka manawa ona i kauoha a‘e ai i kekahi mau känaka 
(Desha 1996:19) 
ka  manawa  ona   i  kauoha  a‘e  ai   
the time  3sg-ø-Gen-o Prf command up AI   
 

i  kekahi  mau  känaka 
Acc another  Pl person 

‘the time when he commanded some other people (to do something)’ 

5.27. kahi ona i lawe ai i ke ola o ko makou hoa'loha 
(Kalani et al., Nupepa Kuokoa 1868:4) 
kahi  ona  i lawe ai  
the.place 3sg=ø-Gen-o Prf take AI 
 

i ke ola o  ko mäkou  hoaloha 
Acc the life ø-Gen-o  Gen-o 1pl=excl  friend 

‘the place where  he took the life of our friend’ 
 

5.28. a pëlä nö ho‘i ka ‘eleu nui o Kekühaupi‘o i ko‘o aku ai i käna lä‘au i waho mai kona mau 
wäwae aku 
(Desha 1996:36) 
pëlä  nö  ho‘i  ka ‘eleu nui o Kekühaupi‘o i ko‘o  
thus Int also the agility great ø-Gen-o Kekühaupi‘o Perf prop 
 

aku  ai i käna  lä‘au i waho  
thither AI Acc 3sg=Gen-a stick Loc outside   
 

mai  kona  mau wäwae  aku  
from 3sg=Gen-o Pl leg  thither 

‘thus indeed was the great agility with which Kekühaupi‘o propped his stick outward 
from his leg’ 

                                                
11 Within the corpus used for this study there were no examples of locational head nouns in combination with o-
class GS A.  Hence, (5.27) was gathered from a source outside of the sources used for the primary corpus used for 
this study. 
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The findings in this study do not support Wilson’s claim that a-class GS A are preferred 

in oblique relative clause constructions (i.e., non-object relative clauses).12  GSs in oblique 

relative clauses found in the corpus were split evenly.  There were 48 total tokens and 24 were 

a-class and 24 were o-class (see Chart 5.15 above).  When considering examples (5.26), (5.27), 

and (5.28) without a corpus for comparative purposes, one might hypothesize that perhaps the 

semantic class of the head noun is what is governing the selection of o-class GS A because the 

head nouns of examples (5.26), (5.27), and (5.28) are canonically possessed with o-class 

genitives.  However, the even split illustrated in Chart 5.15 suggests that there are other factors 

to be considered.  The question is then whether these examples contain an o-class GS because 

the head noun syntactically governs the genitive class selection.   

Consider (5.29) below, which is a repeat of (5.26) above.  (5.29) has been syntactically 

parsed to illustrate how an o-class GS A could be syntactically possible for (5.26), as well as 

(5.27) and (5.28), should the same analysis be applied.  Notice that the genitive phrase ona 

‘3sg-ø-Gen-o’ is analyzed as part of  the head noun phrase.  The head noun manawa ‘time’ of 

(5.29) is something that in no way can be controlled and is, therefore, always possessed with 

an o-class genitive in Hawaiian (see Wilson 1976).  In claiming that ona is a syntactic argument 

of the head noun, and not the relative clause, is argumentatively advantageous.  Under the 

                                                
12  Statements like Wilson’s are dangerously misleading for languages like Hawaiian whose native speaker 
population has declined to the point that there are more L2 speakers of Hawaiian than L1.  That is, the problem is 
that no motivational factors are provided for when to use an a- or o-class form or where — the classic linguistic 
anthropological query. 
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analysis provided for (5.29), the genitive class of ona is directly in the scope of the head noun, 

thus resulting in the o-class genitive.  

5.29. ka manawa ona i kauoha a‘e ai i kekahi mau känaka 
(Desha 1996:19) 

NP[NP[ ka manawa] ø-Gen[ona]] RC[VP[i  kauoha  a‘e  ai]   
    the time  3sg=ø-Gen-o   Prf command up AI  

PP[P[i] NP[kekahi  mau  känaka]]]] 

     Acc     another Pl person 

‘the time when he commanded some other people’ 

Furthermore, recall that (5.24b) above contained an object relative clause in which 

there was a postposed o-class GS.  A syntactic analysis similar to that in (5.29) would claim that 

the genitive o Kamehameha in (5.24b) is in the possessor position, not the GS.13  That is, o 

Kamehameha is realized within the scope of the head noun of the NP, not the relative clause.  

(5.24b) in combination with the double genitive tokens discussed in Chapter 4 as well as other 

cognitive evidence, illustrates that there are two syntactic postposed positions to the head noun 

of the NP for genitives.  The leftmost position is where a possessive occurs and the rightmost 

position is where a GS occurs. 

5.2.6.2 Counter examples to head noun effect: syntactic constituency of genitive and 
relative clause 

Head nouns that refer to time, place, or instrument commonly occur with an a-class GS 

A in the relative clause corpus.  Consider examples (5.30), (5.31), and (5.32) below, all of 

which contain a-class GS A and head nouns that correspond to the time, place, and reason 

elements of the relative clauses.  (5.30) contains the head noun manawa ‘time’.  (5.31) contains 

                                                
13 Herd et al. (2004) and Otsuka (2010) propose similar analyses for other Polynesian languages. 
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the head noun kahi ‘the.place’.  (5.32) contains the head noun kumu ‘reason’.14  These examples 

illustrate that (a) a-class GS A occur with head nouns that are canonically possessed with o-

class, and, therefore, (b) in examples like (5.30), (5.31), and (5.32), GS do not show syntactic 

constituency with the head noun whereby the class of the genitive is governed by semantics of 

the head noun.  Rather, they suggest that the GS class is selected and/or influenced by the role 

the argument played in the relative clause. 

5.30. këia manawa nö ho‘i a ke Ali‘i ‘Ai Moku Kalani‘öpu‘u e ho‘omäkaukau nei i këia mau 
lako kaua  
(Desha 1996:53) 
këia  manawa nö  ho‘i   
this time  Int also   
 

a ke Ali‘i ‘Ai Moku Kalani‘öpu‘u  
ø-Gen-a the chief rule district Kalani‘öpu‘u 
 

e  ho‘omäkaukau nei i këia mau lako  kaua 
Imp  prepare   Cntr Acc this Pl supplies  war 

‘this time indeed when the Island Chief was preparing these war supplies’ 
 

5.31. ma kahi äna i waiho ai i kona wahi pä‘ü 
(Kahiolo 1998:5) 
ma  kahi   äna   i  waiho  ai  
Loc the+place 3sg=ø-Gen-a Prf leave AI  
 

i kona   wahi pä‘ü 
Acc 3sg-Gen-o little skirt 

‘at the place where she left her little skirt’ 
  

                                                
14 Within the relative clause corpus gathered for this study there were no examples like (5.37) with an a-class GS 
A in combination with the head noun kumu ‘reason’, or any other reason or manner type head nouns.  Hence, 
(5.37) was obtained outside of the primary corpus data set used for this study. 
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5.32. Aole o oukou kuhikuhi mai i ke kumu ana i kue ai 
(Moehonua Nupepa Kuokoa 1876:2) 
‘A‘ole  o  ‘oukou kuhikuhi  mai i  
Neg ø-Gen 2pl show  hither Acc  
 

ke  kumu äna  i  kü‘ë  ai 
the reason 3sg=ø-Gen-a Prf resist AI 

‘You (pl) did not show the reason that he resisted’  

Provided below is (5.33), which is (5.30) syntactically parsed to illustrate that the GS A 

is a constituent of the relative clause and not of the head noun.  The analysis illustrated in 

(5.33) claims that the GS a ke Ali‘i ‘Ai Moku Kalani‘öpu‘u ‘the Island Chief Kalani‘öpu‘u’ is a 

constituent within the relative clause.  Recall Chapter 4 where it was illustrated that for 

syntactic, semantic and cognitive reasons, GS manifest subject properties within the relative 

clause.  The syntactic analysis provided in (5.33) illustrates neatly that the genitive class of the 

GS is governed directly by the predicate of the relative clause.  In (5.33), the syntactic claim is 

that the relationship of the genitive phrase is organized differently than in (5.29).  That is, the 

predicate of the relative clause in (5.35) triggered and/or influenced the a-class GS selection.   

5.33. NP[NP[ këia  manawa nö  ho‘i] 
        this time  Int also  

RC[PP [ø-GEN[a] NP[ke Ali‘i ‘Ai Moku Kalani‘öpu‘u ]] 
   ø-Gen-a      the chief rule district Kalani‘öpu‘u 

VP[e ho‘omäkaukau nei PP[i këia mau lako  kaua]]]] 

     Imp prepare   Cntr  Acc this Pl supplies  war 

‘this time indeed when the Island Chief was preparing these war supplies’ 

Under the analysis provided above, we have seen that relative clauses with a postposed 

GS allow for two possible syntactic relative clause structures.  The postposed genitive phrase 
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either syntactically groups with the head noun where the genitive class of the genitive is 

governed by the relationship between the head noun and the genitive (i.e., as possessives are), 

e.g., (5.29), or the GS syntactically groups with the relative clause where the genitive class of 

the genitive is governed by the predicate of the relative clause by which the semantic role is 

assigned based on the role the A or S argument played in the event, e.g., (5.33).   

5.2.6.3 Problems with the autonomous syntactic approach 

There are problems with the analyses provided in §5.2.6.1 and §5.2.6.2.  The first 

problem with the autonomous syntactic approach is that it lacks empirical semantic evidence 

to solidify the argument.  That is, the genitive phrase ona ‘3sg=ø-Gen-o’ in (5.29) is not 

interpreted in any way as a possessor of the head noun manawa ‘time’.  Ona is interpreted as the 

A argument of the relative clause.  Thus, unlike MAXIM 1 which claims straightforwardly why a 

certain genitive class is used by a speaker given certain syntactic parameters, the syntactic 

analyses for examples (5.29) and (5.33) do not illustrate the motivating factors that delineate 

the a- or o-class GS selection process of Hawaiian language speakers. 

Moreover, preposed a-class GSs would not occur if the analysis presented in connection 

to (5.33) is true.  A preposed genitive is in no way a syntactic constituent of a relative clause.  

The head noun dislocates the GS from the relative clause.  Hence, the head noun governs all 

preposed genitive class selections, in a purely syntactic analysis.  For example, (5.21), which 

contained a preposed a-class GS, would not be grammatical under a purely syntactic analysis 
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because the canonically o-class head noun wahi ‘place’ would block the relative clause from the 

GS, thus resulting in an o-class GS.   

Given the syntactic analyses provided in connection to (5.29) and (5.33), it is not 

possible for the relative clause to govern the class selection of preposed GSs.  However, we find 

canonical o-class head nouns occurring with preposed a-class GSs, e.g., see (5.3) and (5.21) 

above.  Therefore, the syntactic structure does not determine GS class selection; it, at best, 

influences it.  To further illustrate this point, consider (5.34) below.  The GS käna ‘3sg.Gen-a’ 

is preposed to the head noun wä ‘time’.  (5.34) contains an oblique relative clause; not an 

object relative clause, thus, the GS class selection is not subject to MAXIM 1.  The lexeme wä, 

when possessed, is always possessed with an o-class.  The predicate of the relative clause in 

(5.34) is ha‘alele ‘leave’.  The syntactic analysis presented here does not account for how and/or 

why the GS in (5.34) is a-class. 

5.34. kana wa i haalele aku ai 
(Nupepa Kuokoa, Nowemapa 25, 1865:3) 
[[känai]Gen [wä]N [[ [i]TAM [ha‘alele]V [aku]DIR [ai]An]VP]RC]NP 

3sg=Gen-a time   Prf leave  thither  AI 

‘the time s/he left’ 
 
In summary, the major concern that we have with an autonomous syntactic analysis is 

rooted in the primary research question for this thesis.  That is, why one genitive class is 

chosen and another is not when a genitive is used to represent the grammatical subject of some 

predicate, be it in a relative clause or a nominalization.  (5.24b) above which is repeated below 

as (5.35), by all indications, should contain an a-class GS in accordance to MAXIM 1.  (5.35) 
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contains the most significant grammatical context that triggers a-class GS, i.e., postposed A of 

an object relative clause.  However, the o-class genitive in (5.35) in connection to the analysis 

in (5.29) must hold the possessor position, all the while, it was interpreted as the A argument 

of the relative clause.  We remain unable to explain why the GS in (5.35) is o-class. 

5.35. he mau wa‘a nunui këia o Kamehameha i ho‘omäkaukau ai 
(Desha 1996:99) 
He  mau  wa‘a  nunui këia  o  Kamehameha   
a  Pl canoe giant this ø-Gen-o Kamehameha  

i  ho‘omäkaukau  ai 
Prf prepare    AI 

‘These were giant canoes that Kamehameha prepared’  
 

5.2.6.4 Discontinuity effects in Hawaiian relative clause structure 
Chart 5.13 above illustrates that preposed GS Ss in the relative clause corpus are o-class 

at a rate of 69% (20 of 29), while Chart 5.14 illustrates that postposed GS Ss are a-class at a rate 

of 75% (15 of 57).  The preposed GS S category is the only category, besides the GS O category, 

to exhibit a higher rate of o-class than a-class in the relative clause corpus.  Kamanä-Wilson 

(1978) explained similar findings in terms of discontinuity effects.  Discontinuity effects in 

Hawaiian relative clause structure are effects caused when a head noun occurs between a GS 

and the predicate of the relative clause (i.e., with a preposed GS).   

Consider examples (5.36) and (5.37) below.  (5.36) and (5.37) contain NPs with 

relative clauses that consist of the predicate e noho ana ‘dwelling’.  The GS of (5.36) is preposed 

to the head noun of the NP, e.g., wahi ‘place’.  The GS of (5.37) is postposed to the head noun 
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of the NP, e.g., kahi ‘the place’.15  Both GS are third person pronouns.  The difference of interest 

here is that the preposed GS S is o-class in (5.36) and the postposed GS S is a-class in (5.37).   

5.36. ko läua wahi e noho ana 
(Desha 1996:12) 
ko  läua  wahi  e  noho  ana 
Gen.o 3dl place IMP dwell IMP 

‘the place where they were living’ 

5.37. kahi äna e noho ana 
(Kahiolo 1996:79) 
kahi   äna   e  noho  ana 
the.place 3sg=ø-Gen.a IMP dwell IMP 

‘the place where s/he was living’ 

Kamanä-Wilson (1978) argued that the preposing of GS similar to the one in (5.36) 

renders a relative clause discontinuous.  That is, the GS is not adjacent to the relative clause, 

but is separated from it due to the intervening head noun, to which it is preposed.  This 

discontinuity creates, at times, an insurmountable linear distance for the speaker to draw the 

genitive class of the GS from the event described in the relative clause.  Hence, it is argued that 

the genitive class of the GS is likely to be determined by the semantics of the head noun.  The 

findings reported above suggest that the strong discontinuity effects claim is untrue as 

illustrated in the data provided in (5.34).  Chart 5.17 illustrates a- and o-class selection in 

relative clause tokens with the predicate noho ‘dwell’ in comparison to the position of GSs.  The 

findings are that preposed GSs of the relative clauses with the predicate noho were exclusively 

o-class in the relative clause corpus, and both a- and o-class in the postposed position.  Hence, 

                                                
15 Kahi is a derived from the combination of ka ‘the’ and wahi ‘place’.  The combination of the two renders kahi 
(Elbert and Pukui 1979:121) 
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if we consider the findings in Chart 5.17 below, we see that there is justification for Kamanä-

Wilson’s generalization. 

 

5.3 Conclusions 
This chapter used primarily syntactic tools to analyze the distribution of a- and o-class 

GSs in the nominalization and relative clause corpora.  There are two generalizations that 

emerge from the data in connection to o-class GS selection and two in connection to a-class GS 

selection.  The first generalization for o-class GSs is that o-class occurs in all GS categories 

analyzed here.  Therefore, o-class emerges as the unmarked form of GSs.  Because a-class GSs 

are selected in specific environments, a-class emerges as the marked form.  The other 

conclusive finding in connection to o-class GS selection is that GS Os, subjects of so-called 

passive clauses containing the periphrastic morpheme ‘ia, are exclusively o-class in both 

Preposed GS S Postposed GS S 

a-class GS 0 6 

o-class GS 8 2 
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corpora.  As for a-class selection, in both the nominalization and relative clause corpora A 

arguments were the most viable GS for a-class selection.   

The bulk of this chapter was dedicated to discussing GS selection in relative clauses.  GS 

of object relative clauses were a-class at a rate of 98%.  Therefore, MAXIM 1: Object Relative 

Clause Effect, a generalization that GS of object relative clauses in Hawaiian will be a-class, was 

proposed above and is sufficiently supported by the data.  Similar findings to that stated in 

Maxim 1 were also reported previously (see Alexander 1891, Wilson 1976, Hawkins 2000, 

Cabral 2004, and others). 

The corpora differed in that the preferred genitive class for GS of nominalizations is o-

class and the preferred genitive class for GS A and S of relative clauses is a-class.  However, in 

both corpora, the GS A argument categories are the most likely to trigger a-class GS.  S 

arguments in nominalizations are predominantly o-class.  However, S arguments in the relative 

clause corpus displayed discontinuity effects (Kamanä-Wilson 1978) where GS Ss patterned 

similarly to GS As of relative clauses, where the GS S is postposed to the head noun, i.e., within 

a near syntactic linear distance of the VP of the relative clause.  
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Chapter 6 
 

Semantic Factors in a- and o-class GS Selection 
 

6.0 Semantic factors and a- and o-class GS selection 
In the preceding chapter, we have seen that syntactic factors, specifically, the 

grammatical roles S, A, and O have only limited effect on the choice of a- vs. o-class GS.  On 

the one hand, we found that O arguments are never realized as a-class GS and that A 

arguments are most consistently marked with a-class.  On the other, we also found that both 

a- and o-class genitives can be used for A and S arguments.  This led us to conclude that the 

o-class genitive is the unmarked option for GS in general and the use of a-class requires some 

special motivation.  Thus, a majority of the analyses focus on what triggers a-class.  The 

syntactic factors, therefore, did not fully explain the distribution of a- and o-class GS.  In this 

chapter, we investigate whether semantic factors, specifically, the semantic roles of GS, affect 

the selection of a- and o-class GS.  We will find the following in connection to GS class 

selection: (a) that arguments that carry the patient semantic role are o-class in all but 

arguably one token; and (b) that the more agentive a GS is the more likely it is to be marked 

with a-class.  At the same time, it will also be shown that the semantic condition cannot 

account for all occurrences of a-class GS.  That is, there are instances of a-class GS, wherein 

the semantic role is not agent.   

6.1 GS types found in the data  

We classify the GS under investigation into three classes in terms of three semantic 

roles:  agent, experiencer, and patient.  An agent argument is an actor that performs some 
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action within an event.  An experiencer argument is defined here as an entity that receives a 

sensory or emotional input or puts out emotion, such as the subject of dyadic predicates of 

perception, e.g. lohe ‘hear’, ‘ike ‘see, feel, know’, or makemake ‘want, like’ in Hawaiian.  A 

patient argument is one that is causally affected by some agent, i.e., S arguments of passive 

and stative predicates.   

To illustrate what is meant by agent versus experiencer arguments, let us consider the 

following English sentences: Mary ate the cake and Mary heard the voice.  Mary is an A 

argument in both sentences.  In the first sentence, Mary ate the cake, Mary holds the semantic 

role of agent.  In an eating event as depicted here, Mary acted under her own will, likely 

knew what she was doing, and causally affected the cake that she ate.  The cake in Mary ate 

the cake holds the patient semantic role.   

Experiencer arguments do not generally have intent or volition in an event; rather 

experiencer subjects receive sensory input.  We will now consider the other English sentence 

provided above, e.g., Mary heard the voice.  Mary likely had no intent and/or volition in the 

hearing event.  Mary had no effect on the voice.  More importantly, Mary is the receiver of 

sensory input.  The hearing event occurred in Mary’s location, i.e. locus.  Mary is, thus, an 

experiencer in the hearing event.   

Some S arguments have the semantic role of patient, because they are not actors 

within the given scenario.  Patients are distinct from both agents and experiencers because, 

unlike agents and experiencers, which are actors, patients are undergoers of events.  Statives 
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in Hawaiian have grammatical subjects that are patients.  For example, consider the lexical 

item make ‘be dead’.  The subject of make has no control and/or volition in the make scenario, 

nor does the subject receive any sensory input.  Subjects of this type were assigned the 

patient semantic role.   

In Chapter 5 we distinguished GS O as a distinct GS category.  GS O are claimed to be 

subjects of monadic clauses marked with ‘ia, a morpheme which requires that the undergoer 

of some event be marked as the grammatical subject and its agent be marked by the oblique 

preposition e.  Elbert and Pukui (1979) as well as others claim that ‘ia is a passive morpheme, 

which, thus, marks a clause as being passive.  As the grammatical subject of an ‘ia marked 

predicate is the undergoer, GS O carry the patient semantic role.  All GS that carry the patient 

semantic role are o-class in the corpora used for this study.  Therefore, there is no need to 

carry on the GS O category.  Thus, all GS O subjects discussed in Chapter 5 are treated in this 

chapter as GS S that carry the patient semantic role.   

Five distinct GS types are found in the corpora based on their argument types and 

semantic roles.  These subject types are illustrated below in (6.1).  (6.1) develops from left to 

right.  On the far left there is the category GS.  There are two major subcategories of GS; 

those are GS A and GS S.  GS A have two subcategories, AGT (agent) GS A and EXP 

(experiencer) GS A.  GS S has three subcategories, AGT GS S, EXP GS S, and PAT (patient) 

GS S.  The final column on the right contains the categorical names of the GS types as used in 

the analyses provided below.  For example, AGT GS A refers to a GS of a dyadic predicate 
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that holds the agent semantic role.   EXP GS A refers to a GS of a dyadic predicate that holds 

the experiencer semantic role.  AGT GS S refers to a GS of a monadic predicate that holds the 

agent semantic role.  EXP GS S refers to a GS of a monadic predicate that holds the 

experiencer semantic role.  PAT GS S refers to a GS of a monadic predicate that holds the 

patient semantic role.   

As you can see in (6.1) below, there is no one-to-one correspondence between the 

grammatical argument type (A and S) and semantic roles.  Thus, looking at the semantic role 

of a particular GS could potentially help us understand the distribution of a- versus o-class 

GS selection, which was not fully accounted for in terms of the syntactic factors.  A careful 

examination of the semantic roles of these GSs will reveal that the choice of a-class is 

associated with a particular semantic role, e.g., agent.   

6.1. GS types including semantic roles 

 

The GS S category contains examples of all three semantic roles used in this study.  

Hence, the GS S category is the one that we will look at to illustrate the different categories.  

GS 

GS A 

AGT !"#$"%$!$

EXP &'($"%$!$

GS S 

AGT !"#$"%$%$

EXP &'($"%$%$

PAT (!#$"%$%$
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First, we will begin with the agent semantic role.  AGT GS Ss are subjects of unergative verbs 

and are agentive in nature, which means that AGT GS Ss are volitional actors within their 

respective scenarios.  AGT GS Ss are similar to agents of dyadic predicates.  The sole 

difference between the agents of monadic predicates and those of dyadic predicates is that the 

agents of monadic predicates do not obviously act upon another entity.  That is, that is there 

is no O argument.  AGT GS Ss are considered synonymous with what Dixon referred to as Sa 

(1994:53).   

For example, consider (6.2a) below.  The predicate of the relative clause in (6.2a) is 

pi‘i ‘climb’ and those that pi‘i, or the grammatical subject of pi‘i in Hawaiian, are agents 

because climbing consists of purposeful action, i.e. volition and/or intent.  Hence, S 

arguments of pi‘i events are agentive actors.   

EXP GS Ss are subjects of monadic predicates that describe events which have subjects 

that receive a sensory perception, or emotional input or puts out emotion.  Experiencer 

subjects also lack volition and/or intent.  An example of an EXP GS S is found below in 

(6.2b).  The predicate of the nominalization in (6.2b) is no‘ono‘o ‘think’.  Nonetheless, 

no‘ono‘o does denote an event that is perceivably an action.  The S argument of no‘ono‘o 

would, thus, qualify as an actor.  

PAT GS Ss are subjects of monadic predicates which include subjects of passivized 

and stative predicates.  PAT GS Ss are not perceived as actors within their respective 

scenarios.  An example of a PAT GS S is found below in (6.2c).   
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6.2.  a. këia huaka‘i a ke ali‘i ‘öpio e pi‘i mai nei 
(Desha 1996:77) 
këia  huaka‘i  a  ke  ali‘i  ‘öpio  e  pi‘i  mai  nei 
this journey  ø-Gen-a the chief young Imp climb hither near 

‘this journey that the young chief is climbing (taking uphill)’ 
 

b. kou noonoo ana 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Augate 25, 1891) 
kou   no‘ono‘o  ‘ana 
2sg=Gen-o think  ‘ANA 

‘your thinking’ 
 

c. ka wä ona i mäkaukau ai e ho‘i 
(Kahiolo 1998:81) 
ka wä ona  i mäkaukau ai e hoÿi i Kahiki 
the time 3sg=ø-Gen-o Prf ready  AI Imp return Loc Kahiki 

‘the time that he was ready to return to Kahiki’ 

6.2 Semantic roles and a- and o-class GS selection in nominalization constructions 
This section is dedicated to exploring how semantic roles of GSs contribute to a 

speaker’s selection of either a- or o-class within nominalizations.  The different GS argument 

types are analyzed individually below in connection to the semantic roles the GS held within 

their respective events.  We saw in Chapter 5 that 728 of 865 tokens, or 84%, of GSs of 

nominalizations were o-class.  We find below that GSs whose semantic role is agent have a 

higher tendency for a-class selection than those with other types of semantic roles. 

6.2.1 Dyadic nominalizations: GS A Semantic roles and a- and o-class GS selection  
To see how semantic roles affect the selection of a- or o-class GS, all instances of 

dyadic nominal predicates (i.e., those which have a GS A) were extracted and listed in Table 

6.1 below.  There were 290 tokens in the nominalization corpus with lexical predicates that 
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contained A type arguments.  There were 100 distinct lexical predicates that are all listed in 

Table 6.1 below.  

It should be noted that when categorizing the data, I looked at the discourse context 

first to understand how the authors used each and every lexeme in a particular instance.  

That is, I did not simply follow the lexical classifications by Pukui and Elbert (1986).  Thus, 

if an author used, or intended to use a lexeme as a dyadic predicate, e.g. hänau ‘give birth’, I 

classified it as a dyadic predicate, and, hence, the GS as an agent A argument.  That is, if in 

the context of the narrative it was clear that the lexeme was being used transitively as a 

dyadic predicate, then the GS was classified as an A argument.  However, if an author used a 

lexeme, e.g. hänau, to mean ‘be born’, I classified it as a monadic predicate, and, hence, the 

GS as a patient S argument.  This variation occurred without any morphological and/or 

formal change to the lexemes in Hawaiian.  Pukui and Elbert (1986), nonetheless, was used 

as a base for the translations provided in the vocabulary lists forthcoming.  

Table 6.1 below provides a list of all the lexemes used in dyadic nominalizations.  The 

first headed column contains the lexical item and the second column contains English 

translations of how that lexeme was used in the data.  The third column is provided to show 

what semantic role the subject has (agent or experiencer).  The final two columns on the 

right are the quantities of a- and o-class tokens which occurred with the lexeme in that row.  

The list in Table 6.1 was sorted first by semantic role and then by lexeme in alphabetical 

order. 
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TABLE 6.1: Dyadic nominal predicates and a- and o-class GS distribution 

 Lexeme 
Translation based on usage and Pukui and 
Elbert (1986) 

SR 
a-class 

GS 
o-class 

GS 
1.  ‘ae agree AGT 0 1 
2.  ‘ai 1. eat. 2  rule AGT 7 6 
3.  ‘aihue steal AGT 1 0 
4.  ‘alo dodge AGT 1 0 
5.  ‘au‘a withhold AGT 4 2 
6.  ‘imi search AGT 0 2 
7.  ‘ölelo speak AGT 1 1 
8.  a‘o learn, teach AGT 7 4 
9.  alaka!i lead AGT 1 1 

10.  aloha 
show affection, love, compassion to 
someone 

AGT 1 1 

11.  amo carry, lift AGT 0 2 
12.  apu snap, snatch AGT 0 1 
13.  ha‘alele leave, depart AGT 0 3 
14.  hä‘awi give AGT 1 2 
15.  hahana make hot AGT 1 0 
16.  ha!i tell AGT 1 1 
17.  häkilo observe closely, spy AGT 1 0 
18.  hamohamo rub, pet AGT 0 1 
19.  hana work, do AGT 6 2 
20.  hänau give birth AGT 0 2 
21.  haupa eat heartily AGT 1 1 
22.  h"wele tie, bind, lash AGT 1 0 
23.  h"welewele tie, bind, lash AGT 2 0 
24.  heluhelu read AGT 1 0 
25.  hili hit, with something, like a stick or club AGT 0 1 
26.  ho‘ä‘o try AGT 1 3 
27.  ho‘äkäka clarify, explain AGT 2 0 
28.  hö‘alo dodge, escape AGT 1 0 
29.  hö‘anu‘u trip up another, causing a heavy fall AGT 1 0 
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30.  hö‘apa‘apa slow down others by not keeping up, lag AGT 1 0 
31.  hö‘ike show AGT 2 2 
32.  hö‘ike‘ike display, exhibit AGT 1 0 
33.  ho‘ohana use AGT 0 1 
34.  ho‘ohiki promise AGT 0 1 
35.  ho‘oholo decide, enact AGT 0 1 

36.  ho‘oikaika strengthen AGT 0 1 

37.  ho‘oili 
put something on to another, as war, 
inheritance 

AGT 0 1 

38.  ho‘okahua establish AGT 0 1 
39.  ho‘öki seize, halt AGT 0 1 

40.  ho‘oku!u release, as an object AGT 0 1 
41.  ho‘olei throw, as a net AGT 2 0 
42.  ho‘olele throw, cast, as stones AGT 0 1 
43.  ho‘oma‘ama‘a practice AGT 0 3 
44.  ho‘omä‘ike‘ike clarify, explain, with examples AGT 1 0 
45.  ho‘omaika!i give praise, congratulate AGT 0 1 
46.  ho‘omaka start, begin AGT 1 1 
47.  ho‘omäkaukau prepare, make ready AGT 0 2 

48.  ho‘omalu protect; rule over, govern AGT 0 1 
49.  ho‘omana worship, empower AGT 1 0 
50.  ho‘one!e move AGT 1 2 
51.  ho‘opakele rescue, save AGT 0 1 
52.  ho‘opau put an end to, finish AGT 0 1 
53.  ho‘opio put out a fire, extinguish AGT 0 1 
54.  ho‘oponopono make right AGT 3 1 
55.  ho‘opuka cause to  emerge; say AGT 0 1 

56.  ho‘ouna send AGT 1 1 
57.  honi kiss AGT 0 1 
58.  hou stab AGT 3 0 
59.  kähea call AGT 1 1 
60.  kauoha command AGT 1 2 
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61.  kënä command AGT 1 1 
62.  ki‘i fetch, get AGT 0 1 
63.  kiola throw, toss AGT 0 1 
64.  kiu spy AGT 0 1 
65.  koi urge, implore, persuade AGT 1 1 
66.  kökua help AGT 1 3 
67.  kolohe do something rascal to someone else AGT 1 0 
68.  ku‘u release, as a prayer AGT 0 1 
69.  kuhikuhi direct AGT 1 1 
70.  lälau grab AGT 0 1 
71.  lawe take, bring AGT 0 1 
72.  lawelawe serve; perform AGT 0 1 
73.  luhi care for a child AGT 0 2 
74.  luku destroy AGT 1 1 
75.  mahalo thank; admire AGT 0 1 
76.  mahi ‘ai farm AGT 1 0 
77.  mäka‘ika‘i explore AGT 1 1 
78.  mälama care for something AGT 3 0 
79.  namunamu complain AGT 0 1 

80.  nänä look at AGT 0 2 

81.  nape 
bending and swaying, as in bending over to 
drink water 

AGT 0 1 

82.  noi request AGT 1 1 
83.  nou thrust, throw AGT 1 1 
84.  nuku scold AGT 0 1 
85.  oli chant AGT 3 0 
86.  pä‘ina dine, party AGT 7 2 

87.  pahu push, shove AGT 4 0 
88.  pale protect AGT 0 3 
89.  pana‘i reciprocate AGT 1 0 
90.  pepehi beat, kill AGT 2 1 
91.  uhuki pull AGT 1 0 
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92.  ‘ike see, know, feel EXP 2 42 
93.  ‘upu desire, long for EXP 0 1 
94.  ho‘olohe listen EXP 0 1 
95.  ho‘omaopopo recall; understand EXP 0 5 
96.  lohe hear EXP 0 42 
97.  mana‘o think about something EXP 0 2 
98.  no‘ono‘o think EXP 0 1 
99.  pili approach, as one canoe to another EXP 0 1 

100.  puni desire, like EXP 0 1 

 
Charts 6.1 and 6.2 below are summaries of Table 6.1 above, illustrating the 

distribution of a- and o-class AGT and EXP GS As.  AGT GS As in nominalizations are a-class 

at a rate of 48% (93 of 192) and o-class at a rate of 52% (99 of 192).  Chart 6.2 illustrates that 

EXP GS As are a-class at a rate of only 2% (2 of 98) and o-class at a rate of 98%.  Thus, we 

find that AGT GS As are realized much more frequently as a-class than EXP GS As.   
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A clear observation here is that the agent semantic role itself does not determine 

definitively whether or not some GS will be a-class.  If the agent semantic role is what 

governs the selection of a-class GS, then we would expect to have found all agent A type 

subjects to be an a-class GS.  This is not the case as Chart 6.1 above clearly illustrates.  

Moreover, within Table 6.1 we see that 28 nominalized lexemes occurred with both a- and o-

class AGT GS As, which is further evidence that the agent semantic role is not what governs 

a-class selection.   

Further evidence that the agent semantic role does not govern a-class selection is that 

there are EXP GS As in Table 6.1 which were a-class too, though the number is extremely 

small (2 of 98, or 2%).  The remaining 98% (96 of 98) were o-class.  Thus, we cannot 

conclude that the AGT GS category is the governing factor in selecting a-class GS because the 

EXP GS category allows for a-class GSs as well.  In comparing AGT and EXP GS As, we can 

conclude that the AGT GS A category provided a more conducive environment for a-class GS 

selection than the EXP GS A.   

6.2.1.1 AGT GS A: a look at a‘o ‘to teach or learn’ 

There were 11 tokens of the lexeme a‘o ‘teach, learn’ in the nominalization corpus, 

seven of which are a-class GS tokens and four are o-class GS tokens.  Consider examples 

(6.3) and (6.4) below.  Examples (6.3) and (6.4) illustrate that the subjects of a‘o can be 

realized as either a- or o-class GS.  Both examples contain the nominalization a‘o ‘ana.  Both 

examples have a preposed GS.  Both preposed GSs are animate, e.g. käu ‘your, singular, a-
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class’ in (6.3) and ko‘u ‘my, o-class’ in (6.4).  Regardless of the two different glosses for a‘o as 

‘learn’ and ‘teach’ respectively, both preposed GS are AGTs.   

The ‘learning’ event referred to in (6.3) is one that involved intent and volition.  The 

small amount of context provided in (6.3) supplies us with enough information to know that 

the A of the nominalized verb is an agent.  That is, the learning of a martial art is intense and 

demanding of much repetition.  Thus, the A of (6.3) is an agent, and the agent is represented 

with an a-class GS, käu.   

6.3. ‘a‘ole na‘e ho‘i pëlä käu a‘o ‘ana i këia ‘oihana hakakä ha‘iha‘i kanaka 
(Desha 1996:12) 
‘a‘ole  na‘e  ho‘i   pëlä   käu   a‘o  ‘ana  i  këia  

 Neg  but  indeed   like=that  2sg=Gen-a learn  ‘ANA Acc this 
 

 ‘oihana  hakakä  ha‘iha‘i  kanaka, 
 occupation fight  break  people 

 ‘but this is not how you have learned this person-breaking martial art’ 
  

The GS of (6.4), e.g. ko‘u ‘my, o-class’, is also an agent because ko‘u refers to the 

teacher of the teaching event.  Teachers generally have volition in teaching events.  Moreover, 

the noun phrase within which the nominalization of a‘o is found contains a triadic (or 

ditransitive) construction where both the individual being taught and the subject matter 

being taught are grammatically marked by i, which I have glossed as accusative. 
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6.4. ua pau a‘e nei ko‘u a‘o ‘ana iä ‘oe i nä ‘ai like ‘ole o këia ‘oihana hakakä o ko käkou 
mau küpuna 
(Desha 1996:10) 

ua  pau  a‘e nei  ko‘u   a‘o  ‘ana iä  ‘oe   
 Prf  finished  up  Cntr  Gen-o.1sg  teach  ‘ANA  Acc you (sg.)  

i  nä  ‘ai  like  ‘ole  o  këia  ‘oihana  hakakä  
Acc the (pl) stroke  like  Neg  of  this  discipline fight 

o  ko   käkou   mau  küpuna 
of Gen-o 1pl=incl  pl elders 

‘My teaching you the various strokes of this martial art of our ancestors has finished.’  
 

In summary, these two couplets in (6.3) and (6.4) illustrate that AGT GS As can be 

either a- or o-class.  Thus, we cannot conclude that the semantic role of a GS is what governs 

the choice between a- and o-class selection.   

6.2.1.2 EXP GS A: a look at lohe ‘to hear’ and ‘ike ‘to see’  
The nominal dyadic predicates lohe ‘hear’ and ‘ike ‘see, know, meet, feel, sense’ are 

nearly exclusively represented by o-class GSs in the nominalization corpus.  In the 

nominalization corpus, these lexemes were used very frequently: 42 instances of lohe and 44 

instances of ‘ike.  There were two tokens where ‘ike occurred with an a-class GS.  Unlike a‘o, 

which was discussed above that had seven instances of a-class GSs and four o-class GSs, all 

the nominalized examples of lohe and 42 of 44 instances of ‘ike had an o-class GS.  The 

difference between lohe and ‘ike in comparison to a‘o is that the subjects of lohe and ‘ike carry 

the experiencer semantic role, not an agent semantic role like the subjects of a‘o.   

Therefore, experiencer A type subjects do not provide the same conducive 

environment that triggers the authors to select an a-class GS as they did with agent A type 
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subjects.  Moreover, we cannot claim here that the experiencer GSs are exclusively o-class 

because, as we saw in Table 6.1 and Chart 6.2, there were two a-class EXP GS As.  

6.2.2 Monadic nominalizations: GS S Semantic roles and a- and o-class GS selection 
We saw in Chapter 5 that 84% (728 of 864) of all nominalizations occurred with an o-

class GS and that 92% (494 of 536) of GS Ss were o-class.  Below in Table 6.2 is a list of the 

monadic predicates from the nominalization corpus.  The format of Table 6.2 is the same as 

Table 6.1 above.   

As stated above, agents are for the purpose of this study defined as performers of 

actions.  The notion of performing an action is not understood here to be universal, and 

therefore, some entries classified as having agent subjects in the vocabulary tables below may 

seem strange to English-speakers.  However, in distinguishing agents from patients, for 

example, if a subject is understood as part of some action, that subject is classified as an 

agent.  For example, in Table 6.2, e.g. lines 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 30, 74, and perhaps others, are 

listed here as having agent subjects even though a more universal semantics would suggest 

otherwise.  This is because the subjects of these monadic predicates are perceived as 

performing some action in a Hawaiian worldview.  For example, consider the phrase ka 

helele‘i ‘ana a ka ua ‘the falling of the rain’.  The nominalization predicate helele‘i ‘fall, as rain’, 

provided also in line 19 of Table 6.2, has a causal property associated within its meaning.  

That is, the falling of rain could be interpreted as an omen from the heavens.  Patient carrying 

arguments do not have causal properties (Dowty 1991).   
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TABLE 6.2: Monadic nominal predicates and a- and o-class GS distribution in nominalizations 

 Lexeme English translation SR a-class o-class 
1.  ‘ä blaze, burn AGT 0 3 
2. s ‘a‘a dare, brave AGT 0 3 
3.  ‘äkoakoa gather, as a group AGT 0 3 
4.  ‘apa waste time, dillydally AGT 1 0 
5.  ‘au‘au swim AGT 1 1 
6.  ‘auhe‘e flee AGT 0 2 
7.  ‘aui Descend, as sun, moon, etc. AGT 0 1 
8.  ‘ö‘ili appear AGT 0 1 
9.  ‘oni shake, move AGT 0 1 
10.  a‘o kaua learn war AGT 0 1 
11.  ala wake up, rise  up AGT 0 6 
12.  ea come up out of water, as for air AGT 0 1 
13.  haele go (2 or more travelers) AGT 1 0 
14.  hakakä fight AGT 1 5 
15.  häläwai meet AGT 0 5 
16.  häwanawana whisper AGT 0 1 
17.  he‘e hölua ride a sled down a hill AGT 1 0 
18.  hele go AGT 8 20 
19.  helele‘i fall, as rain AGT 0 3 
20.  hiki arrive AGT 0 13 

21.  hina 
fall, topple over from an upright 
position 

AGT 0 1 

22.  hiolo tumble down, collapse AGT 0 2 
23.  ho‘äikäne be friend AGT 1 0 
24.  hö‘ea arrive  AGT 0 34 
25.  ho‘i return AGT 1 26 
26.  ho‘okokoke approach, as ships to shore AGT 0 1 
27.  ho‘okomo enter AGT 0 1 
28.  ho‘oku!u release, as from battle AGT 0 1 
29.  ho‘okükü battle AGT 0 4 
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30.  ho‘onanea relax AGT 1 1 
31.  ho‘opa‘apa‘a argue AGT 0 2 
32.  ho‘opünini float here and there AGT 1 0 
33.  ho!oili kaua wage war AGT 3 0 
34.  holo go, run, travel by vehicle (animate S) AGT 1 10 

35.  holo 
go, run, travel by vehicle (inanimate 
S) 

AGT 0 3 

36.  holoholo go for a walk, ride, sail AGT 1 1 
37.  holomoku ride a ship AGT 0 1 
38.  hui meet, come together AGT 0 7 
39.  huli turn AGT 0 3 
40.  iho descend (animate S) AGT 2 1 
41.  iho descend  AGT 0 2 
42.  inu wai drink water AGT 0 1 
43.  ka‘a roll AGT 0 1 
44.  kama‘ilio talk about things AGT 7 1 
45.  kani make a noise AGT 0 2 
46.  kanu huli plant taro cropping AGT 2 0 
47.  käpeku splash feet in water AGT 0 1 

48.  kau get on top of something, e.g., a car AGT 0 2 

49.  kaua war, engage in war AGT 2 7 
50.  komo enter AGT 0 1 
51.  kü stand AGT 0 1 
52.  kükä like discuss together AGT 0 1 
53.  külou bow the head down AGT 0 1 
54.  küpaka struggle, as in drowning AGT 0 1 
55.  lele fly (animate S) AGT 0 3 

56.  lele fly  AGT 0 2 
57.  lu‘u dive AGT 1 1 
58.  lülü lima aloha shake hands in greetings AGT 0 1 
59.  mäwehe open, as a hand AGT 0 1 
60.  moe lay down AGT 0 2 
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61.  nänä look upon or onto something AGT 0 1 
62.  ne‘e move AGT 0 5 
63.  ne‘e move AGT 0 5 
64.  noho dwell AGT 5 39 
65.  pä blow, as wind AGT 1 0 
66.  pae land, come ashore AGT 0 12 
67.  pakele escape AGT 0 2 
68.  pi‘i climb AGT 0 7 

69.  pü‘ili 
grasp firmly (no O argument 
present, only location) 

AGT 0 1 

70.  puka 
move through a portal, emerge 
(animate S) 

AGT 0 1 

71.  puka 
move through a portal, emerge 
(inanimate S) 

AGT 0 3 

72.  puoho startled, awoken AGT 0 1 
73.  uhi cover, as the darkness of night AGT 0 1 
74.  uwë cry AGT 0 3 

75.  wehewehe 
come out, with an inanimate S, e.g. 
dawn 

AGT 0 2 

76.  welina give a greeting AGT 0 1 

77.  wili twist (inanimate S) AGT 0 3 

78.  aloha greet EXP 0 1 
79.  hiamoe sleep EXP 0 5 
80.  ho‘oluana relax, be relaxed EXP 0 1 
81.  ho‘omaha take a break EXP 0 1 
82.  no‘ono‘o think EXP 0 1 
83.  ‘ai be eaten PAT 0 1 
84.  ‘ämama be finished, as a pre-Christian prayer PAT 0 1 
85.  ‘ike ‘ia be seen, known, felt PAT 0 1 

86.  ‘ölelo be spoken PAT 0 1 
87.  ‘ülölohi be tardy PAT 0 1 
88.  a‘o be learned PAT 0 1 
89.  ahu wale be out in the open PAT 0 1 
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90.  a!o !ia be learned PAT 0 5 
91.  ao day break PAT 0 1 
92.  emi lessen, be less PAT 0 2 
93.  hä‘awi be given PAT 0 2 
94.  ha‘imalule be weak, limp PAT 0 1 

95.  hala 
be passed on, as a person who has 
died or a moving object which has 
gone by 

PAT 0 17 

96.  hana be made PAT 0 1 
97.  hana ‘ia be worked PAT 0 1 

98.  hänau be born PAT 0 4 
99.  hänau !ia be born PAT 0 3 

100.  he‘e slide, lose a battle PAT 0 1 

101.  hele be gone upon PAT 0 1 
102.  hemo be loose PAT 0 2 
103.  hö‘auhe‘e ‘ia be put into flight PAT 0 1 

104.  hö‘ike !ia be shown PAT 0 2 

105.  ho‘oili be come upon (S is a location) PAT 0 1 
106.  ho‘oili !ia be put upon PAT 0 1 

107.  ho‘okaulike be made equally PAT 0 1 
108.  ho‘okö !ia  be fulfilled PAT 0 1 

109.  ho‘olei ‘ia be thrown PAT 0 1 

110.  ho‘omaka be started, begun PAT 0 4 
111.  ho‘omäkaukau !ia be prepared PAT 0 2 

112.  ho‘oponopono be made right PAT 0 1 
113.  ho‘ouna !ia be sent PAT 0 1 

114.  ho!okipa !ia be hosted PAT 0 1 

115.  holo be enacted, decided upon PAT 0 1 
116.  hou ‘ia be stabbed PAT 0 1 

117.  hü 
rise or swell, as yeast; rise to surface, 
as an emotion 

PAT 0 3 

118.  ka‘awale be separate, apart PAT 0 2 
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119.  kä‘ili malü ‘ia be secretly taken away PAT 0 1 

120.  kahe ‘ia be cut PAT 0 1 

121.  kau be placed PAT 0 1 
122.  kï pü ‘ia be shot PAT 0 1 

123.  kö be fulfilled PAT 0 1 
124.  kokoke near PAT 0 1 
125.  kü be shot, stabbed PAT 0 1 

126.  ku‘u 
be hanging, as dangling feet; be 
deplored, as a ship’s anchor 

PAT 0 5 

127.  küpono be honest, decent, proper PAT 0 1 
128.  lako be supplied PAT 0 1 
129.  lana float PAT 0 1 
130.  lanahu be burnt, as charcoal PAT 0 1 
131.  lanakila be victorious PAT 0 3 
132.  lawa be enough PAT 0 1 
133.  lawe ‘ia be brought, taken PAT 0 2 

134.  lawelawe be served, performed PAT 0 1 
135.  lilo be lost PAT 0 12 
136.  loa‘a be gotten PAT 0 7 
137.  lohe !ia be heard PAT 0 1 

138.  luku ‘ia be destroyed PAT 0 8 

139.  mä‘ona be satiated PAT 0 7 

140.  mäkaukau be ready PAT 0 10 

141.  make be dead PAT 0 14 

142.  mälama ‘ia be cared for PAT 0 2 

143.  mälo‘elo‘e be fatigued PAT 0 1 

144.  maopopo be understood PAT 0 1 

145.  moku be severed PAT 0 1 

146.  nalowale be lost, out of sight PAT 0 2 

147.  nïnau ‘ia be questioned PAT 0 1 

148.  noho be dwelled PAT 0 2 

149.  nui be big, large, great PAT 0 1 
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150.  o‘o be mature PAT 0 1 

151.  ola life, live, healthy PAT 0 15 

152.  pa‘a be secure, fast, solid PAT 0 7 

153.  pa‘uhia ‘ia be overwhelmed with fatigue PAT 0 1 

154.  pähola be spread about, extended PAT 0 1 

155.  pahu be pushed, shoved PAT 0 1 

156.  pau be finished, be no longer PAT 0 39 

157.  puni be encircled, surrounded PAT 0 2 

158.  unuunu be singed, as hair of pig PAT 0 1 

159.  wehe ‘ia be opened PAT 0 1 

160.  wela be hot PAT 0 1 

161.  wili ‘ia be twisted PAT 0 1 

 
Charts 6.3 and 6.4 below are provided as summaries of the distributions of a- and o-

class AGT and EXP GS Ss as found in Table 6.2 above.  As we see in Chart 6.3, 13% (42 of 

330) of AGT GS Ss were a-class and 87% (288 of 330) were o-class. In the EXP GS S category 

illustrated in Chart 6.4, we find that there were zero a-class tokens.  
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In analyzing the findings in Charts 6.3 and 6.4, we find that the comparison of the 

AGT GS S and EXP GS S is not as significant as what we witnessed above in connection to 

Charts 6.1 and 6.2 above where we compared the GS As with agent semantic role and those 

with experiencer semantic role.  We see here that a-class is not the preferred genitive class in 

the nominalization GS S category.  Nonetheless, we find that the agent GS category is the 

category most likely to have an a-class GS.   

In looking at Table 6.2, lines 83 through 163 contained all the lexical items that were 

determined to have a patient GS S, that is, to be used statively or occurred with the 

periphrastic passive morpheme ‘ia.  The S arguments of these lexical items were analyzed as 

carrying the patient semantic role.  All PAT GS Ss of stative and ‘ia marked predicates were o-

class.  Therefore, there is no reason to distinguish the GS of stative predicates versus the GS 

of passivized predicates (i.e., GS O) in connection to a- and o-class GS selection. Chart 6.5 

below illustrates specifically that all PAT GS Ss in nominalizations are o-class in our 

nominalization corpus.   
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6.2.3 Summary of §6.2  

AGT GS A of dyadic nominalizations was the only category that showed significant 

effects in the above semantic role analyses.  All other GS categories were for the most part 

exclusively o-class.  The only other category that contained a-class tokens was the EXP GS A 

category.  However, there were only two of the total 98 tokens of EXP GS A.  Another finding 

above was that all PAT GS and EXP GS Ss were o-class in the nominalization corpus.   

6.3 GS Semantic roles and a- and o-class GS selection in relative clauses 

In this section GSs of relative clause construction will be analyzed based on argument 

type, either A or S, and semantic role.  In this section, the overall results from analyzing the 

relative clause corpus is similar to what we have observed above about nominalization: (a) 

AGT GS are more likely to be a-class than EXP GS; and (b) PAT GS are o-class in all but one 

token. 
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6.3.1 Dyadic relative clauses: Semantic roles of GS A found in corpus and a- and o-class 
GS selection 

We saw above in §6.2 that the agent semantic role influenced the selection of a-class 

GS, but that semantic roles did not govern a- or o-class selection in an absolute manner.  To 

see how semantic roles affect the choice of a- or o-class GS A found in the relative clause 

corpus, Table 6.3 is provided below.  Table 6.3 below contains all the dyadic relative clause 

predicates found in the relative clause corpus, their abbreviated translations, semantic roles 

(SR), and the number of a- and o-class tokens, as Tables 6.1 and 6.2 did above.   

Table 6.3:   Dyadic predicates, semantic roles of A, and quantities of a- and o-class GS in 
relative clauses 

 Lexeme Translation SR 
a-class 

GS 
o-class 

GS 

1.  ‘ae agree AGT 1 0 
2.  ‘ailolo skilled, adapt, expert AGT 1 0 
3.  ‘eli dig AGT 1 0 
4.  ‘ölelo speak AGT 6 0 
5.  ‘öwiliwili roll up, twist, coil AGT 1 0 
6.  a‘o teach, learn AGT 17 0 
7.  ha‘alele leave, depart AGT 4 0 
8.  hä‘awi give AGT 1 0 
9.  hakakä fight AGT 1 0 
10.  hamumu whisper AGT 1 0 
11.  hana work, do AGT 7 1 
12.  hauhoa tie AGT 1 0 
13.  haupa eat heartily or voraciously AGT 1 0 
14.  hilina‘i trust AGT 3 0 
15.  ho‘äla awaken someone AGT 1 0 
16.  hö‘eu stir up, insight, encourage AGT 1 0 
17.  ho‘i return something, cf. ho‘iho‘i AGT 1 0 
18.  hö‘ike show AGT 6 1 
19.  ho‘ohana use AGT 1 0 
20.  ho‘ohei snare, tangle, lasso AGT 1 0 
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21.  ho‘ohiki vow, swear AGT 1 0 
22.  ho‘oili load, as a vehicle AGT 1 0 
23.  ho‘okipa host, entertain AGT 1 0 
24.  ho‘okokoke approach AGT 1 0 
25.  ho‘olawa supply, apportion AGT 1 0 
26.  ho‘oma‘ama‘a practice AGT 1 0 
27.  ho‘omäkaukau prepare, make ready AGT 1 1 
28.  ho‘omana‘o remember, recall AGT 1 0 
29.  ho‘omaoe ask indirectly, hint or suggest AGT 2 0 
30.  ho‘omau perpetuate, continue on AGT 0 1 
31.  ho‘omoe lay something down AGT 1 0 
32.  ho‘opa‘a secure AGT 1 0 
33.  ho‘opakele rescue AGT 1 0 
34.  ho‘opuka cause to come out, say, speak AGT 0 1 
35.  ho‘ouna send AGT 0 1 
36.  ho‘owahäwahä treat with contempt, scorn AGT 1 0 
37.  hou stab AGT 4 0 
38.  ka‘i march, march people along AGT 1 0 
39.  käkau write AGT 0 1 
40.  kalokalo conversational prayer AGT 1 0 
41.  kanikau lament, wail AGT 0 1 
42.  kau put; board a canoe AGT 0 1 
43.  kaua battle, war AGT 1 2 
44.  käua gently request to remain AGT 1 0 
45.  kauoha demand, command AGT 1 2 
46.  kënä command, summon AGT 0 2 
47.  ki‘i fetch, get AGT 0 1 
48.  kiola toss AGT 1 0 
49.  kipa visit AGT 1 0 
50.  ko‘o support, brace, prop AGT 0 1 
51.  koho choose AGT 1 0 
52.  komo 1. enter. 2. put on as clothes. AGT 1 0 
53.  kui string as a lei AGT 1 0 
54.  lawe take, bring AGT 2 0 
55.  luku massacre, destroy, devastate AGT 1 0 
56.  mahalo 1. thank. 2. admiration, praise. AGT 1 0 
57.  mälama take care of, protect AGT 1 0 
58.  nakinaki tie AGT 2 0 
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59.  noho reside, serve under a chief AGT 1 0 
60.  noi request AGT 6 0 
61.  noke persist, continue, repeat AGT 1 0 
62.  pä touch (A was inanimate) AGT 0 1 
63.  pa‘a (vt) hold AGT 1 0 
64.  pä‘ani play a game AGT 1 0 
65.  pä‘ina eat a meal AGT 0 1 
66.  pähola spread about, extend AGT 1 0 
67.  pahu shove, thrust, push AGT 1 0 
68.  pane answer, reply AGT 1 1 
69.  päne‘e move along, push forward AGT 1 0 
70.  pani close AGT 1 0 
71.  paulele faith, confidence, trust, i.e., worship AGT 0 1 
72.  uku pay as a debt AGT 1 0 
73.  waiho leave something behind AGT 1 0 
74.  ‘i‘ini desire, yearn EXP 1 0 
75.  ‘ike see, know, feel EXP 15 3 
76.  ho‘omaopopo understand, know clearly EXP 4 1 
77.  lohe hear EXP 2 2 
78.  makemake want, desire EXP 7 0 
79.  mana‘o think, anticipate EXP 2 0 

 
Charts 6.6 and 6.7 below are provided as summaries of Table 6.3.  Chart 6.6 above 

illustrates the distribution of a- and o-class in the AGT GS A category.  The majority of the 

examples of relative clauses with a fully expressed GS A in the relative clause corpus had 

agent subjects, i.e. 82% (137 of 167).  Of the GS As that were determined to be AGT, 84% 

(109 of 130) were represented with an a-class GS.  16% (21 of 130) were o-class GSs.  Both a- 

and o-class are used to represent AGT GS As.  Again, here is more evidence that carrying the 

agent semantic role alone is not what solely governs a-class GS selection.  However, the agent 

GS A category triggers the highest percentage of a-class GS.  
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The total number of EXP GS A tokens in the relative clause corpus is rather small at 

37.  However, when analyzing the EXP GS A tokens of the corpus, we find that 74% (31 of 

37) were a-class, leaving 22% (6 of 37) realized as o-class.  Charts 6.6 and 6.7 illustrate that 

the semantic roles agent and experiencer do not influence a- and o-class selection in relative 

clauses. 

 

6.3.1.1 Object relative clauses revisited 
In Chapter 5, we found that GSs in object relative clauses are a-class at a rate of 98%.  

A generalization was stated as MAXIM 1: Object Relative Clause Effect.  There are exceptions 

to this rule, as discussed in Chapter 5.  The three counter examples were predicated with 

three different lexical items.  These predicates are ho‘omäkaukau ‘prepare, make ready’, 

paulele ‘have faith, believe’, and pä ‘touch’.  These three predicates are classified as having an 
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AGT GS A.  Thus, an analysis of semantic roles at this point does not provide any further 

insight to these exceptions.   

6.3.1.2 Oblique dyadic relative clauses and a- and o-class GS selection in relative clause 
constructions 

The oblique dyadic relative clause category contained 48 tokens.  24 tokens contained 

an a-class GS and 24 contained an o-class GS.  Chart 6.8 contains a total of 38 tokens of AGT 

GS As that occurred in oblique relative clauses.  The distribution is nearly the same, with a-

class occurring at a rate of 55%  (21 of 38) and o-class at a rate of 45% (19 of 38).  EXP GS A 

in the oblique dyadic relative clause category illustrated a distribution where we find that of 

the 10 total tokens, only three are a-class and seven are o-class.  Although the data suggests 

that EXP GS As of oblique relative clauses tend to be o-class more than a-class, the total 

number of tokens are too few to draw any conclusions.  Therefore, the semantic role of a GS 

of an oblique relative clause does not show any significant effects in a- and o-class GS 

selection.  
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6.3.2 Monadic relative clauses: GS S Semantic roles and a- and o-class GS selection 

In this section we will look at the distribution of a- and o-class GSs used in non-

subject relative clauses containing monadic predicates.  Table 6.4 below contains all the 

monadic predicates found in the relative clause corpus, their abbreviated translations, 

semantic roles (SR), and the number of a- and o-class tokens.  Charts 6.10, 6.11, and 6.12 

below are summaries of Table 6.4.  The most obvious statistic derived from Table 6.4 and 

illustrated in Chart 6.12 below is that there is only one token of an a-class PAT.  This finding 

is similar to that which was illustrated in the discussion on the nominalization data.   

TABLE 6.4:  MONADIC PREDICATES, SEMANTIC ROLES OF S, AND QUANTITIES OF A- AND O-CLASS GS 
 Lexeme Translation SR a-class GS o-class GS 

1.  ‘au swim AGT 1 0 

2.  ‘au‘au swim AGT 0 1 

3.  hakakä fight (opponent marked with me 'with' AGT 1 1 

4.  hele go AGT 16 3 

5.  hö‘ea arrive AGT 1 1 

21 
17 

38 

Chart 6.8: AGT GS A and a- 
and o-class GS distribution in 

the relative clause corpus  
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6.  ho‘i return AGT 0 1 

7.  holo go on a vehicle, run AGT 2 1 

8.  ka‘a roll AGT 1 0 

9.  kali wait AGT 0 1 

10.  kama‘ilio discuss AGT 12 0 

11.  kü stand, stop AGT 1 1 

12.  lana float AGT 1 0 

13.  moe lay down AGT 1 0 

14.  noho dwell, live AGT 6 10 

15.  pae land, come ashore AGT 3 1 

16.  pi‘i climb AGT 3 0 

17.  pili become close companions AGT 1 0 

18.  hiamoe sleep EXP 0 1 
19.  mökü remain long in one place, stationary EXP 0 1 

20.  hänau ‘ia be born PAT 0 3 

21.  hänau (vs) be born PAT 0 1 

22.  ho‘ohana ‘ia be done, made, used PAT 0 1 

23.  ho‘onoho ‘ia be resided PAT 0 1 

24.  huhü be upset, angry PAT 0 1 

25.  lanakila be victorious PAT 0 1 

26.  mäkaukau be ready PAT 0 1 

27.  make be dead PAT 0 2 

28.  nui be big, grand PAT 0 2 

29.  ola live, health, be well PAT 0 1 

30.  palemo sink, slip away, vanish PAT 0 1 

31.  waiho remain, as something left someplace PAT 1 1 

 
As illustrated in Chart 6.10 below, 70% (50 of 71) of AGT GS Ss were realized as an a-

class GS.  We find here a slight drop in the percentage of a-class AGT GS S tokens in 

comparison to a-class AGT GS A tokens discussed above in §6.3.1.  As for the EXP GS S only 

two tokens were found and both contained an o-class GS, e.g., Chart 6.11. 
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Previous studies have claimed that all GSs that hold the patient semantic role, e.g., 

Wilson’s non-controller and sufferer categories (1976), are realized as o-class.  Wilson in his 

discussion of GSs of relative clauses and GS class selection wrote, “predicates taking sufferer 

subjects (statives and noun phrases) … allow only O” (1976:116).  This generalization is 

statistically supported in the findings from this study as illustrated in Chart 6.12.  However, 

we find here one a-class PAT GS token in the relative clause corpus.  In §6.5.3, we will 

illustrate that S arguments of tokens such as the one predicate that occurred with an a-class 

PAT GS S in Table 6.4, e.g., waiho, are different than those of stative and passivized 

predicates.  This point is later readdressed in Chapter 7 (§7.4.4).   

50 

21 

71 

Chart 6.10: AGT GS S and a- 
and o-class GS distribution 

a-class AGT GS S 

o-class AGT GS S 

Total AGT GS S 
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6.3.3 Summary of §6.3 

In summary of §6.3, all but one PAT GS are realized as o-class GS.  According to the 

corpora gathered for this study, GS A and AGT GS S of relative clauses are the categories that 

are most viable to allow an a-class GS.  EXP GS Ss and PAT GS Ss are only o-class in the 

relative clause corpus. 

6.4 Discussion on GS class selection and semantic roles 
Provided below in Chart 6.13 is a summary that illustrates the findings until this point 

in connection to a- and o-class selection and GS categories according to both the 

nominalization and relative clause corpora.  The GS categories are listed along the X-axis and 

the percentages of a- and o-class tokens on the Y-axis.  From left to right, the GS categories 

listed on the X-axis are PAT GS, EXP GS S, EXP GS A, AGT GS S, and finally AGT GS A 

category.  The o- and a-class percentages are plotted out by category.  We find that the a-class 

line rises from left to right.  This finding is significant because it illustrates neatly that the 

1 

16 
17 

Chart 6.12: PAT GS S and a- 
and o-class GS distribution 

a-class PAT GS 

o-class PAT GS 

Total PAT GS 
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more agentive a GS is the more viable candidate it is for a-class GS selection, as will be 

discussed further below in §6.5.  The o-class class line decreases from left to right illustrating, 

again, that the more agentive the category, the more tokens and higher rates of a-class will 

occur. 

 

6.4.1 MAXIM 2: PAT GS Effect 
The data provided above illustrates that in all but one token Hawaiian PAT GSs are o-

class (see also Wilson 1976, Elbert and Pukui 1979, Hawkins 1982, 2000, Cabral 2004 for 

similar findings to what was illustrated above).  Based on this fact, MAXIM 2 (provided below) 

is proposed. 

MAXIM 2: PATIENT GS EFFECT: WHEREAS, PAT GS ARE NON-ACTORS, PAT GS ARE O-CLASS.  

MAXIM 2 is different than previous proposals posited about o-class selection in that 

previous proposals essentially claim that GSs that carry the patient semantic role are o-class 

PAT GS S EXP GS S EXP GS A AGT GS S AGT GS A 

o-class 99.61% 100.00% 75.56% 76.83% 27.27% 

a-class 0.39% 0.00% 24.44% 23.17% 62.73% 

0.00% 

20.00% 

40.00% 

60.00% 

80.00% 

100.00% 

120.00% 

Chart 6.13: GS class selection continuum data illustration 
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because they are “sufferers” (Wilson 1976a).  The claim made in MAXIM 2 is that GSs that 

carry the patient semantic are o-class because they are not actors, i.e., not agentive, and, 

therefore, do not qualify for a-class marking. 

To illustrate the effect of MAXIM 2, (6.5) below contains the stative monadic predicate 

mäkaukau ‘ready’.  It is important to recognize that Hawaiian stative predicates are inherently 

passive, similar to predicates that are marked by the so-called passive morpheme ‘ia in that 

the S is a patient or, more generally an undergoer, not an instigator and/or doer, i.e., actor.  In 

compliance with MAXIM 2, the GS in (6.5a) is o-class.  As illustrated in (6.5b) below, if the 

GS in (6.5a) was a-class, the phrase would be ungrammatical, as predicted by MAXIM 2. 

6.5.    a. ka wä ona i mäkaukau ai e hoÿi i Kahiki 
(Kahiolo 1998:81) 
ka wä ona i mäkaukau ai e ho‘i i Kahiki 
the time ø-Gen-o Prf ready  AI Imp return Loc Kahiki 

‘the time that he was ready to return to Kahiki’ 

b. *ka wä äna i  mäkaukau  ai e ho‘i i Kahiki 
  the time ø-Gen-a Prf ready  AI Imp return Loc Kahiki    

 (6.6) contains the monadic predicate make ‘dead’.  Make is a stative verb in Hawaiian 

and the S argument holds the patient semantic role.  Hence, in (6.6a) the GS kona is o-class 

because it carries the semantic role of patient, and is in compliance with MAXIM 2.  As 

illustrated in (6.6b), an a-class PAT GS S is ungrammatical.   

6.6.     a. kona wahi e make koke ai iä ‘oe 
(Desha 1996:15) 
kona   wahi  e  make  koke  ai  iä  ‘oe 
3sg=Gen-o place Imp dead soon AI Acc 2sg 

‘the place where he will quickly be killed by you’ 
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b. *käna   wahi  e  make  koke  ai  iä  ‘oe 
  3sg=Gen-a place Imp dead soon AI Acc 2sg 

 
(6.7) and (6.8) contain the same passivized monadic predicate complex, which 

consists of the lexeme hänau ‘give birth’ and ‘ia, the (so called) passive morpheme. The 

difference between (6.7a) and (6.8a) is that (6.7a) has an o-class GS postposed to the head 

noun of the NP and (6.8a) has a preposed one.  Again, (6.7a) and (6.8a) illustrate that PAT 

GSs are o-class.  If the GS is replaced with an a-class GS as in (6.7b) and (6.8b) below, the 

phrases become ungrammatical.   

6.7.  a. këlä wahi aku ona i hänau ‘ia ai 
(Desha 1996:46) 
këlä wahi  aku ona   i  hänau  ÿia  ai 
that place thither 3sg=ø-Gen-o Prf birth Pass Ai 

‘that other place where he was born’ 
 
  b. *këlä  wahi  aku  äna   i  hänau ÿia  ai 

   that place thither 3sg=ø-Gen-a Prf birth Pass Ai 

 
6.8.  a. kona wahi i hänau ÿia ai 

(Desha 1996:94) 
kona  wahi i hänau ÿia ai 
3sg=Gen-o place Prf birth Pass AI  
‘the place where he was born’ 

b. *käna  wahi i hänau ÿia ai 
   3sg=Gen-a place Prf birth Pass AI 

In summary, MAXIM 2 is a generalization drawn from the fact that patient GSs are 

predominantly o-class in the corpora.  MAXIM 2 does not propose that ‘sufferers’ are marked 

by o-class as claimed by Wilson (1976a).  It is impossible to claim that o-class GSs mark 
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‘sufferers’, or S arguments holding the patient semantic role exclusively, because o-class GSs 

are used to represent non-sufferers as well.  For example, 15% of AGT GS As, the GS category 

most likely to trigger a-class within the relative clause corpus, were realized as an o-class GS.  

Hence, MAXIM 2 claiming that PAT GS Ss are o-class when the GS strategy is a more accurate 

generalization because this GS type lacks agency.  MAXIM 2, hence, strongly defines the 

governing parameters of PAT GS S class selection. 

6.5 Properties of Proto-Agent and Proto-Patient: a look at Dowty (1991) 
Although we have been treating agent and experiencer as separate semantic roles, this 

approach has been criticized in the literature.  Semantic role fragmentation is an issue, given 

Ockham’s razor, which considers the simpler explanation stronger than one of greater 

complexity.  Dowty (1991) illustrated the complexity of semantic role fragmentation by 

discussing how the role of agent has been dealt with by other linguists.  For example, 

Jackendoff (1983) divided what is termed agent, above, into agent and actor, and Lakoff 

(1977) provided fourteen different properties of agent.  Nevertheless, Dowty responded by 

claiming that there are only two major semantic roles, i.e., Proto-Agent and Proto-Patient.  In 

(6.9) and (6.10) below I have provided contributing properties of Proto-Agents and Proto-

Patients proposed by Dowty (1991).   

6.9. Contributing properties for the Agent PROTO-ROLE 
a. volitional involvement in the event or state  
b. sentience (and/or perception) 
c. causing of an event or change of state in another participant 
d. movement (relative to the position of another participant)  
(e.  exists independently of the event named by the verb) 
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6.10. Contributing properties for the Patient PROTO-ROLE 
a. undergoes change of state 
b. incremental theme 
c. causally affected by another participant 
d. stationary relative to movement of another participant 
(e.  does not exist independently of the event, or not at all) 

Proto-Agent and Proto-Patient were readdressed by Primus (2006), “the converse 

relation is generalized over all involvement properties: controller/controlled, mover/moved, 

experiencer/experienced (“stimulus”), possessor/possessed, etc.” (p. 56).  Dowty postulates 

these proto-role properties as semantic determinants of whether a given argument is 

syntactically realized as subject or object in a dyadic construction.  Dowty’s correlation 

between agent and patient and subject and object, respectively is not unproblematic (Primus 

2006).  Dowty provided us with criteria to determine whether or not an argument is more 

agent- or patient-like.  Dowty’s approach to semantic roles based on Proto-Agent/Patient 

properties proves useful in accounting for the present data.   

Going back to Chart 6.13, let us see how Dowty’s approach can explain our results. 

The AGT GS A category contained a-class tokens at the highest rate, i.e., 62.73%.  EXP GS A 

and AGT GS S categories occur at nearly even rates, but with much less frequency.  The EXP 

GS As were a-class at a rate of 24.44% and the AGT GS S category at 23.17%.  The property 

that separates AGT GS A from all other categories is the one found in (6.9c), i.e., causing of 

an event or change of state in another participant.  That is, AGT GS As act in such a way that 

they causally affect the patient O argument.  This causal property makes AGT GS As more 
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agentive (i.e., closer to Proto-Agent) than AGT GS Ss (or any other types).  Dowty’s Proto-

Agent properties suggest that being effective is relevant in a-class GS selection.  This explains 

the difference in a-class selection between AGT GS A and AGT GS S, despite the fact that they 

both have the same semantic role of agent.  Moreover, AGT GS A and EXP GS A differ in that 

there are more a-class agent A argument tokens than experiencer A arguments because agents 

causally act upon the patients and experiencer A arguments do not. 

Once we eliminate the causal property unique to AGT GS A, the remaining Proto-

Agent Properties are volition, movement, and sentience, as well as independence.  AGT GS S 

and EXP GS A differ from each other in terms of the first two properties: AGT GS Ss have 

them, while EXP GS As do not.  A-class AGT GS Ss occurred at a slightly lower rate than the 

EXP GS As.  That is, a-class AGT GS Ss occurred at a rate of 23.17% (93 of 405) and a-class 

EXP GS As occurred at a rate of 24.44% (33 of 135).  These rates are not significantly 

different and the differences should not be given much value.  The similarities, nonetheless, 

of the two rates suggest that, all things being equal, EXP GS A and AGT GS S are a-class at 

similar rates.  However, the juxtaposition of an O argument (whether overtly mentioned or 

not) to an EXP A argument and, thus, the increased clausal valency does significantly affect a-

class GS selection in comparison to EXP GS S which as a category contains zero a-class 

tokens. 
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Chart 6.13 is interpreted here to mean that a speaker cognitively models his/her a-

class GS selection similar to what is illustrated in Chart 6.13.  GS class selection is based on a 

speaker’s perception of the agentiveness (in the sense of Dowty) of the GS referent within an 

event scenario.  It is obvious here that all the factors are not accounted for yet in GS class 

selection, however.  The proverbial white elephant is, for example, why some AGT GS As are 

a-class and others o-class.  

6.5.1 Proto-Agent properties and a-class GS selection: a look at a‘o ‘teach, learn’ and noho 
‘dwell’ 

We saw above that the AGT GS categories are the categories that contained the 

highest rates of a-class GS.  Consider the dyadic lexeme a‘o ‘teach, learn’ in Tables 6.1 and 6.3 

above.  In Table 6.1, the GS of a‘o in nominalizations are a-class in 7 of 11 tokens.  In Table 

6.3, the GS of a‘o in relative clauses are a-class in 17 of 17 tokens.  A‘o, whether meaning to 

‘teach’ or ‘learn’, involves an agentive entity that acts under its own volition, e.g. (6.9a), 

knows what it is doing, e.g. (6.9b), causes knowledge to be acquired, e.g. (6.9c), and likely 

involves some sort of movement in order to experience and/or embody the knowledge, e.g. 

(6.9d).  Teachers and learners are also independent of the event, i.e. distinctly recognizable 

and/or identifiable, e.g. (6.9e).  Proto-Agent properties and a-class GS selection correlate with 

one another here in connection to the GS of a‘o. Therefore, Dowty’s Proto-Agent properties 

are useful here because the more agent-like a GS is the more likely it will be marked with a-

class.   
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The predicate noho ‘dwell’ was also labeled as having an agent subject.  In table 6.2, 

the GS of noho in nominalizations are a-class in 5 of 44 tokens, and a-class in relative clauses 

in 6 of 16 tokens.  A reason for the distributional differences between the amounts of a-class 

noho tokens and a-class a‘o tokens is that the subjects of noho and a‘o are considerably 

different in terms of Proto-Agent properties.  Subjects of noho are not as volitional as those of 

a‘o.  That is, sometimes noho events just happen, which is in contrast to a‘o events that 

involve planning, preparation, participation, etc.  Noho events are also not causal events, nor 

is the subject in motion.  Moreover, noho events do not involve an O argument that are more 

Proto-Patient like.  As we saw above in connection to a-class selection differences between 

the EXP and AGT GS S and A categories, the juxtaposition of an O argument affects the rates 

of a-class GSs.  Therefore, the reason that the GSs of noho events where more o-class than a-

class is because the GSs of noho events are not prototypical agents as the GSs of a‘o are. 

6.5.2 Proto-Patient properties and o-class GS 
In connection to GS class selection of the predicate noho, we saw that the less 

prototypical of an agent some agent is the less likely the GS will be a-class.  As for PAT GS, 

these are the polar opposites of AGT GS.  Thus, it is expected that if more Proto-Agent 

properties results in higher rates of a-class tokens, then zero to minimal Proto-Agent 

properties will result in zero to minimal a-class tokens.  Moreover, the more Proto-Patient 

like some GS is, the more likely that the GS will be o-class.  Therefore, the reason that all but 

one of the PAT GS tokens found in the nominalization and relative clause corpora were o-
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class is because PAT GSs lack the prototypical properties associated with agents as listed in 

(6.9) above.  The relationship between a- and o-class remains non-dichotomous because all 

GSs can be o-class, and only those that qualify as agentive can be marked with a-class.1 

6.5.3 S = O Ambitransitive 
The one token containing a PAT GS is predicated with waiho ‘be left, be remaining’.  

This type of usage of waiho, a canonical dyadic predicate, is an S = O ambitransitive, i.e., a 

lexeme that can be used both as intransitive or as transitive without requiring a 

morphological change (see Dixon 1994, 2010 and Dixon and Aikenvald 2000 for a discussion 

about ambitransitives).  In Mithun’s discussion of Central Alaskan Yup‘ik, she classifies 

similar lexical items as “patientive ambitransitives” (2010:91), for which she claims, “the 

derived intransitive always has a patient argument” (ibid.).  We use the phrase S = O 

ambitransitives here to mean that some lexical item that is canonically used in dyadic 

constructions is used in a monadic one.   

All GSs of stative and passivized predicates in both the nominalization and relative 

clause corpora were o-class.  We also find above that agentive GS are (a) the only GS 

categories that allow a-class GS selection and (b) the more agentive a GS is deemed, the more 

viable a candidate it is for a-class selection.  Therefore, we conclude that S arguments of S = O 

ambitransitives are not as patient-like as S arguments of stative predicates or predicates 

                                                
1 Actor in terms of Van Valin’s generalized semantic roles approach (1999) is another means to view which GS 
categories are viable candidates for a-class selection, in that actors can be a-class and undergoers will 
predominantly be o-class.  
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marked with the (so-called) passivization morpheme ‘ia.  At best the S arguments of S = O 

ambitransitives are patientive, i.e., having Proto-Patient properties.  

Further evidence that supports the claim that S argument of S = O ambitransitives are 

different from S arguments of statives and passivized predicates is that the agent of S = O 

ambitransitives cannot be expressed within its clause.  Stative predicates allow for causers 

and agents to be represented with the preposition i marked phrases and passivized predicates 

allow animate and/or volitional agents to be marked with preposition e and inanimate and/or 

non-volitional causers to be marked with the preposition i.   

The data provided in (6.11), (6.12), and (6.13) are examples of an S = O 

ambitransitive, a stative predicate and its agent, and a passivized predicate and its agent, 

respectively.  (6.11b) and (6.11c) illustrate that in attempting to represent an agent with the 

prepositional phrases i-a‘u ‘to me’ and e a‘u ‘by me’, the sentences become ungrammatical.  

However, the stative and passivized predicates in (6.12) and (6.13) allow for fully expressed 

agents.  

6.11. a.  e waiho ana kou kino make maanei 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Augate 20, 1891) 
e  waiho  ana  kou   kino  make  ma  ‘ane‘i 
Imp leave Imp 2sg=Gen-o. body dead Loc here 

‘your dead body will be left here.’ 
 

b. *e waiho ana kou kino make ma ‘ane‘i i-a‘u 
c. *e waiho ana kou kino make ma ‘ane‘i e a‘u 
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6.12. o make auanei oe ia’u 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iune 30, 1891) 
o  make  auane‘i  ‘oe  i- a‘u 
lest dead eventually 2sg Loc- 1sg 

‘lest you will eventually be dead because of me’ or ‘lest I will eventually kill you’ 
 

6.13. ua ai ia e ua puaa nei, ka i’a a me ka ai o na waa eono a pau loa 

(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iulai 20, 1891) 
 
ua  ‘ai  ‘ia  e  ua  pua‘a  nei,  ka  i‘a  a  me  
Prf eat Pass by Prf pig Cntr the  fish and with  
 

ka  ‘ai  o  nä  wa‘a  ‘eono  ä  pau  loa 

the starch Gen-o the.pl canoe six until finish very 
‘(It) was eaten by this [focalized, foregrounded] pig, the fish and the starch (e.g., taro, 
sweet potato) until they were all gone. 
 
The data in (6.11), (6.12), and (6.13) suggest that ambitranisitive waiho has an S 

argument that carries a semantic role other than the true patient semantic role that stative 

and passivized predicates do.  Dowty’s Proto-Roles suggest a continuum between Proto-

Agents and Proto-Patients, not a dichotomy.  The results that emerge from (6.11), (6.12), and 

(6.13) illustrate the validity of Dowty’s claim that the juxtaposition of an agent better defines 

a patient, and the juxtaposition of a patient to an agent better defines an agent.  Whereas, S = 

O ambitransitives do not allow overtly expressed agents, we conclude that S arguments of S = 

O ambitransitives are less patientive (and, thus, more agentive) than S arguments of stative 

and passivized predicates.  Therefore, S = O ambitransitives allow a-class marking.   
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6.6 GS Class Selection Continuum 
In addition to the findings provided in Chart 6.13 above, Chart 6.14 below illustrates 

that a-class GS tokens increase in quantity over the continuum from the PAT GS category 

through the AGT GS A category.   

 

Based on our findings, we propose the GS Class Selection Continuum illustrated 

below as (6.14).  The continuum starts with the unmarked class, i.e. o-class, and moves 

toward the marked class, i.e. a-class.  On the far left of the continuum is the PAT GS S 

category.  PAT GS Ss were exclusively o-class in the corpora used for this study given the 

discussion in §6.5.3 above.  The experiencer semantic role is located in the middle of the 

continuum.  On the far right of the continuum is the AGT GS S and A categories.  The AGT 

GS category was consistently a more viable category for a-class usage in the corpora.  

PAT GS S  EXP GS S  EXP GS A  AGT GS S  AGT GS A  

a-class 0 0 33 93 202 
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Chart 6.14: A-class GS tokens over GS categories 
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However, we must keep in mind that all GS categories discussed thus far contained o-class 

tokens.  Thus, o-class is the unmarked class and a-class is the marked class. 

6.14. GS Class Selection Continuum  

PAT GS S EXP GS S   EXP GS A AGT GS S  AGT GS A 

o-class         a-class  
 

 
The GS selection continuum proposed above (6.14) claims that the more patient-like a 

GS is the more likely that it will not be marked with a-class, and the more agent-like a GS is 

the more likely it can be a-class.  All GS categories contained o-class GS tokens.  Hence, not 

all agent GSs are a-class.  Hence, the o-class is undoubtedly the unmarked form, and the a-

class is the marked form.  The a-class in this analysis emerges as a choice for Hawaiian 

speakers, not a grammatical obligation.  The proposed GS Class Selection Continuum 

captures the fact that we can only predict which GS categories are more likely to be realized 

as an a-class GS, but not whether certain GS categories are always realized as such.   

6.7 Wilson’s location hypothesis through a new lens: applying MAXIM 2 and the GS Class 
Selection Continuum 

The continuum proposed above has an interesting implication for a- and o-class 

selection in possessive constructions.  Wilson (1976a) proposed that any possessor that holds 

a locational relationship with the possessed is o-class.  However, we need to reconsider the 

necessity of this hypothesis.  The GS Class Selection Continuum illustrates neatly that only 

GSs that are agentive trigger a-class.  If we broaden the scope of the GS Class Selection 
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Continuum to include possession as well, we find that the location hypothesis is not 

necessary because locational relationships are not agentive.  For example, consider the lexical 

item noho ‘chair’ in the NP ko‘u noho ‘my chair’.  Wilson’s a-class control hypothesis in his 

dichotomous approach to a- and o-class suggests that noho should be possessed with a-class 

because theoretically we control chairs that we sit on.  This prediction is wrong.  Hence, 

Wilson’s theory needs the location hypothesis to account for data such as ko‘u noho.  

However, in the hypothesis argued for here ko‘u noho fits perfectly into the GS Class Selection 

Continuum in that locational relationships are not agentive, and, therefore, are not 

candidates for a-class.  Moreover, in connection to Dowty’s properties of Proto-Agent and 

Proto-Patient discussed above, locational relationships are more patientive (i.e. patient-like) 

than agentive in that being in a space or a spatial relationship with some other entity is more 

like being an undergoer than an instigator.  Preliminarily, we see that the hypotheses claimed 

here, which are (a) the a and o genitive class system is not dichotomous and (b) a-class 

marking specifies that the genitive is agentive, accounts for ko‘u noho without mention of the 

locational relationship.  However, there needs to be a more thorough analysis on the 

applicability of the GS Class Selection Continuum in connection to genitive marked 

possessors.   
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6.8 Conclusions 

The examination of the distribution of a- and o-class GS in terms of semantic roles 

reveals the following.  First, o-class GSs are used in every GS category.  Thus, o-class is the 

unmarked class.  Second, one defining property of all a-class GS tokens is that the A or S 

argument must be deemed an actor, i.e., having one or more Proto-Agent properties.  

Third, the GS Class Selection Continuum in (6.14) above is provided as a predicative 

tool in selecting the marked GS class, namely a-class.  The more agentive, or agent-like, a GS 

is the more viable candidate it is to be a-class.  The more patient-like a GS is the less likely 

that it will be a-class.  The AGT GS category is where most of the variation between a- and o-

class has been seen.  In the next chapter we will consider pragmatic and discourse factors that 

contribute to a-class GS selection in narratives.  We will be looking for conditions that allow, 

perhaps require, a-class and ones that disallow a-class usage.   

Finally, our observation that Wilson’s claim that control is what governs a-class 

selection is not very different from our claim that a-class specifies an A or S argument as 

having Proto-Agent properties, because control, i.e., volition and/or causation, is arguably a 

Proto-Agent property.  However, Wilson’s claim that o-class is optionally substituted for GS 

that should be a-class without explication (Wilson 1976a:119) is rejected here.  The position 

taken here is that o-class GSs are non-specific in terms of whether or not an argument is 

agentive.   
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Chapter 7 
 

Pragmatic and Discourse Analysis of a- and o-class Selection 
 
7.0 Introduction 

The purpose of this dissertation is to establish a grammar of GS class selection in 

nominalizations and relative clauses.  Previous chapters in this dissertation have established 

that o-class is the unmarked class and a-class is the marked class in connection with 

constructions that involve GSs.  The findings in previous chapters also illustrate that a-class 

GSs are minimally perceived as subjects of events of action, i.e., there were no a-class tokens 

of stative or ‘ia (i.e., the so-called “passive” morpheme) marked predicates.  We illustrated in 

Chapters 5 and 6 that the more agentive a GS is, the more viable a candidate it is to be 

marked with a-class; recall the GS Class Selection Continuum in Chapter 6.  The purpose of 

this chapter is to analyze the effects that pragmatic and discourse factors have in a- and o-

class GS selection.  We will find in this chapter that a-class GSs are used in foregrounded 

discourse information.  Therefore, we will find that the proposal that a-class GSs are used for 

(a) actors and (b) essential information is a pragmatic and discourse level issue.  Thus, 

proposed below is MAXIM 3, a generalization statement capturing this fact.  

Thus far we analyzed the syntactic (Chapter 5), semantic (Chapter 6), and syntactic-

semantic interface properties (Chapter 6) of GS selection.  We have been very close at some 

points in establishing an understanding of the GS class selection system of Hawaiian.  For 

example, we know that any GS that carries the patient semantic role (e.g., S arguments of 
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stative and passivized predicates) will be o-class; i.e., MAXIM 2: Patient GS Effect, as proposed 

in Chapter 6.  Recall that MAXIM 1: Object Relative Clause Effect was proposed in Chapter 5, 

which is a syntactic generalization that GSs of object relative clauses are a-class.  This maxim 

accounts for 98% of the object relative clause data gathered for this dissertation.  This 

generalization is similar, if not identical, to those presented by Alexander (1891), Wilson 

(1976), Hawkins (2000), and Cabral (2004).  

In the majority of the tokens to which neither MAXIM 1 nor 2 applied, there is 

variation in GS class selection.  Generally speaking, EXP and AGT GSs can be either a- or o-

class.  For example, in Chapter 5 we saw that there are 48 relative clause tokens in the 

relative clause corpus that contained A arguments that were not subject to MAXIM 1 and the 

a- and o-class tokens were split evenly at 24 tokens each.  In the nominalization corpus EXP 

GS S tokens were all o-class and in the relative clause corpus a-class EXP GS Ss were 

significantly lower in tokens and rate in comparison to AGT GS Ss.  The GS Class Selection 

Continuum proposed in Chapter 6 (§6.5.3) was posited out of the fact that the more Proto-

Agent properties and/or the more Proto-Agent-like a GS is the more viable candidate that 

subject is for a-class selection.  The main point here is that, until now, there are gaps in these 

findings that are not conclusive, neither quantitatively nor qualitatively. 

Thus, we turn our analytical approach to pragmatics and discourse, where human 

interactive needs meet their grammars.  Chandler (2007) writes that language is a semiotic 

system and semioticians generally view language as the semiotic system most central to 
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human existence.  Chandler (2007:10–1) credits Saussure for proposing that language has 

two basic systems, langue and parole.  Langue refers to the system of rules that preexists 

individual speakers.  Parole refers to the use of language by speakers.  The discussions of the 

prior two chapters concerning a- and o-class GS distribution and selection have been 

attempts to illustrate the langue properties of Hawaiian GS distribution.  That is, the factors 

used in the analysis of the distribution of a- and o-class GSs in those chapters were, for the 

most part, attempts to capture generalizations independent of speaker use and/or intention.  

We will now turn our attention to the parole properties of GS class distribution and selection 

because we want to address the question of why and/or how Hawaiian speakers use a 

particular GS class in the context of narrative discourse.  Looking at examples in the context 

within which the examples occurred will provide us with more information to interpret the 

pragmatic and discourse factors in selecting either an a- or o-class GS.  

7.1 Pragmatics and Discourse 
This section is intended to establish a methodological framework through which we 

will analyze a- and o-class GS selection using pragmatics and discourse.  As a basis in 

approaching pragmatic and discourse grammar, we will use Preferred Argument Structure 

(Du Bois 1987, 2003).  According to Du Bois:  
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Preferred Argument Structure is simply a description of a statistical preference 
for certain patterns in the realization of argument tokens in a discourse. … 
Preferred Argument Structure can be seen to carry implications for, among 
other things, strategies for information management, the discourse basis for 
ergativity, discourse profiles of verb classes and constructions, argument 
realization, and the grammaticization of the system of argument structure. … 
What Preferred Argument Structure shows in some detail is how particular 
cognitive-pragmatic functions are regularly associated with certain syntactic 
roles, to the exclusion of others.  From the perspective of grammar in use, 
argument structures are resources for speakers to exploit, for cognitive-
pragmatic as well as semantic functions. (2003:40) 

 
Preferred Argument Structure uses statistical preferences to reach conclusions about 

grammatical patterning.  In Chapters 5 and 6 we used statistics to propose and base our 

claims about Hawaiian GS class selection.  However, in this chapter we will qualitatively 

analyze data and draw conclusions.1   

To analyze discourse grammar is to analyze how a language functions.  DeLancy 

describes a functionalist’s description as one that “links structures at all levels with their 

semantic and pragmatic functions.  A functional theory is one in which grammatical 

structures and the relations among them are motivated by … their semantic and pragmatic 

functions and the relations among them” (1990:289).  Our analysis of GS selection in 

Hawaiian nominalization and relative clause structures will now move into looking at the 

data in the discourse context from which they were extracted, looking specifically at the 

function of a-class marked GSs.  Syntactic analysis is confined to the sentence and its 

                                                
1 Future research could include statistically analyzing a- and o-class selection in comparison to being part of 
foregrounded or backgrounded information. 
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boundaries.  Semantics at its simplest definition is the study of meaning in human languages 

(Palmer 1981, Allan 2001).  Discourse analysis includes sentences and utterances within a 

linguistic context.  Hence, a discourse analysis looks beyond the sentence to understand why 

certain forms are used (and/or not used) in a given context.  By default, a discourse analysis 

requires a pragmatic analysis, because pragmatics is the study of meaning beyond semantics 

(Levinson 1983). The remainder of §7.1 is concerned with outlining pragmatics and 

discourse for the purpose of the present analysis.   

7.1.1 Pragmatics 
According to Levinson (1983:27): “Pragmatics is the study of deixis (at least in part), 

implicature, presupposition, speech acts, and aspects of discourse structure.”  Yule (1996:4) 

provided another definition of pragmatics in writing that: “Pragmatics is the study of 

relationships between linguistic forms and the users of those forms.”  That is, pragmatics in 

Yule’s perspective is primarily concerned with what a speaker intends by an utterance rather 

than the actual utterance itself.  We will use pragmatics to analyze speaker intention in using 

an a-class GS, a discourse grammatical tool.2   

For example, consider the Hawaiian utterance ka‘u ali‘i ‘my chief’.  Possession of ali‘i 

are normally expressed with o-class, e.g., ko‘u ali‘i ‘my chief’.  However, when an individual 

chooses a new ali‘i to reside under, the possession of this new ali‘i is expressed with an a-

class possessive.  Hence, the use of a-class in ka‘u ali‘i shows the perspective of the speaker.  

                                                
2 The notion of tool here is similar to what Hymes (1974) discusses in connection to the means and resources of a 
language. 
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Thus, this sort of a-class usage in the phrase ka‘u ali‘i might be used by a speaker with the 

intent of showing that his/her previous ali‘i was abusive and, therefore, s/he sought another 

ali‘i.  The act of communicating non-overtly-expressed messages as such is known as an 

illocutionary act.  Illocutionary acts have illocutionary effects.  An addressee who heard such 

an utterance as ka‘u ali‘i may have thought that by using the a-class possessive the speaker 

was trying to communicate that the previous ali‘i had died and that is why the speaker sought 

out a new ali‘i.  A perlocutionary act resulting from the addressee perceiving that the ali‘i has 

died (e.g., the illocutionary effect) could be the addressee crying and attempting to comfort 

the speaker because of his/her loss.  How a-class is used to create context is beyond the scope 

of syntax and semantics.  Inquiries in locution, illocution, and perlocution are focused on the 

question of why a certain form is used in a certain way and/or in a certain context as well as 

the interpretations thereof.  Inquiries of this nature are subsumed under the field of 

pragmatics.3   

Pragmatics provides a means for linguists to investigate why speakers say what they 

say and how people are intended to interpret, as well as interpret differently on their own 

what is said.  However, pragmatics assumes a position of knowing what is going on in 

peoples’ heads (Yule 1996).  In this light, native or native-like fluency is necessary to provide 

insight into what a speaker and/or addressee may, or may not, have been thinking in 

                                                
3 Other related fields are ethnopragmatics (Duranti 1994, Goddard 2006) and ethnometapragmatics (Duranti 
1994, Glenn 2012).  Ethnopragmatic and ethnometaprgmatic approaches allow us to enter the realm of the 
studied and speak as if form their perspective.   
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connection to some utterance.  This is where my years of being a Native Hawaiian 

ethnographer, learning, studying, analyzing, and using Hawaiian, comes into light.  That is, 

to understand Hawaiian pragmatics, it helps for one to be socialized as a Hawaiian, i.e., know 

how a Hawaiian thinks, acts, and negotiates his/her linguistic world.  Ethnography is the way 

in which such an understanding is achieved and discussed.  Thus, my years of ethnographic 

study of Hawaiian worldview provides me with insight on how my people, the Hawaiian 

people, used Hawaiian forms to convey their mana‘o ‘thoughts, views, options, etc.’ in their 

own pragmatic way(s). 

It is my contention that pragmatics is the missing link to a fuller understanding of GS 

class selection in Hawaiian.  A pragmatic analysis allowed us to analyze the ka‘u ali‘i example 

above and ask why a speaker uses an a-class genitive in a possessive construction in 

conjunction with a noun like ali‘i that is normally possessed with o-class.  That is, a speaker 

produces the locution (i.e., utterance) ka‘u ali‘i as an illocutionary act to illustrate that his/her 

ali‘i is one that s/he chose and/or is a new chief, i.e., not the same chief as before.  Moreover, 

pragmatics also allows us the means to analyze how an addressee understands and/or reacts 

to what was said by the speaker, i.e., the perlocutionary effects.  In connection to GS class 

selection, speaker intent becomes central to pragmatically analyzing the question of why one 

form and not another is used in a discourse.4 

                                                
4 A couple of works of interest here are Duranti (1994) and Wong (2006).  Duranti discussed how and why 
ergative forms are dependent on context, primarily pragmatic, and Wong, drawing from and in line with 
Duranti, discussed how agents are indexed in context and why in Hawaiian.  In conversation with Professor 
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7.1.2 Discourse 
According to Du Bois et al. (2003), the study of discourse is the study of language, i.e., 

grammatical phenomena, particularly syntactic phenomena, in use, meaning that discourse 

analysis begins where syntax ends, at the sentence boundary.  A discourse analysis will 

provide us the means to contextualize the utterances that were collected and compiled into 

the nominalization and relative clause corpora.  Contextualization of the data provides 

insight to the illocutionary properties of the specific utterances.  Essentially, discourse 

analysis will be used here to provide contextual evidence to support new claims about why 

certain GSs are chosen by speakers to be a-class and others not.   

7.1.2.1 Discourse data and its representation in this study 
The data used in discourse analysis can be very lengthy.  To individually and 

qualitatively analyze all 1122 nominalization and relative clause tokens found in these 

corpora is lengthy, and perhaps unnecessary.  Instead, a few examples will be qualitatively 

analyzed as models of a- and o-class GS selection in Hawaiian.   

As for the actual data sets provided below, the longer textual data (e.g., 3 or more 

lines) have the following format: on the line beginning with the data number is the text as it 

was found in the data source, below that line is the reference to the data source, and the next 

line contains on the left side the original textual data with modern diacritical markings and 

spellings and on the right side is the translation of the textual data.  All translations were 

                                                                                                                                                       
Michael Forman, he noted that “context makes language, and language makes context”, meaning that language 
and context influence one-another. 
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done by the author, namely, CMK Baker.  Beneath that are the tokens of particular interest, 

i.e., the tokens that contain GSs.  These tokens are marked with lower case alphas, e.g., a, b, c, 

etc.  These alpha-marked-data are referred to by the above data number and the alpha in the 

textual discussions below.  The alpha-marked tokens include three-line interpretations of the 

data.  For example, consider (7.4) below in §7.2.1.1.  The whole data set is referred to as 

(7.4) and (7.4a) refers to the data within (7.4) whose line is marked by alpha (a).  Moreover, 

the specific portions of data being discussed are boldfaced in the data set.   

7.1.3 Combining pragmatics and discourse: perspective and saliency 
The combination of pragmatics and discourse analysis is very natural.  Pragmatic 

analysis requires insight into why speakers utter certain phrases at certain times, how they 

intend them to be received, and how they are actually received.  Discourse analysis looks at 

linguistic forms in context and asks why a certain pattern (syntactic or otherwise) of 

language is used in a certain context.  The two approaches complement each other through 

reciprocity.  That is, a discourse context establishes the means for a speaker to make 

pragmatically informed linguistic choices, and pragmatic information concerning content and 

the flow thereof influences discourse choices by a speaker. 

For example, in a graduation context there are at least three entities that hold an 

agentive role in the doctoral-degree process at the University of Hawai‘i at Mänoa.  There is 

the student who fulfills the required course work and does the thesis, the graduate faculty 

members who mentor, edit, provide countless/priceless feedback and sign off on the thesis 
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(i.e., graduates the student), and there is the Graduate Division that is ultimately responsible 

for approving a student’s successful completion of a doctorate degree.  Consider (7.1), (7.2), 

and (7.3) below.  All contain the lexical predicate graduated in them.  However, the 

perspectives are different in all three. 

7.1. Kaliko graduated in Spring 2012. 
7.2. Dr. Otsuka graduated Kaliko after revisions. 
7.3. Graduate Division graduated Kaliko in Spring 2012. 
 

(7.1) contains the S argument Kaliko.  Illustrated in (7.1) is Kaliko’s perspective as the 

one who fulfilled all requirements put upon him to graduate.  The sentence in (7.2) is the 

strangest of the three, but yet imaginable.  Illustrated in (7.2) is Dr. Otsuka’s perspective 

where Dr. Otsuka is the A argument in the sentence-initial position.  Illustrated in (7.3) is the 

Graduate Division’s perspective where it is the A argument.  The O argument in both (7.2) 

and (7.3) is Kaliko, the one who fulfilled all requirements for his doctorate degree.   

Fillmore (1977b) illustrates that perspective, a discourse–pragmatic issue, is what 

motivates which agent in a multi-agent scenario is to be selected as the grammatical subject 

in English.  Du Bois stated in connection with Fillmore’s perspective analysis, “it becomes 

difficult to escape the need for referential pragmatics in argument selection” (2003:26).  

Therefore, in analyzing speaker intention through what a speaker says, we are best served 

with a holistic view of discourse context in combination with pragmatics. 

Basing his work on Fillmore’s saliency hierarchy (1977a), Du Bois provided a 

hierarchical feature system by which subjects (A or S arguments) are selected.  These features 
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are provided in rank order in Table 7.1.  In connection to a- and o-class GS selection in 

Hawaiian, the more salient an actor GS is in a discourse, the more viable a candidate it is to 

be marked with a-class.  That is, in terms of Table 7.1 the more outranking features a GS has, 

e.g., active, causal, etc., or the features on the left in Table 7.1, the more likely the GS will be 

marked with a-class than with the non-specific, unmarked form o-class.   

TABLE 7.1:  Saliency Hierarchy (as found in Du Bois 2003:26) 

active outranks inactive 

causal outranks experiencer 

experiencer outranks non-experiencer 

changed outranks nonchanged 

complete/individuated outranks part 

figure outranks ground 

definite outranks indefinite 

 
Discourse saliency is imperative to foreground information.  The theory being 

presented here is that GSs in foregrounded narrative contexts are marked with a-class to 

indicate that the referent of the GS affected the progression of the narrative.  Foreground 

information is normally salient.  Thus, the saliency hierarchy is relevant to understanding 

what information is foreground and what is not.   

To define foreground versus background information, we will begin by using Carlota 

Smith’s (2003) properties of foreground and background information.  Narrative foreground 

information is to be understood here as information that is concerned with affecting the flow 

of discourse, and background information provides supporting and descriptive information 

for the foreground information.  Foreground information “presents the main, sequential 
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events of a narrative” (Smith 2003:35).  Background information is subsidiary and does not 

affect the progression of a narrative.  According to Hopper and Thompson (1980:280) 

foreground information in discourse is the information that “supplies the main points of the 

discourse” and background information is “that part of a discourse which does not 

immediately and crucially contribute to the speaker’s goal, but which merely assists, amplifies, 

or comments on it” (ibid.). 

Hopper and Thompson (1980:288) found that 78% of all foregrounding information 

in the discourse examples they examined had defining properties of transitivity and only 39% 

of backgrounding information had defining properties of transitivity.  Foregrounding is, 

therefore, associated with transitivity because in supplying the main points of a discourse, 

transitive clauses, including the agents therein, move the discourse along temporal lines.  

This movement of the discourse is generally orchestrated by acts of volition within the 

context of the story world.  AGT GS As as arguments of transitive clauses, therefore, should 

frequently occur in foregrounded narrative contexts.  Recall that AGT GS A is the category 

that had the highest token counts of a-class GS in both corpora used for this study.  The 

proposal here is that a-class GSs are used by authors of Hawaiian narratives to indicate that 

the referent of the a-class marked GS affected the flow of discourse.   

In an attempt at having empirical properties to distinguish foreground information 

from background information, four properties that indicate foreground information are 

provided below in Table 7.2.  These properties are influenced/derived from the 
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foreground/background properties discussed in Smith (2003) and Hopper and Thompson 

(1980), as well as to some extent Filmore’s saliency hierarchy (1977a) and Du Bois’ 

discussion thereof (2003).   

The categories provided in Table 7.2 are continuous, i.e., not discrete.  For example, 

between the categories agentive and patientive is what we termed in Chapter 6 as experiencer 

subjects, e.g., subjects of lexical items such as lohe ‘hear’, ‘ike ‘see, feel, know, meet’, etc.  

Hence, there is no need, for the purposes of this chapter, to distinguish experiencers versus 

non-experiencers as a category because within the agentive–patientive continuum 

experiencer subjects are accounted for.  This approach is more in line with Dowty’s approach.  

In theory, the more agentive an EXP GS is, the more likely it will be marked with a-class, and 

the more patientive an EXP GS is, the more likely it will not be marked with o-class.  

However, for the sake of being consistent with the discussion in the previous chapter, we will 

analyze the EXP GS A data independently below in §7.2.1.1 and §7.3.1.1. 

TABLE 7.2:  Properties used in qualifying foreground information 

affecting outranks non-affecting 

agentive outranks patientive 

independent outranks part 

definite outranks indefinite 

 
A narrative event inclusive of its entities that affects the narrative progression occurs 

in the discourse foreground.  A narrative event inclusive of its entities that preface and/or 

subsidize essential foreground information is non-affecting because its contents do not affect 

the narrative progression.  The approach here is that authors (and/or speakers) use particular 
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linguistic tools, be it lexemes, grammatical patterns, etc., to affect narrative information flow.  

Information inclusive of these types of linguistic tools is referred to here as being affecting.  

Authors (and/or speakers) also use linguistic tools to either minimize affect, or be inaffective 

in moving the narrative forward along temporal lines.  Information of this type is referred to 

here as non-affecting.  

Agentive means here that a discourse entity’s action affected (i.e., caused a change) the 

progression of some narrative context.  A foreground discourse actor acts in the story world 

such that it causes the narrative to progress along the temporal line(s) that the author intends.  

Connecting back to Hopper and Thompson, transitivity is, therefore, associated with 

foreground information because transitive clauses are more likely to contain A arguments 

whose referents act, than intransitive clauses are.  As for patientive, it is the property of some 

narrative entity that did not affect the progression of the narrative along temporal lines and is, 

thus, associated with background information. 

Being independent is one of Dowty’s Proto-Agent properties discussed in Chapter 6 

(§6.5).  Independent here means that the information is distinct from other information, and 

is not part of the background.  In connection to actor GSs that qualify to be marked with a-

class within foreground information, independent A or S actors perform actions that are 

intended to individuate them within the narrative.  These independent actors are in part 

responsible for the progression of the narrative and, thus, often occur in foregrounded 

information.   
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Definiteness is defined here in terms of discourse saliency.  That is, it must be clear to 

the addressee (a) who (or what) the narrative entity is, and/or (b) what the culturally 

important and relevant details about the narrative entity are.  For example, in the narratives 

about Kamapua‘a used for this analysis, the addressee knows and is made aware of critical 

iconic cultural information that contextualizes who Kamapua‘a is by the time the addressee is 

finished reading the title and the first paragraph of the narrative, if the person was not already 

familiar with Kamapua‘a beforehand.  Therefore, Kamapua‘a is salient throughout the 

narrative and is often part of foreground information, and thus often triggers a-class GS. 

The proposal for understanding a-class usage is that an a-class GS is a linguistic tool 

used by speakers of Hawaiian to indicate that the GS is (a) specified as an essential actor, and 

(b) marked as foregrounded in a narrative and affects the progression of the story line.  Hence, 

a-class GSs are used by authors/speakers to mark an actor of a narrative context as an 

individuated (and normally definite) essential actor in the narrative foreground.   

7.2 Pragmatic and discourse factors in GS class selection in Hawaiian nominalizations 
The findings in this section illustrate that in nominalizations a-class GSs are used 

when the GS is minimally an actor, i.e., A or S argument of a non-stative or passive clause, 

within the event scenario, and the GS is involved in an event that is essential to the 

progression of the story and/or the reader’s comprehension of it.  O-class GSs remain defined 

as unspecified to be actors that are essential to the progression of the narrative.  In this 
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section we look only at GS categories discussed in Chapter 6 that contained an a-class GS, i.e., 

EXP and AGT GS A and AGT GS S.   

7.2.1 Pragmatic and discourse factors in GS class selection in Hawaiian nominalizations: 
EXP GS 

In the nominalization corpus there were a-class tokens only in the EXP GS A category, 

none in the EXP GS S category.  There were only two a-class EXP GS A tokens (see Chapter 6, 

§6.2.1).  Thus, the semantic role of the GS is significant in GS class selection where 

experiencer and patient S arguments were a-class at a rate of less than 2% (2 of 107).  This 

section illustrates pragmatic and discourse reasons why a-class GSs are selected in 

nominalizations.   

The data in (7.4) contain a quote attributed to a character, who is a maka‘äinana 

‘commoner’, who is addressing his ali‘i ‘chief’.  The data in (7.4a) repeats the beginning of 

(7.4), which is provided to contextualize (7.4b).  (7.4b) contains a nominalization.  The 

nominalization in (7.4b) is kä kou luna‘ikehala ‘ike ‘ana he pono ‘what your conscience sees as 

right’.  The GS of the nominalization is a preposed a-class EXP GS A.  Moreover, the head 

noun of the GS is luna‘ikehala ‘conscience’, a common noun.   

7.4. A he nani hoi na e ke alii, ke huli mai nei oe a ninau ia makou, i kou mau hulu lepo 
makaainana, he mea pono no nau no e ke alii e koho e like me ka kou lunaikehala ike 
ana he pono. 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iulai 29, 1891) 

a. A  he  nani  ho‘i  nä  e  ke  ali‘i,  
and a pretty indeed Dem Add the chief 

‘And that (which you have done (cf. nä)), chief, is wonderful, 
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ke  huli  mai  nei  ‘oe  a  nïnau  iä  mäkou,  
Imp turn hither near 2sg and ask Acc 3pl=excl 

‘you are turning and asking us,’ 

i  kou   mau  hulu  lepo  maka‘äinana, 
Acc 2sg=Gen-o pl feather dirt commoner 

‘your humble common people’ 

b. he  mea  pono  nö  näu   nö  e  ke  ali‘i  e  koho  
a thing right indeed 2sg=n-Gen-a indeed Voc the chief Imp chose  

‘it's indeed best that you, chief, be the one to choose’ 
 
e  like  me  kä  kou   luna‘ikehala  ‘ike  ‘ana  he  pono. 
Imp like with Gen-a 2sg=Gen-o conscience see ‘ANA a right 

‘according to what your conscience sees as right.’ 
 
The GS of ‘ike ‘see’ in the nominalization corpus were o-class in 42 of 44 tokens.  The 

a-class EXP GS A in (7.4) is one of two a-class EXP GS A tokens.  There is a total of 96 

tokens of EXP GS A in the nominalization corpus, thus 94 are o-class (cf. Chart 6.2 in 

Chapter 6).  Therefore, the data set given in (7.4b) represent a highly unusual use of a-class.   

The data in (7.4) were extracted from a mo‘olelo ‘story’ about Kamapua‘a, a famed 

Hawaiian hero who was deified by Hawaiians.5  This particular portion of data was part of a 

dialogue between a chief (an ali‘i), Pueonuiokona, and his maka‘äinana.  In this particular 

section of the mo‘olelo, Kamapua‘a was coming to kill Pueonuiokona and his maka‘äinana for 

conspiring with other chiefs and maka‘äinana against what Kamapua‘a thought was pono 

‘right’.  Since (7.4) contains part of a dialogue between two characters in the context of the 

                                                
5 The original title of this particular mo‘olelo for Kamapua‘a was "He Molelo Kaao no Kamapuaa".  The term 
ka‘ao in the title indexes the mo‘olelo as folklore.  This story ran in the Hawaiian medium newspaper Ka Leo o ka 
Lahui from June 22nd to September 28th of 1891.  From June 22nd until July 14th, 1891 the title was "He Molelo 
Kaao no Kamapuaa" and on July 15th, 1891 the title changed without comment by the author to "He Moolelo no 
Kamapuaa".   
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mo‘olelo, there are certain ways of communicating that the author used to illustrate authentic 

locutions between a maka‘äinana and his ali‘i.  The use of a-class is an indicator that the ali‘i 

possesses the power to be essential in the decision-making process that will determine the 

faith of the maka‘äinana.  This locution expressed in form selection, i.e., including the a-class 

GS, thus, exemplifies an illocutionary act by the author illustrating the maka‘äinana’s intent 

that the ali‘i’s will is essential and affective in the context.  

The ali‘i in the context of (7.4) was being asked by the character assigned the 

text/speech in (7.4) to make a decision on behalf of the people.  The ali‘i previously stated in 

the narrative that there was no way that they could defeat Kamapua‘a because Kamapua‘a has 

kino lau 'many bodies'.  That is, he is a shape shifter who on land could change into a giant 

pua‘a 'pig' or multiply into thousands of pua‘a.  Thus, the maka‘äinana is pleading with the 

ali‘i to follow his luna‘ikehala ‘conscience’, that is, to not engage with Kamapua‘a, and to do 

what is pono, i.e., avoid getting everyone killed.   

The author chose the preposed non-pronominal a-class EXP GS A in the context from 

which (7.4) was extracted to specify that the maka‘äinana perceived the chief's conscience 

(luna‘ikehala) as being an essential actor in the ‘ike ‘see, know, feel’ event.  In specifying that 

the conscience is an essential actor, the maka‘äinana is saying to the ali‘i that his conscience 

can, and will, willfully and affectively act in an essential manner in the scheme of the larger 

context that the characters are facing in the story world.  Therefore, the GS in (7.4b) affects 

the narrative progression by putting the faith of the maka‘äinana in the choice (koho) of the 
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ali‘i’s luna‘ikehala.  Moreover, the ali‘i’s luna‘ikehala is also independent and definite in the 

narrative context, where it seems like the luna‘ikehala is distinctly acting under its own 

volition to affect the decision-making process. 

In summary of the discussion of (7.4), it is noted that the author used the a-class GS 

in (7.4b) to explicitly specify that the action to be performed by the referent of the GS was 

essential, causal, and intrinsic to how the narrative would progress.  Therefore, the event 

described in (7.4b) is foregrounded in the narrative context, moving the narrative forward 

along temporal lines, and that is why the author used an a-class GS in this particular 

narrative context to communicate to his reader that the action of this luna‘ikehala can or will 

affect the narrative flow. 

The data in (7.5) are provided to illustrate a context in which a-class is not used, and 

if it were used, an a-class GS would be at best strange (i.e., infelicitous).  The portion of the 

narrative context found in (7.5) occurred immediately prior to the narrative context provided 

in (7.4).  The square bracketed portions, e.g., […], in the free translations are provided to 

give insight to the meaning that the author encoded in the way the author wrote the text.   

(7.5c) contains the specific data that we want to analyze.  The GS in (7.5c) is the 

preposed non-pronominal EXP GS A complex, e.g., ko ke ali‘i a me ko nä känaka ‘the chief’s 
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and the people’s’.  The two GSs are coordinated by a me ‘and’, and the genitive markers in 

both are ko, which we recognize as o-class.6   

7.5.      I ke ala ana ae o na kanaka kiai mai ko lakou hiamoe ana, no ka mea, ua kiekie loa 
ae la ka la. 
     Ua ike koke ae la lakou i na mea i hana ia, ua pau loa ka ai a me ka ia i ka ai ia, a ua 
piha pu hoi ka hale i ka hana lepo o ua puaa nei, a ua ku no hoi i ke ino ke ea o ka 
hanalepo o ua puaa nei. 
     I ko ke alii a me ko na kanaka ike ana i keia mau hana hoonaaikola, ua ninau aku 
la oia i kona mau kanaka: 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iulai 29, 1891) 
 

a.     I ke ala ‘ana a‘e o nä känaka kia‘i mai 
ko läkou hiamoe ‘ana, no ka mea, ua 
ki‘eki‘e loa a‘ela ka lä, ua ‘ike koke a‘ela 
läkou i nä mea i hana ‘ia, ua pau loa ka ‘ai 
a me ka i‘a i ka ‘ai ‘ia, a ua piha pü ho‘i ka 
hale i ka hana lepo o ua pua‘a nei, a ua kü 
nö ho‘i i ke ‘ino ke ea o ka hanalepo o ua 
pua‘a nei. 

‘When the guards rose up from their resting, 
because the sun was high above, they 
quickly saw what was done, all the food and 
fish were eaten, and the house was also full 
with the excrement of this [focalized, e.g., 
ua…nei] pig, and the air [smell] of the 
excrement of this [focalized] pig was 
rancid.’ 

I ko ke ali‘i a me ko nä känaka ‘ike ‘ana i 

këia mau hana ho‘ona‘aikola, ua nïnau 
akula ‘o ia i kona mau känaka: 

‘Upon the chief’s and the people’s seeing 
these contemptuous acts, he [the chief] 
asked his people:’ 

b. I  ke  ala  ‘ana  a‘e  o  nä  känaka  kia‘i 
Loc the awake ‘ANA up ø-Gen-o the(pl) people  guard 

‘When the guards woke up’ 
 

c. I  ko  ke  ali‘i  a  me  ko  nä  känaka  ‘ike  ‘ana  
Loc Gen-o the chief and  with Gen-o the+pl person  see ‘ANA 
 

i  këia  mau  hana  ho‘ona‘aikola. 
Acc this pl work contemptuous 

‘Upon the chief's and the people's seeing these contemptuous acts,’ 

                                                
6 Of interest here is that the GS in (7.5c) take the determiner position and are coordinated by a me, as complete 
NPs are.  This illustrates the phrase head and/or phrasal qualities that GS and determiners in general have in 
Hawaiian.  Indeed, this is an area in need of further inquiry.  (See Chapter 2, §2.1.1.) 
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d. ua  nïnau  akula   ‘o  ia  i  kona   mau  känaka 
Prf ask thither-ø=Centr Nom 3sg Acc 3sg=Gen-o pl people 

‘he (the chief) then asked his people,’ 
 

 The data in (7.5c) are background information in that the information was given in 

the first paragraph in (7.5a).  However, the information in (7.5c) seems to be emerging into 

the foreground.  However, the sentence in the first paragraph that reads, ua ‘ike koke a‘ela 

läkou i nä mea i hana ‘ia ‘they quickly saw what was done’, illustrates that the author 

mentioned prior to the phrase in (7.5c) that the ali‘i ‘chief’ and the känaka ‘people’ witnessed 

these hana ho‘ona‘aikola ‘contemptuous acts’.7  Moreover, the use of këia ‘this’ in the O 

argument in (7.5c) in the phrase këia mau hana ho‘ona‘aikola ‘these contemptuous acts’ 

suggests that the O argument of this ‘ike ‘see’ event is what is focused upon, not the event nor 

the A arguments. 

As mentioned above, a property of narrative background information is description, 

and the use of statives is one way to describe the landscape.  For example, in (7.5) the lexical 

item ki‘eki‘e ‘high’ and its S argument ka lä ‘the sun’ is used to describe the time of day, the 

lexical item pau ‘finished’ is used to describe the state of the characters’ food, the lexical item 

piha ‘full’ is used to describe the state of the characters’ hale ‘house’, and the lexical item kü 

‘full; resemble’ is used to describe the state of the smell of the characters’ hale.  Moreover, the 

lexical item ‘ike in (7.5) implies that the characters not only ‘saw’ the ‘contemptuous acts’ of 

                                                
7 One might view foreground and background either as having a dichotomous relationship or as being on a 
continuum.  Phrases similar to that found in (7.5d) may be classified as foregrounding, in that they transition 
the narrative from background information to foreground information on a continuum.  Hence, it seems that 
foreground and background information are on a continuum. 
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Kamapua‘a, but also experienced the effects of bearing witness to them because ‘ike not only 

translates as ‘see’, but also as ‘feel’ and ‘experience’ too.  Thus, the narrative content in (7.5c) 

is provided as subsidiary information.  As such, the information maintains the scene for the 

following sentence in (7.5d) as well as the subsequent narrative context that followed, 

leading to the text found in (7.4) above, that was argued to be foregrounded information.   

(7.5) begins with the nominalization repeated in (7.5a), which is also background 

information that establishes the scene (i.e., the ground) for the clause ua ‘ike koke a‘ela läkou 

… ‘they soon saw (i.e., realized)…’, which was marked with ua a perfective/inceptive marker.  

Elbert and Pukui (1979:58) explain that ua indicates a lexeme as being both a perfective and 

inceptive marker.  The way that ua is used as an inceptive marker in a narrative context is to 

indicate that verbs and nouns, i.e., predicates or phrasal heads, are either new and/or 

important information, essential to the speaker’s communicating of the content and for the 

addressee’s understanding of what the speaker is communicating.8  Thus, the ali‘i and the 

maka‘äinana seeing what happened is foreground information that was subsidized by the 

nominalization found in (7.5b).  Whereas subsidiary information is background information, 

the GS found in (7.5b) is o-class. 

                                                
8 The way ua is used as an inceptive, or foregrounding, marker in Hawaiian varies.  For example, in some 
contexts, similar to that quoted in the first paragraph in (7.5a), every verb is marked with ua, while in other 
contexts only the initial verb is marked with ua.  The ways that ua is used in Hawaiian narrative would indeed 
prove to be a useful study in connection to Hawaiian pedagogy, because ua is much more than simply a 

perfective aspect marker.  As Schütz (1994:246) claimes, the tense/aspect system in Hawaiian is in need of 
inquiry.  Particularly, an inquiry into what inceptive marked lexemes mean in connection to context is an area of 
particular interest.   
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The data found in (7.5c) establish the context for (7.5d) which affects the progression 

of the discourse.  (7.5d) is foreground information, as evidenced by the use of the inceptive 

marker ua and the narrative affect it possesses in moving the narrative toward the subsequent 

dialogue, part of which was provided in (7.4) above. 

7.2.2 Pragmatic and discourse factors in GS class selection in Hawaiian nominalizations: 
AGT GS 

7.2.2.1 Pragmatic and discourse factors in GS class selection in Hawaiian nominalizations: 
AGT GS S 

 (7.6) and (7.8) contain the unergative predicate hele ‘go’.  Unergative predicates have 

agentive, volitional S arguments.  Recall our discussion of hele in Chapter 5, §5.2.5.1, where 

we saw that hele, although classified as a monadic predicate, also illustrated properties of 

dyadic predicates, e.g., the pseudo-O argument phenomena.  There is an a-class GS of the 

nominalization predicate hele in (7.6a) and there is an o-class GS in (7.8). 

7.6.      I ia noho ‘ana iho a läkou nei a ma ia hope iho, hele ‘o Käneiki i ke kaua me 
Makali‘i (‘o ia ho‘i këlä kanaka i pakele ai ma mua i ka wä i ‘ai ‘ia ai nä känaka o O‘ahu 

a make !o !Olopana). Holo ho‘i ‘o ua ‘o Kamapua!a i ka lu!u he!e, a i ko läkou lä ho!i 
!ana mai mai ke kaua mai, ‘ölelo kaena ihola këlä kanaka këia kanaka i kona koa a i 

kona ikaika ho!i. ‘Ölelo kaena ihola nö ho‘i këia, “He lä ‘aina nö ho‘i këia o‘u i ka he!e.” 

A lohe !o K"neiki, nïnau akula ‘o ia, “I ka lawai!a kä !oe?” ‘Ae maila ‘o ua ‘o 
Kamapua‘a.  

     I kekahi lä iho, hele hou lä !o Käneiki mä i ke kaua. Hele hou nö ho‘i këia i ka 
lawai‘a. Iä läkou i kaua ai, he‘e iä Makali‘i, a ho‘i nui maila. I kekahi lä hou aku, hele 

hou nö l"kou i ke kaua. !A!ole ho!i këia i hele i ka lawai!a, hiamoe ihola !o ia.  I këia 

hele hou ‘ana a läkou, he!e hou n# iä Makali!i, uë ihola nä wähine a ia nei i ka make, 

ki!i akula a ho‘äla iä ia nei, “Ë, !o ka moe nö käu, !o ka make nö ia o ko mäua 

kaikunäne lä a me mäua pü aku auane!i.” ‘Ae akula këia. 
(Kahiolo 1996:61-2) 
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I ia noho !ana iho a läkou nei a ma 

ia hope iho, hele !o Käneiki i ke 
kaua me Makali‘i (‘o ia ho‘i këlä 
kanaka i pakele ai ma mua i ka wä i 

‘ai ‘ia ai nä känaka o O!ahu a make 

!o !Olopana). Holo ho!i !o ua !o 
Kamapua‘a i ka lu‘u he‘e, a i ko 

läkou lä ho!i !ana mai mai ke kaua 
mai, ‘ölelo kaena ihola këlä kanaka 
këia kanaka i kona koa a i kona 

ikaika ho!i. ‘Ölelo kaena ihola n# 
ho!i këia, “He lä !aina nö ho!i këia 

o!u i ka he!e.” A lohe !o K"neiki, 

n$nau akula !o ia, “I ka lawai!a kä 

!oe?” !Ae maila !o ua !o Kamapua!a.  
 

In their [focalized, e.g., a-class GS and nei] 
residing and not very long after, Käneiki 
went to war with Makali‘i (namely, that 
person who escaped before when the 
people of O‘ahu were eaten and ‘Olopana 
died). This (focalized, foregrounded) 
Kamapua‘a went octopus diving, and when 
they [non-focalized, e.g., lä] returned from 
the battle, each and every person boasted 
about his bravery and about his strength 
as well. This [e.g., Kamapua‘a] also 
boasted (about himself, e.g., iho), “This is 
indeed an octopus eating day of mine.” 
And Käneiki heard, he asked, “You went 
frickin’/bloody (cf. kä) fishing?”  
Kamapua‘a [focalized, foregrounded] 9 
affirmed. 

 

I kekahi lä iho, hele hou nö !o 
Käneiki mä i ke kaua. Hele hou nö 

ho!i këia i ka lawai!a. Iä läkou i 

kaua ai, he!e iä Makali!i, a ho!i nui 
maila. I kekahi lä hou aku, hele hou 

nö läkou i ke kaua. !A!ole ho!i këia 

i hele i ka lawai!a, hiamoe ihola !o 
ia. I këia hele hou ‘ana a läkou, 

he!e hou nö iä Makali!i, uë ihola nä 

wähine a ia nei i ka make, ki!i akula 

a ho‘äla iä ia nei, “Ë, !o ka moe nö 

käu, !o ka make nö ia o ko mäua 
kaikunäne lä a me mäua pü aku 

auane!i.” !Ae akula këia. 
 

Another day, Käneiki folks went again to 
battle. This [Kamapua‘a] again went 
fishing. When they battled, 
[Ø=they=Käneiki folks] lost to Makali‘i, 
and all returned. On another day, they 
indeed went to battle. This [Kamapua‘a] 
did not go fishing, he just slept. Upon this 
going again of theirs [i.e., Käneiki folks], 
they lost again to Makali‘i, his [focalized, 
foregrounded] women cried in the death, 
[Ø=they=women of Kamapua‘a] fetched 
and awoke him [focalized, foregrounded], 
“Hey, you just sleep, our [exc.] brother 
and we too are dying.” This [Kamapua‘a] 
agreed. 

                                                
9 As mentioned above, the translations include bracketed information (i.e., […]), which is intended to provide a 
fuller description of what is communicated in the Hawaiian text.  The bracketed notes, such as this, are 
provided for discourse content lexemes that are not translatable into English, such as demonstrative nei and 
inceptive aspect marker and definite article ua, which are used to indicate the centrality or importance of the 
relevant information. 
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a. I  këia  hele  hou  ‘ana  a  läkou 
Loc this go again ‘ANA ø-Gen-a 3pl 

‘Upon their going again,’ 
 

The more central an entity is in a narrative, the more essential that entity is to the 

progression of the storyline.  The demonstrative këia is a deictic centering device (similar 

English devices are discussed in Zubin and Hewitt 1995:141), i.e., a focalizing tool used by an 

author to bring to or maintain in the foreground some information represented syntactically 

as a noun.  Therefore, when the author of (7.6b) used the definite demonstrative këia, he 

marked the hele event as essential, foregrounding it in the narrative context, therefore, 

licensing, and arguably, requiring for discourse saliency purposes, the a-class GS.  The data in 

(7.6a) differs from that in (7.5c) above in that the information in (7.6a) is new and, because 

the author wanted to ensure that the reader realized that this particular event was important 

information that affected the narrative progression (i.e., Käneiki loses again to Makali‘i, and, 

thus, Kamapua‘a’s women come crying to him), the author marked the nominalization with 

këia and an a-class GS.  As for (7.5c), the information was previously given and, at best, 

emerging as foreground information. 

In shifting the deictic center of a story, an author uses various linguistic devices, be 

they syntactic, morphological, lexical, etc.  The nominalization found in (7.6a) is part of an 

initial adverbial clause, a phrasal category that Zubin and Hewitt claim shifts the deictic 

temporal and locational centers (1995:144).  The shift in (7.6) is from Kamapua‘a, the main 

narrative character, to läkou ‘they’, which refers to Käneiki and his soldiers who were heading 
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to battle.  This shift also provides the reader with new information about Käneiki and his 

soldiers.  Therefore, through the combination of the deictic-center-shifting initial adverbial 

phrase, the centrality-marking demonstrative determiner, e.g., këia, and the a-class GS, the 

author navigates the narrative discourse grammar to convey his pragmatic illocutions about 

the story world.  That is, the author used these three linguistic devices, i.e., the adverbial 

phrase, këia, and the a-class GS, to cause the reader to focus on this context.   

The first line in (7.6) contains another a-class GS of another nominalization.  Similar 

to (7.4) above that is claimed to have an a-class GS because of its causal, affective properties, 

the noho ‘dwell’ event in the beginning of (7.6) also contains an a-class GS because it was part 

of the information that progressed the narrative context by focalizing on the event involving 

Käneiki and his people, i.e., the referents of läkou ‘they’.  More evidence that the event 

inclusive of its grammatical subject, e.g., läkou ‘they’, is central to the discourse is the use of 

nei, which I termed a postposed-centrality demonstrative.  Hence, this whole section of 

discourse is foregrounded and progressing the major-story line forward rather than building 

back-story, or backgrounding.   

Elbert and Pukui (1979:141–2) cite an interesting example that contained këia and an 

a-class GS of a nominalization and this example is provided in (7.7) below cited from its 

original source.  
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7.7. O ke kumu o keia kii ana mai ia Kawelo, o ke pai ana o Aikanaka i na makua o 
Kawelo mai Hanamaulu ae. Ma keia pai ana a Aikanaka i na makua, lawe ia ae la ka 
ai a me ka ia, a me na pono a pau loa, a noho wale iho la lakou aohe ai, hookahi ai o 
ka uku a me ka lia o ke poo. 
(Fornander 1918:16) 
 
‘O ke kumu o këia ki‘i ‘ana mai iä 
Kawelo, ‘o ke pa‘i ‘ana o ‘Aikanaka i 
nä mäkua o Kawelo mai Hanama‘ulu 
a‘e. Ma këia pa‘i ‘ana a ‘Aikanaka i nä 
mäkua, lawe ‘ia a‘ela ka ‘ai a me ka i‘a, 
a me nä pono a pau loa, a noho wale 
ihola läkou ‘a‘ohe ‘ai, ho‘okahi ‘ai ‘o ka 
‘uku a me ka lia o ke po‘o. 

‘As for the reason of this fetching of 
Kawelo, it was because of the eviction of 
‘Aikanaka of the parents of Kawelo from 
Hanama‘ulu.  In this eviction by ‘Aikanaka 

of the parents, the starches (i.e., taro, etc.) 
and the fish (i.e., fleshy-foods) were taken, 
and (as well as) all necessities, and they 
lived with no food, the only food (they had) 
were the lice and nits of the (their) heads.’ 

 
a. ke  pa‘i  ‘ana  o  ‘Aikanaka  i  nä  mäkua 

the eviction ‘ANA ø-Gen-o ‘Aikanaka Acc the(pl) parent 

‘the eviction of ‘Aikanaka (A argument) of the parents (O argument)’ 
 

b. këia  pa‘i  ‘ana  a  ‘Aikanaka  i  nä  mäkua 
this eviction ‘ANA ø-Gen-a ‘Aikanaka Acc the(pl) parent 

‘this eviction of ‘Aikanaka (A argument) of the parents (O argument)’ 
 
Notice that the lexical predicate pa‘i is nominalized twice in (7.7).  The reason that the 

first pa‘i ‘evict, punish’ token (repeated in (7.7a)) contains an o-class GS is because the pa‘i 

event was background information.  The latter pa‘i mention (repeated in (7.7b)) is preceded 

by këia, the centrality-marking demonstrative determiner.  Hence, the reason that the later 

pa‘i mention has an a-class GS is because the pa‘i event has been foregrounded and focalized 

in the narrative context.   

Elbert and Pukui noticed that the only formal difference between the two pa‘i tokens 

is the determiners, e.g., ke ‘the’ and këia ‘this’.  The phrasal elements in the two pa‘i 
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nominalizations listed in (7.7a) and (7.7b) are identical except for the determiners and the 

GS classes.  Therefore, the two examples are minimal pairs (or couplets).  According to Elbert 

and Pukui (1979:142), “Perhaps a here [i.e., (7.7b)] indicates greater deliberateness and 

control; it makes the eviction more forceful.  The preceding këia ‘this’ makes the act more 

specific and less general.”  (Bracketed information inserted by CMK Baker.)  These are 

possible reasons for a-class selection provided by Elbert and Pukui and are plausible to me 

and I agree with them here.  However, the more specific a reference is, the more salient it is 

within the narrative context and, as we have seen in connection to the other a-class GS 

tokens above, greater saliency makes a more viable candidate for a-class GS selection.  In 

connection to the discussion about (7.6b) above, the use of këia in (7.7b) indicates that the 

nominalization is focalized and foregrounded.  When the GS strategy is employed and the GS 

is perceivably an actor, the theory being presented here is that a GS will more likely be a-class 

when an action is more affective, as seen in (7.7b), and is important in affecting the narrative 

progression.   

In (7.8) below, the initial adverbial phrase is previously given information in the 

Kamapua‘a narrative.  We know this because the author is providing it as the reason why the 

two characters moved away.  As the free translation suggests, the priest acquired much of 

Kamapua‘a’s lands, and, therefore, the parents moved to Moloka‘i.  The nominalization of 

interest here contains the hele predicate in the later portion.  The GS is ko läua ‘they, dual’.  

The pronoun läua refers to Kamapua‘a’s parents.  
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7.8. I ka pau loa ‘ana o ka ‘äina i ke kahuna, ‘o ke kumu nö ia o ko läua hele ‘ana a noho 
ma Moloka‘i. 
(Kahiolo 1996:15) 
 
I  ka  pau  loa  ‘ana  o  ka  ‘äina  i  ke  kahuna,  
Loc the finished very ‘ANA ø-Gen-o the land Loc/Acc the priest 

‘Upon the priest acquiring all the lands,’ 
 
‘o  ke  kumu  nö  ia  o  ko  läua  hele  ‘ana  
Nom the reason indeed 3sg ø-Gen-o Gen-o 3dl go ‘ANA 

‘this is the reason of their going’ 
 
a  noho  ma  Moloka‘i 
and live Loc Moloka‘i 

‘and living on Moloka‘i’ 
 
Pronominalization of the characters illustrates that the referents are salient in the 

narrative context.  However, the independent and definite pronoun GS in (7.8) did not 

trigger a-class.  Being agentive, i.e., having Proto-Agent properties (Dowty 1991), is also not 

sufficient motivation in and of itself to trigger an a-class GS.  The subjects of this hele event in 

(7.8) were caused to move away because they had no land.  This fact impacts (i.e., decreases) 

the agentivity of the subjects.  However, this decrease in agentivity exists because of the 

narrative context created by the author.  Thus, the results are attributed primarily to 

pragmatic and discourse factors, not semantic factors alone.  That is, if the GS in (7.8) had 

been a-class, then that would illustrate that the author is implying to the reader that this act 

of the parents ‘going’ to Moloka‘i will somehow progress the storyline.  

Moreover, this move by the parents of Kamapua‘a backgrounds why Kamapua‘a 

journied to Moloka‘i.  Kamapua‘a swam to Moloka‘i by turning into a 
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humuhumunukunukuapua‘a, a type of triggerfish.  Furthermore, this journey to Moloka‘i by 

Kamapua‘a is when the reader finds out that Kamapua‘a can turn into 

humuhumunukunukuapua‘a, a kino lau ‘body form’ of Kamapua‘a.  This mention of 

Kamapua‘a’s parents moving to Moloka‘i and Kamapua‘a’s subsequent going there as well 

creates story domain(s), or mental space(s) (Fauconnier 1985), that consists of all the 

information mentioned here and more from which the reader draws upon later in the 

narrative.   

We will now consider AGT GS S in conjunction with the lexical predicate noho ‘dwell’.  

The GS of noho do not possess the same Proto-Agent properties as lexemes like hele in (7.6) 

and (7.8) above.  That is, the lexeme hele involves an S argument (or functor) that is 

volitional, sentient, and in motion.  The lexeme noho, on the other hand, has an S argument 

that is not necessarily volitional, nor is it in motion at all.  The only Proto-Agent property 

that the S argument of a noho event has is sentience.  Hence, there are two types of agent S 

arguments here, one that is volitional and/or in motion and another that is neither.  The data 

in (7.9) and (7.10) illustrate patterning similar to what we saw above in which the agent GSs 

were a-class in foreground information and o-class elsewhere.   

The data set in (7.9) below includes the nominalization këlä noho ‘ana a Kamapua‘a ma 

këlä ana ‘that dwelling of Kamapua‘a in that cave’.  The AGT GS S of the lexical predicate 

noho ‘dwell’ is a-class.  44 tokens of the lexeme noho occurred in the nominalization corpus.  

Of these, only five were a-class.  The nominalization data in (7.9) is, thus, statistically unique.  
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7.9. A ma kela noho ana a Kamapuaa ma kela ana, ua kapaia iho la ua ana nei o 
Keanapuaa a hiki i keia wa. 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iulai 20, 1891) 
 
A  ma  këlä  noho  ‘ana  a  Kamapua‘a  ma  këlä  ana,  
and  Loc that dwell ‘ANA ø-Gen-a Kamapua‘a Loc that cave 

‘And in (i.e., by way of) that dwelling of Kamapua‘a in that cave,’ 
 
ua  kapa  ‘ia  ihola   ua  ana  nei  ‘o  Keanapua‘a  
Prf name Pass dir+ø-Cntr Prf cave Cntr Nom Keanapua‘a  

‘this (focalized) cave was (since) named Keanapua‘a’ 
 
ä  hiki  i  këia  wä. 
until arrive loc this time  

‘until today’ 
 
The nominalization in (7.9) contains the determiner këlä ‘that’.  In comparing këia 

‘this’, or what above was termed as a centrality-marking determiner, and këlä we find that 

both are demonstratives.  Këia specifies and/or marks narrative entities and events that are 

central to the current narrative storyline.  In the provided context in (7.9), këlä is not part of 

major storyline, although, it is very relevant.  Hence, këlä is a non-centrality-marker, which 

in narrative discourse grammar means that the information is peripheral and/or not central to 

the progression of the current narrative.10 

The data in (7.9) refer to the event that is the cause of the naming event of the 

following clause, e.g., ua kapa ‘ia ihola ua ana nei … ‘this (focalized) cave was (since) named’.  

This nominalization is different in comparison to the nominalizations in (7.5) that have an o-

                                                
10 The tangential information provided in (7.9) is important in the ka‘ao ‘folklore’ function of narratives such as 
Kamapua‘a.  It is this sort of information that contextualizes why certain places are named what they are, shaped 
how they are, and relevant to the reader, who, at the time, would have been a resident on O‘ahu, and more than 
likely, a Kanaka Maoli, or Native Hawaiian.   
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class GS, because the nominalizations in (7.5) above are backgrounding phrases that 

provided subsidiary and/or scenic information for their respective clauses and did not affect 

the progression of the narrative.  The nominalization in (7.9) contains information that is 

essential to the naming event, i.e., it effectively moves this narrative to the next informational 

clause, and, thus, is foreground in the discourse context, and that is why the GS is a-class. 

To summarize the discussion of (7.9), specifying that Kamapua‘a is essential to the 

context surrounding the noho event described in (7.9) implicates (i.e., implies) to the reader 

that if it were not for Kamapua‘a’s dwelling there, that cave would not have the name 

Keanapua‘a, or ‘the pig-cave’.  As implicature is an issue of pragmatics, a-class usage in a 

narrative context is an issue of pragmatics.  The pragmatic implicature given via the a-class 

GS in (7.9) is governed by the narrative context, not by the syntax, semantics, or any 

combination thereof.   

In (7.10) we find the same lexical predicate as in (7.9), i.e., noho.  The nominalization 

tokens of interest are presented in (7.10b) and (7.10c).  (7.10) is provided to illustrate a 

token of noho being used in background information.  In the context of the larger mo‘olelo, 

(7.10) contains paragraphs 6 and 7 of the first installment of He Moolelo no Kamapuaa (Mea 

Unuhi Moolelo 1891).  The Mea Unuhi Moolelo’s primary purpose at this point of the 

narrative is to establish the scene, i.e., the ground in Fillmore’s saliency hierarchy (1977a) or 

background here.  Hence, what we find is statively (e.g., lö‘ihi ‘long’ and lu‘a ‘worn’) and 

intransitively (e.g., noho ‘dwell, stay’) used predicates in combination with o-class GSs.   
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7.10.      Ua loihi na la o ka noho pu ana o Kananananuiaimoku me kana wahine a mai 
loko mai hoi o ko laua mau puhaka kela poe keiki i hoike pakahi ia ae la ko lakou 
mau inoa ma luna.   
     A ma hope mai o ia manawa, oiai, ua lua ihola ka noho pu ana o ke kane me ka 
wahine, a ke pii mahuahua ae la ka nui o ke kino o ka laua kaikamahine makahiapo, a 
pela pu no hoi me kekahi mau keiki e ae a laua. 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iune 22, 1891) 
 
Ua lö‘ihi nä lä o ka noho pü ‘ana o 
Kananananui‘aimoku me käna 

wahine a mai loko mai ho‘i o ko läua 
mau pühaka këlä po‘e keiki i hö‘ike 
päkahi ‘ia a‘ela ko läkou mau inoa ma 
luna.   
 

‘The days of Kananananui‘aimoku’s 
dwelling together with his wife were 
long and from within indeed of their 
loins came those children whose names 
were individually shown above.’ 
 

A ma hope mai o ia manawa, ‘oiai, ua 
lu‘a ihola ka noho pü ‘ana o ke käne 
me ka wahine, a ke pi‘i mähuahua 
a‘ela ka nui o ke kino o kä läua 
kaikamahine makahiapo, a pëlä pü nö 
ho‘i me kekahi mau keiki ‘ë a‘e a läua. 

‘And after that time, whereas, the 
dwelling together of the husband and 
wife had worn out, and the size of the 
body of the eldest daughter was 
maturing, as well as indeed some other 
children of theirs.’ 

 
 
a. ka  noho pü  ‘ana  o  Kananananui‘aimoku me  käna   wahine 

the dwell together ‘ANA ø-Gen-o Kananananui‘aimoku with 3sg=Gen-a woman 

‘Kananananui‘aimoku’s dwelling together with his wife’ 
 

b. ka   noho  pü  ‘ana  o  ke  käne  me  ka  wahine 
the dwell together ‘ANA ø-Gen-o the man with the woman 

‘the dwelling together of the husband and wife’  
 
The nominalization listed in (7.10a) in the syntactic context of the larger sentence is 

the S argument of the stative sentential predicate ua lö‘ihi ‘long’.  Stative predicates are 

descriptive in nature and have telic measure, both of which are often used in backgrounding 

narrative content.  The lexical predicate marker ua indicates that the lö‘ihi event is perfective, 
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thus, the telicity is realized, and is inceptive, thus, essential to the discourse’s progression 

along dialogic lines, in the background of the narrative scene.  The noho event described in 

(7.10a) is not affective in the narrative, unlike (7.9) above where that noho event caused the 

naming of the cave where Kamapua‘a stayed.  The GS in (7.10a) is o-class because it is part of 

the lö‘ihi event backgrounding the story world and does not affect the progression of the 

narrative.  

The same line of reasoning is used in understanding what the author is 

communicating in (7.10b) by using an o-class GS.  (7.10b) is the S argument of the stative 

sentential predicate ua lu‘a ‘worn (i.e., grown tired of)’.  The sentential predicate contains ua 

marking lu‘a as perfective and inceptive, as well as essential to the narrative context.  

However, as with lö‘ihi that precedes the data set in (7.10a), lu‘a is used as a stative predicate, 

backgrounding the narrative context.  The GS in (7.10b) is o-class because it is part of the lu‘a 

event and the event does not affect the progression of the narrative as the nominalization in 

(7.9) above did.  Moreover, (7.10a) and (7.10b) both describe how Kananananui‘aimoku and 

his wife grew tired of each other, which establishes the motive for Kananananui‘aimoku to 

move on to another woman and sire the mother of Kamapua‘a, the character for whom the 

story was written.  Therefore, (7.10) contains narrative content that is backgrounding the 

larger story. 
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7.2.2.2 Pragmatic and discourse factors in GS class selection in Hawaiian nominalizations: 
AGT GS A 

The AGT GS A category contained the most a-class GS tokens and rates in both the 

nominalization and relative clause corpora.  To illustrate a pragmatic and discourse account 

in selecting an a-class AGT GS A, the data set in (7.11) is provided below.  Prior to discussing 

the specifics found in (7.11), we will first discuss the narrative context, the story surrounding 

the data set found in (7.11).  The data presented in (7.11) contains an example of character 

dialogue.  The character and his/her group were being attacked by Kamapua‘a.  Many people 

in the story world (i.e., characters) were being killed at the time.  Thus, there was a lot of 

tension, anxiety, and fear for safety among the characters being attacked.  

7.11. E-papapau kakou e ke alii i ka make i ka puaa e, … Aohe ahailono o keia ai ana a ua 
puaa nei, i ke alii Olopana me kona makaainana 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iune 22, 1891) 
 
E papapau  käkou  e  ke  ali‘i  i  ka  make  
Imp destroyed 1pl=incl Voc the chief Loc the dead 

‘We’ll all be killed, chief’ 

i  ka  pua‘a  ë  
Loc the pig Voc 

‘by the pig’ 

‘A‘ohe ‘äha‘ilono  o  këia  ‘ai  ‘ana  a  ua  pua‘a  nei  
zero survivor  ø-Gen-o this eat ‘ANA ø-Gen-a Prf pig Cntr 

‘There were no survivors of this eating by this (focalized) pig’ 

i  ke  ali‘i  Olopana  me  kona  maka‘äinana 
Loc the  chief Olopana  and his commoner 

‘of chief Olopana and his people’ 
 

Found in (7.11) above is the nominalization këia ‘ai ‘ana a ua pua‘a nei ‘this eating by 

this pig’.  The determiner of the larger NP is the centrality-marking demonstrative këia.  The 
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determiner in the GS phrase is ua.  As mentioned above, when ua is used as a demonstrative 

determiner, it indicates an NP is (a) previously mentioned and (b) focalized in the narrative.  

The nei that is postposed to the noun pua‘a ‘pig’ is another centrality demonstrative.  

Therefore, the NP is indexed as being foreground information by these markers.   

That is, by using këia and ua…nei the author is performing an illocutionary act by 

(metaphorically speaking) placing the narrative information immediately before the eyes of 

the reader.  The author created an elevated sense of discourse saliency through the 

combination of the lexeme ‘ai ‘eat’ and its syntactic-semantic features, i.e., having an AGT GS 

A complement, and the pragmatic and discourse markers found in foreground information, 

e.g., këia and ua…nei.  Whereas the narrative context is foreground, we find an a-class GS in 

(7.11).  Again, the author is implying in using the a-class GS that the ‘ai event of the GS is 

affective in moving the discourse forward.   

The data in (7.12) contains a nominalization of which the lexical predicate is ‘ai and 

the GS is o-class.  In the context prior to the data presented in (7.12), the narrative focal 

character Kekühaupi‘o caught and killed a large manö niuhi ‘man-eating shark’.  In looking at 

(7.12), we can infer from the use of ma mua ‘before’ that the author previously mentioned 

that Kekühaupi‘o was going to eat an eye of his manö niuhi.  
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7.12. a ma mua o ko Kekühaupi‘o ‘ai ‘ana i këlä maka manö niuhi, ua känaenae a‘ela ‘o ia he 
mau leo pule i kona ‘aumakua a‘o lua i a‘o ai i këlä hana, ‘o ia nö ho‘i ke Akua Lono. 
(Desha 1996:26-7) 
a  ma  mua  o  ko  Kekühaupi‘o  ‘ai  ‘ana  
and Loc before ø-Gen-o Gen-o Kekühaupi‘o eat ‘ana  

‘and before Kekühaupi‘o’s eating’ 
 
i  këlä  maka  manö  niuhi,   ua  känaenae  a‘e-la    ‘o ia 
Acc that eye shark man-eating Prf pray  up-ø-Cntr Nom 3sg 

‘of that man-eating shark eye, he offered up’ 
 
he  mau  leo  pule   
a pl voice pray  

‘some vocalized prayers’ 
 
i  kona   ‘aumakua  a‘o  lua   i  a‘o  ai  
Acc 3sg=Gen-o  deity  teach martial art Prf teach AI 
‘to the martial art teaching deity from whom he learned’ 
 
i  këlä  hana,  ‘o  ia  nö  ho‘i  ke  Akua  Lono 
Acc that task Nom 3sg indeed  Int the God Lono 

‘that task (i.e., martial arts), namely indeed the God Lono’ 
 
The initial adverbial prepositional phrase (PP) ma mua o ko Kekühaupi‘o ‘ai ‘ana i këlä 

maka manö niuhi ‘before Kekühaupi‘o’s eating’ contains the nominalization ko Kekühaupi‘o ‘ai 

‘ana i këlä maka manö niuhi ‘Kekühaipi‘o’s eating of that man-eating shark eye’.  The predicate 

of the nominalization is ‘ai.  As was the case in (7.11) above, the GS in (7.12) is also an AGT 

GS A.  However, the GS in (7.12) is o-class.  In line with the argument presented above in 

connection to a- and o-class being used for pragmatic and discourse reasons, the author used 

the o-class GS in (7.12) because the information presented in the nominalization is 

previously given information in the narrative, i.e., is background information, and as we saw 

above in connection to the analyses of (7.5), (7.8), and (7.10), GSs in background 
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information are o-class.  Since background information generally does not progress the 

narrative, a-class marking is not an option.  That is, a-class GSs indicate that the action of the 

GS in the story-world affects a narrative’s progression.  Hence, o-class is used in background 

information because background information does not qualify to be marked with a-class, not 

because o-class marks background information. 

7.2.3 Summary of §7.2 

We saw above that a-class GSs are used in narrative contexts that are foreground and 

that o-class GS occur in background contexts.  It is not known that all foreground GSs are a-

class.  In the discussion above we saw that in connection to discourse grammar, predicates 

referencing events are part of a story’s context.  Therefore, a-class GSs are essential to the 

success of an event and its usage in the narrative.  Thus, a-class GSs are understood as 

important information that helps progress the story line forward.  Thus, the main point 

illustrated and discussed above is that the Hawaiian authors that produced the data above 

used a-class GSs in nominalization constructions in foregrounded and focalized narrative 

contexts, essentializing the agentivity of the actors.   

There were other foreground marking tools illustrated in the examples above.  One is 

këia, which has been redered to here as the centrality-marking demonstrative determiner, and 

the other is the combination of the inceptive marker ua with the postposed centrality-

marking demonstrative nei.  The authors used these centrality markers to indicate the 

information as foreground and to focus the attention of the reader on the NP and its 
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importance to the progression of the narrative storyline.  For example, recall (7.11) above.  

We saw the combination of both këia and ua…nei with an a-class GS in a single 

nominalization.  The result of this combination was that the content is understood as 

significant narrative content relative to the progression of the storyline.11 

7.3 Pragmatic and discourse factors in GS class selection in Hawaiian relative clauses 

In this section we will analyze a- and o-class GS use in Hawaiian relative clauses in 

their narrative or story context.  The analysis will build from what was done in §7.2.  The 

data analyzed below are not subject to MAXIMs 1 (Object Relative Clause Effect) or 2 (PAT 

GS Effect).  We will find that EXP and AGT GSs of relative clauses that are, or are part of, 

foreground information are marked with a-class.  As for o-class GS, we find that o-class GSs 

that are actors are found primarily in background information.  Therefore, the conclusions in 

this section are identical to what we found above regarding nominalization.    

7.3.1 Pragmatic and discourse factors in GS class selection in Hawaiian relative clauses: 
EXP GS 

The distribution of EXP GSs in the relative clause corpus were nearly evenly split in 

connection to a- and o-class tokens where in Chapter 6 EXP GSs were a-class at a rate of 49% 

(17 of 35) and o-class at rate of 51% (18 of 35).  The argument type, either A or S, did not 

make a significant difference in analyzing GS class selection.  Recall that in Chapter 5 we 

found that 84% (140 of 167) of GS A tokens are a-class, and only 16% (27 of 167) of GS A 

tokens are o-class.  59% (51 of 86) of GS S tokens are a-class, leaving 41% (36 of 86) o-class.  

                                                
11 It must be noted here that neither the centrality demonstrative determiner këia, nor the centrality-marking 
nominal markers ua … nei were properly explicated here.  Centrality-marking in Hawaiian is an area of need for 
inquiry.   
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Being that there is a slight difference in the A and S argument a-class selection, we will 

address these GS categories separately below in §7.3.1.1 and §7.3.1.2.  In this section we will 

see that Hawaiian authors use an a-class EXP GS of relative clauses in foreground and 

focalized contexts.  This finding is similar to the finding that was illustrated above in 

connection to a-class GS in nominalizations.   

7.3.1.1 Pragmatic and discourse factors in GS class selection in Hawaiian relative clauses: 
EXP GS A 

GS As that were not subject to MAXIM 1: Object Relative Clause Effect were evenly 

split in that there were 24 a-class tokens and 24 o-class tokens (see Chapter 5 §5.2.4.1).  In 

Chapter 6 (§6.3.1.1) we found that EXP GS As in oblique relative clauses are o-class in seven 

out of ten tokens.  In this section, we will analyze the effects foreground information has on 

a-class selection in the EXP GS A category.   

Recall Chapter 5 (§5.4.2.1) where MAXIM 1: Object Relative Clause Effect was 

proposed and the lexeme ‘ike was also discussed in the context of MAXIM 1.  There are 15 

tokens in the relative clause corpus of ‘ike that had an a-class GS, 14 of which were subject to 

MAXIM 1.  The data set in (7.13a) is the one ‘ike token with an a-class GS that was not subject 

to MAXIM 1.  The data set found in (7.13) is part of a character’s monologue.  The character 

speaking is Kekühaupi‘o’s martial arts instructor, namely Koai‘a, who is giving final 

commands prior to Kekühaupi‘o’s fulfilling his second to the last stage in his ‘üniki 
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‘traditional graduation’ sacraments, i.e., killing a man-eating (likely a great-white) shark.12  

The martial arts instructor ordered the canoe-hands to hold fast to the shark anchoring lines 

so that when Kekühaupi‘o kills the shark they can secure it.   

The relative clause in (7.13) below and repeated in (7.13a) contains an a-class EXP GS 

A of an oblique relative clause.  The attention of the reader to what Kekühaupi‘o’s martial arts 

instructor was communicating was absolutely critical to the success of mentioning the event 

in the narrative.  Therefore, the author via the character’s voice used an a-class GS as a 

linguistic device to communicate the essentiality of this event in affecting narrative 

progression.   

7.13. ‘O ‘oukou ho‘i, e nä känaka o luna nei o ka wa‘a, e noho nö ho‘i ‘oukou me ka 
mäkaukau i nä kaula ho‘opa‘a i ka i‘a i ka manawa a ‘oukou e ‘ike aku ai ua make ka 
i‘a i ke ali‘i ‘öpio.   
(Desha 1996:15)  
 

                                                
12 Kekühaupi‘o’s final task was to fight and defeat his teacher. 
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‘O ‘oukou ho‘i, e nä känaka o luna 
nei o ka wa‘a, e noho nö ho‘i ‘oukou 
me ka mäkaukau i nä kaula 
ho‘opa‘a i ka i‘a i ka manawa a 
‘oukou e ‘ike aku ai ua make ka i‘a 
i ke ali‘i ‘öpio.    

As for you (plural), the people who are 
here on the canoe, indeed remain ready 
with the ropes that will secure the fish 
when you (plural) see that the young 

chief has killed the fish. 

 

a. i  ka  manawa  a  !oukou e  !ike  aku  ai  
Loc the time  ø-Gen-a 2pl  Imp see thither AI 

‘when you see’ 
 

ua  make  ka  i!a  i  ke  ali!i  !#pio 
Prf dead the fish Loc/Acc the chief young 

‘that the young chief has killed the fish’ 
 
The relative clause in (7.14a) below contains an o-class EXP GS A.  The predicate of 

the relative clause is ‘ike ‘see, know’.  The relative clause in (7.14) is found in an initial 

adverbial phrase, which is used by the author to background the forthcoming dialogue 

between Käneiki and Kamapua‘a.  The first three paragraphs in (7.14) are provided to 

illustrate that what Käneiki (the A argument in (7.14a)) saw was previously mentioned 

information and therefore, the data provided in (7.14a) is background information.  Hence, 

the author marked the A argument of the relative clause in (7.14a) with an o-class genitive 

because there was no need to specify the argument with an a-class genitive as affecting 

narrative progression. 

7.14.     Ua hoomaka mua o Kamapuaa e lalau me kona mau lima ponoi i na alii a pau o 
Kauai, a pepehi iho la oia ia lakou a pau, aohe he wahi ahailono. 
     I ka pau ana o kana luku ana i na lii, ua hoomaka aku la oia e luku i na koa, e hina 
ana hoi ma kela aoao a me keia aoao, a e ahu mokaki ana na koa make me he lala 
kukui la. 
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     Hookahi noke ana a Kamapuaa i ka luku no ka wa pokole a hiki i ka neoneo ana, a 
me ka holo mahuka ana o na koa kakaikahi i koe aku ma keia kaua ana. … 
     I ka wa o Kaneiki i ike ai i ka lanakila kamahao i loaa ma ko lakou aoao, ma o 
kona kaikoeke hookahi wale la no. 
     Ua kahea aku la o Kaneiki ia Kamapuaa, ei aku na lii o Oahu, e kii aku oe e pepehi 
a pau i ka make, o lakou kekahi poe alii i luku ai i koÿu mau koa, a pau i ka make. 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Kepakemapa 18, 1891) 
 

Ua ho‘omaka mua ‘o 
Kamapua‘a e lälau me kona mau 
lima pono‘ï i nä ali‘i a pau o Kaua‘i, 
a pepehi ihola ‘o ia iä läkou a pau, 
‘a‘ohe he wahi ‘äha‘ilono. 

Kamapua‘a first began to seize 
with his own hands all the chiefs of 
Kaua‘i and he immediately killed them 
all, there were no survivors. 

 
I ka pau ‘ana o käna luku 

‘ana i nä ali‘i, ua ho‘omaka akula ‘o 
ia e luku i nä koa, e hina ana ho‘i 
ma këlä ‘ao‘ao a me këia ‘ao‘ao, a e 
ahu mökäkï ana nä koa make me he 
lälä kukui lä. 

When he finished slaughtering 
the chiefs, he then began to slaughter 
the warriors, they were indeed falling 
everywhere, and the dead warriors 
were chaotically piling up just as kukui 
branches do. 

 
Ho‘okahi noke ‘ana a 

Kamapua‘a i ka luku no ka wä 
pökole ä hiki i ka neoneo ‘ana, a me 
ka holo mahuka ‘ana o nä koa 
käka‘ikahi i koe aku ma këia kaua 
‘ana. … 

There was only one attempt by 
Kamapua‘a at slaughtering them for a 
short period of time resulting in their 
demise, and the fleeing of the few 
soldiers who remained from this battle. 
… 

 
I ka wä o Käneiki i ‘ike ai i 

ka lanakila kamaha‘o i loa‘a ma ko 
läkou ‘ao‘ao ma o kona kaiko‘eke 
ho‘okahi wale lä nö, ua kähea akula 
‘o Käneiki iä Kamapua‘a, “ei aku nä 
li‘i o O‘ahu, e ki‘i aku ‘oe e pepehi a 
pau i ka make.  ‘O läkou kekahi 
po‘e ali‘i i luku ai i koÿu mau koa a 
pau i ka make. 

When Käneiki saw the amazing 
victory that was gotten on their side by 
way of his one and only brother-in-law, 
Käneiki called to Kamapua‘a, “Here are 
the chiefs of O‘ahu, get up and kill 
them all.  They are some of the chiefs 
who plundered my soldiers to death. 
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a. I  ka  wä  o  Käneiki  i  ‘ike  ai   
Loc the time ø-Gen-o Käneiki    Prf see AI  

‘In the time that Käneiki saw’ 
i  ka  lanakila  kamaha‘o … 
ACC the victory  amazing 
‘the amazing victory’ 
 

b. ua  kähea  aku -la   ‘o  Käneiki  iä  Kamapua‘a 
Prf call thither -ø-Cntr Nom Käneiki  Acc Kamapua‘a 

‘Käneiki called (to) Kamapua‘a’ 
 
The first three paragraphs provided in (7.14) are about Kamapua‘a’s slaughtering of 

the opposing chiefs and soldiers.  Kamapua‘a is doing this for Käneiki, the chief of Kaua‘i.  

The slaughtering event is in the discourse foreground.  We know this because the first 

paragraph begins with the inceptive aspect marker ua, which grammatically indicates that the 

ho‘omaka ‘begin’ event (which through its semantics also indicates a sense of inception) is 

essential narrative content.   

In the second paragraph there is the nominalization käna luku ‘ana i nä ali‘i ‘his 

slaughtering of the chiefs’.  The GS of the nominalization predicate luku ‘slaughter’ is a-class, 

e.g., käna ‘his, a-class’.  In connection to what was claimed above in §7.2 (specifically the 

discussion of AGT GS A of nominalizations in §7.2.2.2) about a-class GS of nominalizations, 

the author chose an a-class GS here to illustrate the essentiality of the A argument in this luku 

event.  Here, again, we find background and foreground information function on a 

continuum.  Even though the killing event mentioned in the first paragraph is restated, and, 

thus, background, the luku ‘slaughter’ event is a new description of the scenario in which the 

chiefs were killed.  Therefore, the luku event is foreground.   
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The author also used the verbal marker combination of e … ana in the VP e ahu 

mökäkï ana nä koa make ‘the dead soldiers were chaotically piling up’.  The combination of 

the verbal markers e … ana marks an event as on going, or progressive.  The use of e … ana 

here is illustrative of the author’s intent of maintaining the reader’s focus on this on-going, 

current event in the narrative.  That is, by marking a verb as on-going, or current, the author 

draws the reader into the story world, as if viewing the events as they unfold.  Hence, the e … 

ana verbal markers maintain the reader’s focus on the foregrounded information.   

In the third paragraph of (7.14) there is the nominalization Ho‘okahi noke ‘ana a 

Kamapua‘a ‘one attempt by Kamapua‘a’.  I translated the genitive a as ‘by’ in this instance to 

illustrate the agency encoded in using an a-class GS.  The agency of the A argument in 

Ho‘okahi noke ‘ana a Kamapua‘a is relevant to the current discourse.  Because the slaughtering 

event is foreground, the events described therein are marked with the Hawaiian linguistic 

devices relevant to foregrounded, essential, and salient information.  That is why in the first 

three paragraphs in (7.14) we find an a-class GS and verbal marking indicative of salient 

foregrounded narrative information. 

(7.14a) contains the relative clause within an initial adverbial phrase that is the topic 

of our current discussion.  However, it was necessary for our analysis that we know that the 

slaughter event, which resulted in the lanakila kamaha‘o ‘amazing victory’ that Käneiki 

witnessed (i.e., ‘ike ‘see’), was previously-mentioned information.  That is, at the point of the 

narrative where (7.14a) occurs, the battle is over, and those who survided remained to 
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witness the results.  Thus, the narrative informarion provided in the first three paragraphs is 

now background information.  Käneiki, as a witness to the slaughtering event, was impressed 

by Kamapua‘a’s skill in battle.  Having established this, the author uses the ‘ike event provided 

in (7.14a) to background Käneiki’s calling to Kamapua‘a provided in (7.14b), as well as the 

subsequent commands with this previously given information.  Therefore, the reason that the 

author chose an o-class GS for the A argument in (7.14a) is because the adverbial phrase is 

backgrounding the upcoming foreground event within the story.   

7.3.2 Pragmatic and discourse factors in GS class selection in Hawaiian relative clauses: 
AGT GS 

Similar to AGT GS in the nominalization corpus, AGT GS in the relative clause corpus 

are a-class in more tokens and at higher rates than any other GS category.  However, as 

previously mentioned when we analyze the distribution of a- and o-class GSs in oblique 

relative clauses without pragmatics and discourse contexts, the properties of the distribution 

of a- and o-class GSs are less clear.  In analyzing foreground versus background effects in 

comparison to a- and o-class GS distribution, it becomes clearer that a-class GSs mark the 

essentiality of some A or S argument in narrative context. 

7.3.2.1 Pragmatic and discourse factors in GS class selection in Hawaiian relative clauses: 
AGT GS S 

(7.15) contains a relative clause of which pi‘i ‘go inland, climb’ is the predicate and 

contains an a-class AGT GS S.  The relative clause token and its preceding temporal context 

builder (e.g., ä hiki ‘until (the story) arrived’) is listed in (7.15a).   
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7.15. A pela mau ko lakou nei noho ana, a hiki i ka wa a ua mau keiki nei, i pii ai i ka 
mahiai, i ka uka o Kaliuwaa, ua hoomakaukau o Kahikihonuakele i kana haawe huli, 
no ka pii ana i ke kanu huli i uka o Kaliuwaa, a ua hoomakaukau ihola no hoi o 
Kekeleiaiku, i kana haawe huli. 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iune 23, 1891) 
 

A pëlä mau ko läkou nei noho 
‘ana, ä hiki i ka wä a ua mau keiki 
nei i pi‘i ai i ka mahi‘ai, i ka uka o 
Kaliuwa‘a, ua ho‘omäkaukau ‘o 
Kahikihonuakele i käna hä‘awe huli, 
no ka pi‘i ‘ana i ke kanu huli i uka o 
Kaliuwa‘a, a ua ho‘omäkaukau ihola 
nö ho‘i ‘o Kekelei‘aikü i käna hä‘awe 
huli. 

‘And thus was their living 
(conditions), until (the story) arrived 
at the time that these (focalized) 
children went inland to farm, to the 
inland of Kaliuwa‘a, Kahikihonuakele 
prepared his bundle of taro croppings 
for going to plant croppings inland of 
Kaliuwa‘a, and Kekelei‘aikü also 
prepared his taro cropping bundle.’   

a. ä  hiki  i  ka  wä  
until arrive Loc the time  

‘until (the story)13 arrived at the time’ 
 
a  ua  mau  keiki  nei  i  pi‘i  ai  i  ka  mahi‘ai 
ø-Gen-a Prf Pl child Cntr Prf climb AI Loc the farm 

‘that these (focalized) children went inland to farm’ 
 

The narrative content provided above in (7.15) begins with the sentence A pëlä mau ko 

läkou nei noho ‘ana ‘And thus was their living (conditions)’.  Thus, we know that the author 

previously described the living conditions of the characters referred to as läkou ‘they (pl)’.  

Therefore, the noho event is background information and the GS of the noho nominalization 

is o-class.  The author then uses the temporal context builder ä hiki ‘until arrive’.  The ä in ä 

hiki is a verbal marker that is used to capture the notions of until and/or as soon as in 

                                                
13 The subject of the verbal predicate ä hiki ‘until arrive’ is understood here as the story.  However, the subject 
could also be we, if we assume that the author is enticing the reader into the story world. 
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Hawaiian.  When ä is used in conjunction with hiki, the translation in English is (generally) 

until.   

A function of using the phrase ä hiki with a temporal purpose in story telling is to 

move the story to some new temporal space within the story world, hence creating a new 

foreground context in the narrative.  The relative clause in (7.15a) contains the a-class GS a 

ua mau keiki nei ‘(ø-Gen-a) these (focalized) children’.  The combination of the new temporal 

story space (built by the phrase ä hiki) and the linguistic focalization devices surrounding the 

S argument (i.e., ua … nei) of the relative clause licences, perhaps warrants, the a-class GS in 

(7.15a).  Moreover, this event moves the narrative forward.   

In the relative clause corpus used for this study, there were three tokens of which hele 

‘go’ was the predicate and the head noun was in coreference with the temporal element of the 

relative clauses (see Chart 5.16 in Chapter 5).  Two of the three tokens contained an o-class 

GS.  One of the two o-class GS tokens is provided in (7.16).  (7.16) specifically contains a 

portion of narrative through which the author explains to the reader about forthcoming story 

content.  Thus, the forthcoming narrative events described in (7.16) are not yet realized in 

the story, i.e., the events are unrealized actions within the narrative.  The relative clause in 

question here is provided separately in (7.16a).  The reason that the GS is o-class in (7.16) is 

because the GS is used in the backgrounding information. 
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7.16. a e ‘ike aku ana nö paha käua, e ka mea heluhelu, i kekahi mau hana koa a ka mea 
nona këia mo‘olelo ma këia mua aku, a i ka manawa ho‘i ona i hele pü ai nö me käna 
haumäna ali‘i ma kekahi mau wahi o Maui, … 
(Desha 1996:52) 
 

a e ‘ike aku ana nö paha käua, e ka mea 
heluhelu, i kekahi mau hana koa a ka mea 
nona këia mo‘olelo ma këia mua aku, a i 
ka manawa ho‘i ona i hele pü ai nö me 
käna haumäna ali‘i ma kekahi mau wahi o 
Maui, 

‘and we will perhaps indeed see, reader, 
some warrior acts of the one for whom 
this story in the fairly near future, and 
also when he indeed went with his 
chiefly student through some places of 
Maui,’ 

 

a. i  ka  manawa ho!i  ona   i  hele  pü  ai  nö 
Loc the  time  also 3sg.ø=Gen-o Prf go together AI indeed 

‘also when he indeed went’ 
 

7.3.2.2 Pragmatic and discourse factors in GS class selection in Hawaiian relative clauses: 
GS S with low agency 

The lexeme noho has an S argument that was categorized as an agent in Chapter 6 

(§6.2.2).  However, the agentivity level of S arguments of lexemes like noho is low, unlike 

that of pi‘i and hele discussed above.  (7.17) contains a paragraph of narrative within which 

the lexeme noho ‘dwell’ is the predicate in two relative clauses and both relative clauses have 

an a-class GS.  (7.17a) contains the first relative clause that we will analyze and (7.17b) 

contains the other.  (7.17) begins with the sentential predicate ua pae maila ‘came ashore’.  

The predicate is marked by ua, which is a perfective/inceptive marker.  As mentioned above, 

authors and speakers of Hawaiian use ua to mark information as new and/or important.  Thus, 

the narrative context found in (7.17) is foreground information, intended to be salient to the 

reader, and to affect the progression of the narrative.   
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7.17. Ua pae mai la na waa ma kahi a Kamapuaa e noho aku nei, no ke kai maloo, malaila 
lakou e moe ai a hiki i ke kai pii o ka wanaao, alaila lakou holo no Kou, kahi a na alii 
kane e noho mai la, o Kou i oleloia o Honolulu no ia i keia manawa. 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Iulai 20, 1891) 
 
Ua pae maila nä wa‘a ma kahi a 
Kamapua‘a e noho aku nei, no ke 
kai malo‘o, ma laila läkou e moe ai 
ä hiki i ke kai pi‘i o ka wanaao, a 
laila läkou holo no Kou, kahi a nä 
ali‘i käne e noho maila, ‘o Kou, i 
‘ölelo ‘ia, ‘o Honolulu nö ia i këia 
manawa. 

‘The canoes landed near where 
Kamapua‘a was staying, because of 
the low tide, there they would sleep 
until the high tide of the morning, 
and then they sail for Kou, where 

the male chiefs were staying, Kou, 
as it is said, this is indeed Honolulu 
now.’ 

 
 

a. Ua  pae  mai -la  nä  wa‘a 
Prf land hither -ø-Cntr the.pl canoe 

‘The canoes came ashore’ 
 

ma  kahi  a  Kamapua‘a  e  noho  aku  nei 
Loc he.place ø-Gen-a Kamapua‘a Imp dwell thither Cntr 

‘near where Kamapua‘a was staying’ 
 

b. a  laila  läkou  holo  no  Kou,  
and then 3pl sail for Kou,  

‘and then they sail for Kou,’ 
 
kahi   a nä  ali‘i käne  e  noho  maila 
the.place ø-Gen-a the.pl chief male Imp dwell hither-ø-Cntr 

‘where the male chiefs were staying’ 
 

The directional following the predicate head pae is mai ‘hither’.  The directional mai is 

used in Hawaiian to mean that some event is moving toward the center.  (See Elbert and 

Pukui (1979:91-5) for a discussion on directionals and how they are used in Hawaiian.)  In 

speaker-listener speech events, mai is used in combination with events moving toward the 

speaker.  In narratives, mai is used in combination with events moving toward the deictic 
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center.  The directional mai in (7.17a) indicates that the pae ‘land, come ashore’ event is 

moving toward the deictic center of the story.  The PP ma kahi a Kamapua‘a e noho aku nei 

‘near where Kamapua‘a was staying’ is understood as the place near to where the canoes came 

ashore.  Therefore, where Kamapua‘a was staying is in the deictic center of the narrative 

because the pae event moved hither toward the place Kamapua‘a was staying.  Attached to mai 

is the suffix –la, an allomorph of ala, which is a postposed demonstrative that is non-specific 

in connection to the centrality of its head within a narrative.  The suffix –la indicates that the 

predicate is not specified as being the deictic center.  The combination of mai and –la in 

(7.17a) means that the predicate is moving toward the deictic center (e.g., mai) and is not 

specified as being in the deictic center (e.g., –la).   

The directional following the relative clause predicate noho in (7.17a) is aku ‘thither’.  

The reason that the directional in the relative clause is aku could be because aku seems to be 

the most neutral of directionals, resulting in aku not carrying much discourse semantic value 

at all.14  However, the author used the postposed centrality marker nei after aku to specify 

that the preceding narrative context, i.e., Kamapua‘a’s noho event, is central and in the deictic 

center of the narrative.  The centrality of Kamapua‘a and his dwelling event should be salient 

to the reader.  That is, the informed reader knows that via the first directional mai on the 

                                                
14 As should be apparent by the way I worded my reasoning for why the author used aku, I believe that further 
analysis of aku, as well as the directionals system in entirety, is an area in Hawaiian linguistics needing further 
inquiry.  For example, are directionals used for marking the deictic center of a narrative?  Does the location of 
the speaker/author who is telling the story factor in to directional selection?  Perhaps directionals are used for 
both deictic centering and speaker location marking.   
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sentential predicate and the nei in the relative clause that Kamapua‘a’s story space is 

foreground in the narrative content.  Therefore, Kamapua‘a’s space, inclusive of what goes on 

within, is charged with a sense of essentiality, meaning that the grammar used to describe 

what happens in that space will be composed of linguistic tools that specify narrative 

centrality and foreground, and this is why an a-class GS is used in (7.17a).   

In (7.17b), there is another relative clause that contains an a-class GS.  (7.17b) occurs 

in an appositive phrase that clarified why Kou, the place to which the canoes were heading 

the next day, is important to the story.  The appositive creates another mental space 

(Fauconnier 1985, 1997).  According to Fauconnier (1997:11), mental spaces are “partial 

structures that proliferate when we think and talk, allowing a fine-grained partitioning of our 

discourse and knowledge structures.”  Mental spaces have their own essential elements, and 

new mental spaces are built off or out of base mental spaces.  Hence, a story can have 

multiple mental spaces in effect at any given time.  The canoe landing near Kamapua‘a, who 

is in the deictic center of the story is one mental space, and the goal destination of the canoe, 

namely Kou, the place where the ali‘i were dwelling, is another.   

Moreover, Kamapua‘a was pursuing the ali‘i ‘chiefs’ of the GS a nä ali‘i ‘ø-Gen-a the 

chiefs’ to kill them for their presumptuous reign over O‘ahu, the island that Kamapua‘a 

conquered earlier in the story.  Whereas Kamapua‘a was pursuing the ali‘i referred to in 

(7.17b) and we, the readers, now know where the ali‘i are because of this relative clause that 

is part of an appositive phrase that created another mental space for the reader, the author 
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used an a-class GS to indicate that the ali‘i and where they were staying are essential to the 

discourse and pragmatic implications of the expression.    

(7.18) is provided to illustrate the lexical predicate noho occurring in a relative clause 

with an o-class GS.  From reading (7.18), we can infer that the author previously mentioned 

that Kekühaupi‘o went to and stayed in Kokoiki, a district north of Ke‘ei, where Kekühaupi‘o 

was from, on the island of Hawai‘i.  The adverbial PP in (7.18a) is the initial phrase of (7.18) 

and its purpose is to background the more important and relevant narrative information 

following its mention.  Therefore, (7.18a) contains an o-class GS because its information is 

background. 

7.18. I këlä mau lä o Kekühaupi‘o me kona makua käne e noho ana ma Kokoiki, a i mua 
ho‘i o ke alo o nä ali‘i ki‘eki‘e o ka ‘äina, ua ho‘okükü ‘ia no kona mäkaukau ma kekahi 
mau hana ho‘oikaika kino o këlä au kahiko o ka ‘äina,   
(Desha 1996:46) 
 
I këlä mau lä o Kekühaupi‘o me 
kona makua käne e noho ana ma 
Kokoiki, a i mua ho‘i o ke alo o nä 
ali‘i ki‘eki‘e o ka ‘äina, ua ho‘okükü 
‘ia no [sic. nö] kona mäkaukau ma 
kekahi mau hana ho‘oikaika kino o 
këlä au kahiko o ka ‘äina,  

In those days that Kekühaupi‘o and his 
father was staying in Kokoiki, and in the 
presence of the high ranking chiefs of the 
land, his skill in some physical strength 
tasks of that ancient time of the land were 
indeed being compared/tested (i.e., 
ho‘okükü),  
 
 

a. I  këlä  mau  lä  o  Kekühaupi‘o  me  kona  makua käne  
Loc that pl day ø-Gen-o Kekühaupi‘o with his parent male 

‘In those days that Kekühaupi‘o and his father’ 
 
e  noho  ana  ma  Kokoiki 
Imp dwell Imp Loc Kokoiki 

‘were staying in Kokoiki’ 
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(7.19) is provided below to illustrate another example of the lexeme noho used in a 

relative clause in conjunction with an o-class GS.  (7.19) contains a dialogue between the 

primary character of the narrative Kamapua‘a and his antagonist Makali‘i, who is also family 

to Kamapua‘a, a paternal uncle of sorts.  Kamapua‘a has spared Makali‘i’s life and Kamapua‘a 

is telling Makali‘i where he will live.  Makali‘i rejects all but Kamapua‘a’s last proposition of 

where Makali‘i would live.  In Makali‘i rejecting Kamapua‘a, the author uses a non-subject 

oblique relative clause in one instance of Makali‘i requesting where he shall live.  This one 

instance is repeated in (7.19a).   

7.19.      Pane akula ‘o Makali‘i iä Kamapua‘a, “Ë, i hea wau e noho ai?” “I Kahiki i o Koea 
lä.”  Hö‘ole akula ‘o Makali‘i, “‘A‘ohe wau e ola i laila.  He nui nä kai a‘u e hele aku ai.” 
“I Hawai‘i me Pele, he ‘äina maika‘i.  He nui ‘o Puna, he paia ‘ala.  He nui nö ho‘i ‘o 
Ka‘ü a me Hilo a me Hämäkua a me Kona a me Kohala, ka moku ha‘aheo.  O ho‘i a, 
me Pele, noho.”  
     Hö‘ole akula nö ‘o Makali‘i, “‘A‘ohe wau e ola i laila, i wahi no‘u e noho ai.”  I Maui 
ho‘i hä, i ka ‘äina o Kapo.”  “‘A‘ohe wau e ola i laila.  ‘Imi ‘ia mai ua wahi o‘u e noho 
ai.”  “I Moloka‘i, i ka moku o Hina.”  “‘A‘ohe au e ola i laila.”  “I O‘ahu i ke one hänau, 
ho‘i nö a, me Kekelei‘aikü a me Kamauluaniho, kupuna wahine o‘u nei lä, noho pü.”  
‘A‘ohe nö wau e ola i laila.  ‘Imi ‘ia mai ua wahi o‘u e noho ai.  “‘‘A‘ohe nö wau e ola i 
laila.”  Pane akula ‘o Kamapua‘a, “I uka ho‘i hä ‘oe o ke kuahiki (i Mänelenele) i kahi 
nui o ka ‘ai.  He nui ke kï, he nui ka häpu‘u, he nui ka hoi. Ho‘i a laila, noho me kou 
po‘e känaka.”  ‘Ae maila ‘o Makali‘i, ka ho‘i akula nö ia me kona po‘e a pau.” 
(Kahiolo 1996:70)  
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Pane akula ‘o Makali‘i iä 
Kamapua‘a, “Ë, i hea wau e noho 
ai?” “I Kahiki i o Koea lä.”  Hö‘ole 
akula ‘o Makali‘i, “‘A‘ohe wau e ola i 
laila.  He nui nä kai a‘u e hele aku 
ai.” “I Hawai‘i me Pele, he ‘äina 
maika‘i.  He nui ‘o Puna, he paia 
‘ala.  He nui nö ho‘i ‘o Ka‘ü a me 
Hilo a me Hämäkua a me Kona a 
me Kohala, ka moku ha‘aheo.  Ö 
ho‘i a, me Pele, noho.”  

‘Makali‘i responded to 
Kamapua‘a, “Hey, where shall I 
live?”  “In Kahiki, near Koea.”  
Makali‘i refused, “I shall not survive 
there.  There are many oceans that I 
will travel through.”  On Hawai‘i, 
with Pele, it is a good land.  Puna is 
large, it has a fragrant wall.  Ka‘ü 
and Hilo and Hämäkua and Kona 
and Kohala, the proud district, is 
also large.  Best you go, with Pele, 
live.” 

 
Hö‘ole akula nö ‘o Makali‘i, 

“‘A‘ohe wau e ola i laila, i wahi no‘u 
e noho ai.”  “I Maui ho‘i hä, i ka 
‘äina o Kapo.”  “‘A‘ohe wau e ola i 
laila.  ‘Imi ‘ia mai ua wahi o‘u e 
noho ai.”  “I Moloka‘i, i ka moku o 
Hina.”  “‘A‘ohe au e ola i laila.”  “I 
O‘ahu i ke one hänau, ho‘i nö a, me 
Kekelei‘aikü a me Kamauluaniho, 
kupuna wahine o‘u nei lä, noho 
pü.”  “‘A‘ohe nö wau e ola i laila.”  
Pane akula ‘o Kamapua‘a, “I uka 
ho‘i hä ‘oe o ke kuahiwi (i 
Mänelenele) i kahi nui o ka ‘ai.  He 
nui ke kï, he nui ka häpu‘u, he nui 
ka hoi. Ho‘i a laila, noho me kou 
po‘e känaka.”  ‘Ae maila ‘o Makali‘i, 
ka ho‘i akula nö ia me kona po‘e a 
pau.” 
 

‘Makali‘i denied indeed, “I will 
not survive there, (give me) a place 
to live.”  On Maui then, the land of 
Kapo.”  “I will not survive there.  
Search out this (focalized) place 
that I will live.”  “On Moloka‘i, the 
island of Hina.”  “I will not survive 
there.”  “On O‘ahu, the birth sands, 
go home, with Kekelei‘aikü and 
Kamauluaniho, a grandmother of 
mine, live together.”  Kamapua‘a 
responded, “Inland of the 
mountains (at Mänelenele), where 
there is plenty food.  There is 
plenty tï, there is plenty häpu‘u 
(fern), there is plenty bitter yam.  
Go unto there, live with your 
people.”  Makali‘i agreed and 
immediately went off with his 
people.’ 
 

a. ‘Imi  ‘ia  mai  ua  wahi  o‘u  e  noho  ai. 
search Pass hither Prf place ø-Gen-o Imp dwell AI 

‘Search out this place that I shall live.” 
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To contextualize (7.19a), Kamapua‘a just spared Makali‘i’s life after they battled and 

Makali‘i lost, and now Kamapua‘a is telling Makali‘i where he will live.  Hence, Makali‘i has 

minimal control over where he will live.  Thus, the author did not choose an a-class GS in 

(7.19a) because by doing so the author would create an undue effectiveness for Makali‘i, and 

this would mean that Makali‘i is the essential (foreground) actor in the current narrative 

context and, thus, affects the narrative progression.  Moreover, an a-class GS in (7.19a) 

would somewhat reduce Kamapua‘a’s effectiveness in having the authority to order Makali‘i 

to live at various places.  That is, if the author had chosen an a-class GS for (7.19a), rather 

than the o-class one that is provided in (7.19a), the reader would interpret the author’s text to 

mean that Makali‘i was in control over where he would live, resulting in Makali‘i being 

perceived as equal or superordinate in the narrative to Kamapua‘a.  It was obvious to me that 

the author was attempting to convey that Kamapua‘a had the upper hand in this portion of 

the story and Makali‘i was a subordinate character.  Therefore, the author chose an o-class GS 

in (7.19a) to help construct this notion through the discourse grammatical devices available, 

one of which is o-class GS constructions. 

Moreover, lexical items are assumed here to have meaning associated with them, 

inclusive of their varying meanings, i.e., the degree of agency of their agentive A or S 

arguments, should those arguments be inherently agentive.  The data have illustrated to this 

point that meaning, i.e., semantics, alone cannot account for a- and o-class selection.  The 

semantics of the lexical item noho allows both a- and o-class GS selection, e.g., recall (7.9) 
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above.  Thus, the data illustrate that the semantics of noho in (7.19a) is not what triggers the 

o-class GS, nor did it trigger the a-class GS usage in (7.9) above.  The data illustrate that the 

narrative context and pragmatic needs of the author are what influenced the o-class GS 

selection in (7.19a).  The pragmatic and discourse needs are what determines GS class 

selection. 

The context in which (7.19a) occurred is foreground and it did move the story 

forward.  Therefore, we cannot claim that foreground information alone triggers a-class 

selection, because the GS is o-class in (7.19a).  This finding also illustrates that o-class is the 

unmarked form that can be used for all types of GSs, including GSs in foreground 

information.   

7.3.2.3 Pragmatic and discourse factors in GS class selection in Hawaiian relative clauses: 
AGT GS A 

The data set found in (7.20) contains a portion of narrative that describes what the 

Hawai‘i Island Chief Kalani‘öpu‘u was preparing prior to engaging in war with the Maui 

Island Chief Kahekili.  They were about to engage in a kaua ki‘i ‘idol war’.15  Formally, (7.20) 

begins with an initial adverbial PP, which is repeated as (7.20a).  The matrix NP of this initial 

adverbial PP begins with the determiner këia, which was described above as a centrality-

marking demonstrative.  By using këia in combination with manawa ‘time’, the author 

focalizes and maintains the narrative temporal now.  The use of the modifiers nö ‘indeed’ and 

ho‘i ‘also’ illustrates that at the same time of the following relative clause, which describes 

                                                
15 Kaua ki‘i were wars over idol supremacy.   
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information already provided by the author, some other events were also occurring, i.e., kaua 

ki‘i preparation.   

7.20. I këia manawa nö ho‘i a ke Ali‘i ‘Ai Moku Kalani‘öpu‘u e ho‘omäkaukau nei i këia 
mau lako kaua a me nä känaka e hele ai i Maui e kaua iä Kahekili, ke ali‘i koa 
kaulana o Maui, ua ho‘oma‘ema‘e pü akula ‘o Kalani‘öpu‘u i ka Heiau akua ‘o 
‘Öhi‘amukumuku ma Kahalu‘u, a me ka Heiau Keikipu‘ipu‘i ma Kailua, a ia manawa 
ho‘okahi nö ho‘i i kauoha a‘e ai ua ali‘i ‘ai moku nei o Hawai‘i Nui Kuauli i kona 
kahuna nui, ‘o ia ho‘i ‘o Holo‘ae, e ho‘omäkaukau i nä päpäia ‘awa no kona akua, no 
Kükä‘ilimoku a e ‘imi ana ho‘i i ke kökua ‘ana mai o kona akua kaua ia mau lä o ka 
ho‘omäkaukau kaua ki‘i iä Maui. 
(Desha 1996:53) 

 
I këia manawa nö ho‘i a ke Ali‘i ‘Ai 
Moku Kalani‘öpu‘u e ho‘omäkaukau nei i 
këia mau lako kaua a me nä känaka e 
hele ai i Maui e kaua iä Kahekili, ke ali‘i 
koa kaulana o Maui, ua ho‘oma‘ema‘e pü 
akula ‘o Kalani‘öpu‘u i ka Heiau akua ‘o 
‘Öhi‘amukumuku ma Kahalu‘u, a me ka 
Heiau Keikipu‘ipu‘i ma Kailua, a ia 
manawa ho‘okahi nö ho‘i i kauoha a‘e ai 
ua ali‘i ‘ai moku nei o Hawai‘i Nui Kuauli 
i kona kahuna nui, ‘o ia ho‘i ‘o Holo‘ae, e 
ho‘omäkaukau i nä päpäia ‘awa no kona 
akua, no Kükä‘ilimoku a e ‘imi ana ho‘i i 
ke kökua ‘ana mai o kona akua kaua ia 
mau lä o ka ho‘omäkaukau kaua ki‘i iä 
Maui. 
 

‘Also in this time that the Island-Ruling 
Chief Kalani‘öpu‘u was preparing these 
war implements and the people to go to 
Maui to battle Kahekili, the famous 
warrior chief of Maui, Kalani‘öpu‘u also 
cleaned the god-heiau (temples), 
namely ‘Öhi‘amukumuku in Kahalu‘u, 
and Keikipu‘ipu‘i Heiau in Kailua, and it 
was at this very time that this island-
rulling chief of Hawai‘i Nui Kuauli 
ordered his great kahuna, namely 
Holo‘ae, to prepare the kava offering for 
his god, Kükä‘ilimoku as he 
(Kalani‘öpu‘u) was searching for the 
help of his war god in those days of idol 
war preparation against Maui.’ 

 
a. I  këia  manawa  nö  ho‘i  a  ke  Ali‘i  ‘Ai  Moku Kalani‘öpu‘u  

Loc this time i ndeed also ø-Gen-a the chief rule island Kalani‘öpu‘u 

‘Indeed also in this time that the Island-Ruling Chief Kalani‘öpu‘u’ 
 
e  ho‘omäkaukau nei  i  këia  mau  lako   kaua  a  me  
Imp prepare   Cntrl Acc this pl implement war and       with 

‘was preparing these war implements and’ 
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nä känaka  e  hele  ai  i  Maui e  kaua  iä  Kahekili 
the.pl people  Imp go AI Loc Maui Imp war Acc Kahekil 
‘the people to go to Maui to battle Kahekili’ 
 
The predicate of the relative clause in (7.20a) is ho‘omäkaukau ‘prepare, make ready’.  

The verbal markers surrounding ho‘omäkaukau are e … nei, which indicate that the event is 

progressive.  The nei of e … nei as a postposed centrality-marking demonstrative indicates 

that the event is foreground.  The progressive markers are used to maintain the current 

narrative temporal and spatial context as focalized.  The AGT A argument of the predicate is 

the focalized narrative character Kalani‘öpu‘u, and the focalized events of the current 

narrative are predicated on and around Kalani‘öpu‘u’s battle preparations to engage in war 

with Kahekili, the great Maui chief.  Therefore, whereas the narrative content is foreground, 

the author used an a-class GS in combination with other devices (e.g., këia, e … nei, etc.) as 

Hawaiian linguistic devices to implicate and indicate to the reader that the context is 

foregrounded and essential to the successful interpretation of the story.   

The data set provided in (7.21) below contains narrative context describing the 

moments right before Kekühaupi‘o was to jump into the ocean and attempt to kill a huge 

man-eating shark.  The relative clause in question here and its GS is repeated in (7.21a).  The 

data in (7.21a) contains a relative clause of which the predicate is kauoha ‘order, command’.  

The AGT A argument of the relative clause is the GS immediately preceding the relative 

clause VP i kauoha ai ‘ordered’, i.e., o Koai‘a ‘ø-Gen-o, Koai‘a’.  The GS is o-class.  In analyzing 

the narrative context provided in (7.21), we find that Koai‘a, Kekühaupi‘o’s martial arts 
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instructor, ordered him not to jump quickly, even though Kekühaupi‘o was anxious to go.  

The paragraph from which (7.21a) was obtained is the author’s interpretation of why Koai‘a 

ordered Kekühaupi‘o to not jump quickly.  That is, the canoe was sailing along swiftly and 

Kekühaupi‘o would have been lost at sea.  The author is, thus, providing background 

information, or commentary, about the previously mentioned information in the first 

paragraph in (7.21).  Therefore, the author selects an o-class GS for the text provided in 

(7.21a) because it is part of the background information. 

7.21. Ua mäkaukau akula nö ho‘i ‘o Kekühaupi‘o e lele i loko o ke kai, akä kama!ilio hou 

akula käna kumu a‘o lua iä ia, “E Kekühaupi!o ë, mai pupuähulu ‘oe, e ho‘olohe loa 
‘oe i ka‘u e kama‘ilio nei iä ‘oe, a aia nö ho‘i a kënä aku wau iä ‘oe e lele, a laila, ‘o kou 

manawa nö ho‘i ia e lele ai. I ka lele ‘ana i loko o ke kai, e ho‘ä‘o nö ‘oe e lu!u ma lalo 
a‘e o këia i‘a manö e hahai nei i ka wa‘a o käkou, a ‘a‘ole na‘e ho‘i i këia manawa ‘oe e 
lele koke ai, ‘oiai, ‘a‘ole ho‘i i pau loa a‘e ke ‘ano pöuliuli o ke kai, akä, e kali iki iho i 
make mua nö ho‘i ka i‘a i ka moni i ka hinu kai o nä laulau pua‘a hauna a käkou.” Ua 

lilo ihola këia mau ‘ölelo kaua a käna kumu iä ia i mea hoihoi ‘ole no Kek%haupi!o, 

!oiai, ua makemake loa ‘o ia e lele koke nö a hakakä me këia manö niuhi o ka moana 
kai äkea, a he kupu‘eu ho‘i i maka‘u nui ‘ia e ka po‘e lawai‘a o ka moana. ‘O nä po‘e 
känaka ho‘i e noho pü ana me Kekühaupi‘o i luna o këlä wa‘a, ua komo nö i loko o 
läkou ka weliweli no këia manö niuhi nui a ‘a‘ole nö paha he po‘e o läkou e ‘a‘a ana e 
lele i loko o ke kai e hakakä ai me këia niuhi o ka moana.   
 
Eia nö ka wa‘a o läkou ke holo nei nö i ka moana me ke kau nö o këlä pe‘a i luna, a he 
mea maopopo loa nö inä nö i lele ‘o Kekühaupi‘o i këlä manawa, a laila, e hala loa ana 

‘o ia i hope, a ‘o ia nö paha kekahi kumu o Koai‘a i kauoha aku ai iä Kekühaupi!o, 

!a!ole e lele koke i k"l# manawa. 
(Desha 1996:15–6) 
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Ua mäkaukau akula nö ho‘i ‘o 
Kekühaupi‘o e lele i loko o ke kai, akä 

kama!ilio hou akula käna kumu a‘o lua iä 

ia, “E Kekühaupi!o ë, mai pupuähulu ‘oe, 
e ho‘olohe loa ‘oe i ka‘u e kama‘ilio nei iä 
‘oe, a aia nö ho‘i a kënä aku wau iä ‘oe e 
lele, a laila, ‘o kou manawa nö ho‘i ia e 
lele ai. I ka lele ‘ana i loko o ke kai, e 

ho‘ä‘o nö ‘oe e lu!u ma lalo a!e o këia i‘a 
manö e hahai nei i ka wa‘a o käkou, a 
‘a‘ole na‘e ho‘i i këia manawa ‘oe e lele 
koke ai, ‘oiai, ‘a‘ole ho‘i i pau loa a‘e ke 
‘ano pöuliuli o ke kai, akä, e kali iki iho i 
make mua nö ho‘i ka i‘a i ka moni i ka 
hinu kai o nä laulau pua‘a hauna a 
käkou.” Ua lilo ihola këia mau ‘ölelo 
kaua [sic. käua] a käna kumu iä ia i mea 

hoihoi ‘ole no Kek%haupi!o, !oiai, ua 
makemake loa ‘o ia e lele koke nö a 
hakakä me këia manö niuhi o ka moana 
kai äkea, a he kupu‘eu ho‘i i maka‘u nui 
‘ia e ka po‘e lawai‘a o ka moana. ‘O nä 
po‘e känaka ho‘i e noho pü ana me 
Kekühaupi‘o i luna o këlä wa‘a, ua komo 
nö i loko o läkou ka weliweli no këia 
manö niuhi nui a ‘a‘ole nö paha he po‘e o 
läkou e ‘a‘a ana e lele i loko o ke kai e 
hakakä ai me këia niuhi o ka moana.   

 

‘Kekühaupi‘o was indeed ready to jump 
in to the ocean, but his martial arts 
instructor said to him, “E Kekühaupi‘o, 
do not be careless, listen carefully to 
what I say to you, and only when I 
command you to jump, and then, that is 
when you will jump. Upon your 
jumping in the ocean, try indeed to dive 
beneath this shark that is following our 
canoe, but not now shall you jump early, 
being that the darkness of the ocean 
water has not gone away, rather, wait a 
bit so that the fish will first become weak 
by swallowing the greasy sauce of the 
rancid pork-bundles of ours (i.e., that we 
made).” These words of detainment by 
his teacher to him became something of 
no interest for Kekühaupi‘o, being that 
he really wanted to indeed jump early 
and fight with that man-eating shark of 
the open ocean, and that is also a 
wonderment which was greatly feared by 
the fishermen of the open ocean.  As for 
the people who were sitting with 
Kekühaupi‘o on top of that canoe, fear 
for this man-eating shark entered into 
them, and there perhaps was not any of 
them who dared to jump inside of the 
ocean to fight with this man-eater of the 
open ocean.’ 

 
Eia nö ka wa‘a o läkou ke holo nei nö i 
ka moana me ke kau nö o këlä pe‘a i 
luna, a he mea maopopo loa nö inä nö i 
lele ‘o Kekühaupi‘o i këlä manawa, a 
laila, e hala loa ana ‘o ia i hope, a ‘o ia nö 
paha kekahi kumu o Koai‘a i kauoha 

aku ai iä Kekühaupi!o, !a!ole e lele koke 

i k"l# manawa. 

‘Here indeed is their canoe sailing along 
the open ocean with that sail up, and it 
was clear indeed that if Kekühaupi‘o 
jumped at that moment, then he would 
have been lost far behind, and that is 
perhaps a reason that Koai‘a ordered 

Kekühaupi‘o not to jump quickly at the 
moment.’ 
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a. ‘o  ia  nö  paha  kekahi kumu  

Nom 3sg indeed perhaps some reason 

‘That was perhaps indeed one reason’ 
 
o  Koai‘a i kauoha aku ai iä Kekühaupi‘o,  
ø-Gen-o Koai‘i Prf order  thither AI Acc Kekühaupi‘o 

‘that Koai‘a ordered Kekühaupi‘o’ 
 

!a!ole  e  lele koke i k&l" manawa. 
Neg Imp jump soon Loc that time 

‘not to jump quickly at that moment’ 
 

The data set below in (7.22) is provided to illustrate that the o-class AGT GS As 

also occur in foregrounded discourse.  The text provided in (7.22) was found three 

pages after the text provided in (7.21) above.  (7.22) describes a completely different 

lawai‘a manö niuhi ‘man-eating-shark fishing’ context than that provided in (7.21), 

which was provided by the author to verify this practice as one that is authentically 

Hawaiian.  The narrative is actually given by Desha’s informant who was an elder in his 

wife’s family.  He was describing a time that he partook in lawai‘a manö niuhi off the 

shores of Kona, Hawai‘i Island.   

7.22. I ka hala ‘ana a‘e o këia holo ‘ana o mäkou, a i ka ‘ike ‘ana nö paha o Kawahapaka i ke 
külana küpono no ka ho‘ohei ‘ana i këlä i‘a manö niuhi, ‘o ia nö ka manawa ona i 
kauoha aku ai i kekahi mau känaka i ho‘omäkaukau ‘ia no kä läua ‘äpana hana, … 
(Desha 1996:19) 
 
I ka hala ‘ana a‘e o këia holo ‘ana o mäkou, a i 
ka ‘ike ‘ana nö paha o Kawahapaka i ke 
külana küpono no ka ho‘ohei ‘ana i këlä i‘a 
manö niuhi, ‘o ia nö ka manawa ona i 
kauoha aku ai i kekahi mau känaka i 
ho‘omäkaukau ‘ia no kä läua ‘äpana hana, … 

‘Upon the passing of this going of ours, 
and upon Kawahapaka’s seeing perhaps 
the proper status for snaring that man-
eating shark, that is indeed when he 
ordered some men who were prepared 
for their task, …’ 
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a. ka  manawa  ona   i kauoha  aku  ai  

the time  3sg=ø-Gen-o PRF order  thither AI  
 

i  kekahi  mau  känaka … 
Acc another  pl people 
‘the time that he ordered some men …’ 
 

As for the data in (7.22), the predicate of the relative clause repeated in (7.22a) is 

kauoha ‘order’.  This kauoha event is foreground information because this kauoha event 

affects the narrative by moving the story into a new context in which these men were to 

carry out the task that they were prepared for.  Moreover, the GS ona !he’ is agentive, 

independent, and definite.   However, the GS in (7.22a) is o-class.  This data illustrates 

that o-class is the unmarked form because o-class GSs occur in both background and 

foreground information.  Perhaps the o-class GS is used here to minimize the agency of 

the A argument within the narrative context, given that the word paha ‘perhaps’ above 

illustrates that the author was not completely sure of the factuality of what he was 

saying.16   

7.3.3 Summary of §7.3 

The findings in §7.3 illustrate findings similar to those in §7.2, that a-class GSs 

are used in foreground information to implicate that the actor’s action within the 

narrative affected the progression of the narrative.   

                                                
16 An interesting inquiry would be whether o-class is used in instances such as those found in (7.22) to 
minimize agency.  By not specifying the agent in this example of foreground information as such with a-class is, 
arguably, a means by which the author minimized the agency and/or essentiality of the GS.  (See Ahearn (2001) 
and Duranti (2004) for discussions on agency, particularly the minimization thereof.) 
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7.4 Findings 
7.4.1 A-class usage 

The findings above illustrate that a-class GSs occurred in foreground information.  A-

class marked GSs indicate that the actions of the referent of the GS were essential to the 

success of the event, which means that the action of the referent of the GS somehow affected 

the narrative progression.  Thus, the phrase essential to success of the event as used above 

indicates that the agent’s action was essential not only to the event itself, but also essential to 

the event’s effectiveness in the context of the narrative.   

Specifying agency is, therefore, a pragmatic and discourse issue in Hawaiian.  The use 

of a-class in Hawaiian discourse narrative structure is determined by the speaker’s need to 

implicate and/or indicate that some entity is acting in the foreground of the story, and that 

this a-class marked GS should be understood as having effect on the narrative’s progression 

along temporal lines.   

7.4.2 O-class usage 
The hypothesis put forward here in this dissertation is that o-class is the unmarked 

genitive class.  The advantage of this claim in comparison to Wilson’s claim that “sufferers” 

and “non-controllers” are marked with o-class is that the present theory allows for o-class GS 

in all subject categories, whether the argument is agentive in foreground information or not.  

Moreover, Wilson (1979a:119) was forced to claim in his discussion of a-class selection that a 

GS that should be a-class in his theory is “optionally replaced” by o-class in oblique relative 

clauses.  The proposal that o-class is unmarked allows for o-class to be used with more than 
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just sufferers, non-controllers, and locations.  In this approach, we expect to find o-class GSs 

in all GS categories, and as we have seen, the data support this position, e.g., see (7.22) above.   

7.4.3 Other indices of foreground information 
There were three other indices of foregrounded information discussed above.  These 

were ua, këia, and nei.  Ua marks information as perfective and/or inceptive.  Ua is both a 

verbal marker and a determiner.17  In the discussion above, we claimed that ua, as an 

inceptive marker, marks new and/or essential information.  The determiner këia ‘this’ is 

claimed to be a centrality-marking demonstrative. Similarly, nei is also a centrality-marking 

demonstrative.  However, nei is postposed to the phrasal head.  We illustrated above that këia 

and nei were used to indicate that the phrase is central, or focalized, in the narrative context.  

Hence, these centrality markers are used in narrative discourse to indicate foreground 

narrative information. 

7.4.4 S = O Ambitransitive: a look at waiho ‘be remaining’ 
The relative clauses found in (7.23) and (7.24) below both contain the predicate 

waiho ‘left, remain’ in their respective relative clauses.  Waiho is translated by Pukui and 

Elbert as “to leave, lay or put down, … file, deposit, …” (1986:378).  Pukui and Elbert’s 

translations of waiho are all transitive notions.  The reason that the waiho tokens found in 

(7.23) and (7.24) are included here is because these tokens of waiho occur in monadic 

clauses and the S arguments correspond to the patient O arguments of transitive uses of 

                                                
17 The verb marker and demonstrative determiner ua is polysemous.  I classify ua as one morpheme that is used 
in two distinct syntactic phrases, i.e., as a verbal marker and as a determiner, because the pragmatic and 
discourse function is similar in both VPs and NPs.   
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waiho.  The intransitive usages of the waiho lexemes in the data provided in (7.23) and (7.24) 

below are examples of ambitransitive uses.  Dixon (1994, 2010) and Dixon and Aikenvald 

(2000) refer to canonical transitives of this type as used intransitively S = O ambitransitive.  

The text in (7.23) involves Kamapua‘a, the focal character of the narrative and his 

grandmother returning to their home at Pu‘uokapolei.  The backstory is that Kamapua‘a’s 

brother recently commited suicide and his corpse remained in a separate dwelling on their 

family’s parcel.18  As soon as Kamapua‘a arrives there, he immediately goes to the brother’s 

corpse and laments.  Restated in (7.23a) is the NP ka hale o ke kaikua‘ana i waiho ai ‘the 

house in which the brother remained’ which contains the o-class GS o ke kaikua‘ana ‘ø-Gen-o 

the brother’.  The GS would seem to be more patient-like than agentive, and therefore, an o-

class GS is expected given the findings that all patient GSs are o-class, which was captured in 

MAXIM 2, as well as the GS Class Selection Continuum in Chapter 6.  Moreover, in the 

context of this chapter, the reader knows that the brother’s body being left at the family’s 

residence was previously mentioned and/or subsidiary information, and, thus, not foreground 

information that affected the narrative’s moving forward.  In (7.23) the phrases këia oli ‘ana a 

ke kupuna wahine ona ‘this chanting by his grandmother’ and ko ia nei hele akula nö këia ‘he 

immediately went’ are both foreground information.   

                                                
18 Kahiolo, the author of the text cited in (7.23), wrote that Kamapua‘a’s older brother, Kekelei‘aikü, hung 
himself along with another kahuna ‘priest’, Lonoawohi, because they thought that Kamapua‘a was killed by Pele, 
Kamapua‘a’s nemesis (1998:34).  Kekelei‘aikü’s body was left in the pü‘o‘a, a ceremonial pyramid shaped 
structure. 
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7.23. A pau këia oli ‘ana a ke kupuna wahine ona, hiki läua nei i ka hale i Pu‘uokapolei, a 
ku‘u ka hä‘awe a ke kupuna wahine.  Ko ia nei hele akula nö këia a ka hale o ke 
kaikua‘ana i waiho ai.  E waiho ana nö ke kino, lälau akula ‘o ia, a häpai maila a luna 
o kona ‘ühä.  Uë ihola ia, me kona kaukau iho ma loko o ke oli penei:  
(Kahiolo 1998:52) 

 
A pau këia oli ‘ana a ke kupuna wahine ona, 
hiki läua nei i ka hale i Pu‘uokapolei, a ku‘u 
ka hä‘awe a ke kupuna wahine.  Ko ia nei 
hele akula nö këia a ka hale o ke kaikua‘ana i 

waiho ai.  E waiho ana nö ke kino; lälau 
akula ‘o ia, a häpai maila a luna o kona ‘ühä.  
Uë ihola ia, me kona kaukau iho ma loko o 
ke oli penei: 
 

‘When this chanting by his 
grandmother was finished, they 
[focalized, foregrounded] reached the 
house in Pu‘uokapolei, and dropped off 
the grandmother’s sack.  He 
immediately went unto the house 
where the older-brother remained.  The 
body was remaining; he grabbed it, and 
lifted upon his thighs.  He cried, with 
his lamenting inside of the chant thus:’ 
 

a. ka hale o ke kaikua‘ana i waiho ai 
ka hale o ke kaikua‘ana  i waiho ai 
the  house ø-Gen-o the  older-sibling-same-sex Prf leave AI 

‘the house where the older brother was left (behind/alone)’  
 
The text in (7.24) is dialogue attributed to Kamapua‘a in explaining to a grandfather 

of his that he saw that this ‘ïlio ‘dog’ that was the antagonist at the time was indeed dead.  

Restated in (7.24a) is the NP kahi a ua ‘ïlio nei e waiho ana ‘the place where this [focalized, 

foregrounded] dog was remaining’ which contains the a-class GS a ua ‘ïlio nei ‘ø-Gen-a this 

[focalized, foregrounded] dog’.  The text in (7.24a) is potentially the one counter example to 

MAXIM 2: PAT GS Effect.  Recall that in Chapter 6 we illustrated that the S arguments of S = 

O ambitransitive uses are different than stative and ‘ia marked predicates; the S arguments of 

S = O ambitransitives are less patient-like than S arguments of stative and ‘ia marked 

predicates.  The reason is that monadic waiho ‘remain’ is understood as an event of action in 
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Hawaiian.  Thus, the S argument could be interpreted as performing within the scenario.  

Therefore, the S argument is qualified to be marked with an a-class GS, and, thus, this waiho 

token is not a counter example to MAXIM 2: PAT GS Effect. 

However, as the data have illustrated thus far, a-class GSs generally occur in 

foreground information.  Thus, we can explain the a-class GS in (7.24a) by illustrating that 

the context in which the text occurred was foreground information.  We know that the 

information is foreground in (7.24) because Kamapua‘a’s coming upon this ‘ïlio is 

information that moves the narrative forward.  The author also used other foreground 

information indices in the data set, viz., the inceptive marker ua and the postposed centrality-

marker demonstrative nei, in combination with the a-class GS.   

7.24. Nolaila, ua alualu aku nei wau mahope o ua ilio la, a hiki i ke kahawai o Kaukaonahua, 
a ua holo aku nei ua ilio la i ke kuahiwi me kona mama nui, aka, ua lilo nae ia mama 
ona i mea ole, mamuli o kona holo pupule loa, ua pau loa ia kona aho, ua holo oia a 
moe okoa i ke kula. 
I ko’u hiki ana aku i kahi a ua ilio nei e waiho ana, ua ike koke iho la wau i ke ano o 
ka ilio, ua lele loa kona hanu hope loa mai iaia aku. 
(Mea Unuhi Moolelo, Augate 20, 1891) 
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No laila, ua alualu aku nei wau ma hope o ua 
‘ïlio lä, ä hiki i ke kahawai ‘o Kaukaonähua, a 
ua holo aku nei ua ‘ïlio lä i ke kuahiwi me 
kona mämä nui, akä, ua lilo na‘e ia mämä ona 
i mea ‘ole, ma muli o kona holo püpule loa, 
ua pau loa ‘ia kona aho, ua holo ‘o ia a moe 
‘oko‘a i ke kula. 
 

‘Therefore, I then chased after that 
[foreground] dog, until the stream 
named Kaukaonähua, that 
[foreground] dog then ran to the 
mountain with his great speed, but this 
speed of his became nothing, because 
of his very crazy running, his breath 
was completely taken, he ran and laid 
exhausted in the fields.’ 
 

I ko‘u hiki ‘ana aku i kahi a ua ‘ïlio nei e 

waiho ana, ua ‘ike koke ihola wau i ke ‘ano o 
ka ‘ïlio, ua lele loa kona hanu hope loa mai iä 
ia aku. 
 

‘Upon my arrival to the place where 
this [focalized, foregrounded] dog was 
remaining, I quickly noticed the status 
of the dog, his final breath departed 
from him.’ 
 

a. kahi a ua ilio nei e waiho ana 
kahi   a  ua  ilio  nei  e  waiho   ana 
the+place ø-Gen-a Prf dog near Imp leave/remain Imp 

‘the place where this [focalized, foregrounded] dog was remaining' 
 
In summary of (7.23) and (7.24), both GSs discussed were patientive (not necessarily 

true patients like those of statives and ‘ia marked “passives”) and both referred to corpuses.  

However, because the narrative information in (7.24) is foreground, the GS is a-class.   

7.4.5 Nominalization and relative clause usage in narrative discourse 
In combining the present analysis that a-class GSs are used to indicate foreground 

information and that the rates of a-class tokens are much greater in the relative clause corpus 

in comparison to the nominalization corpus (recall Chapter 5, §5.2), relative clauses, thus, 

are used more often in foreground information than nominalizations are.  Nominalizations 

including ‘ana in Hawaiian are used most often in backgrounding information.   
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7.5 MAXIM 3: A-class Genitive Subject Effect 
The data illustrate to this point that a-class GS are (a) minimally actors within some 

event scenario, and are (b) used by Hawaiian authors to mark essential actors that affect the 

progression of their respective narratives along temporal lines.  Thus, MAXIM 3 A-class 

Genitive Subject Effect is proposed.   

MAXIM 3: A-CLASS GS EFFECT: (A) AN A-CLASS GENITIVE IS USED TO REPRESENT THE AGENTIVE 

SUBJECT OF A SCENARIO AND/OR EVENT; AND (B) AN A-CLASS GENITIVE MARKED 

PHRASE IS UNDERSTOOD AS ESSENTIAL AND EFFECTIVE INFORMATION IN A 

COMMUNICATIVE ACT. 
7.6 Conclusions 

In the analyses provided above, the data illustrated that a-class GSs were used to 

indicate foreground information and o-class GS were used in background information.  The 

key defining properties for a-class GS selection in narratives are that the GS is (a) agentive, 

i.e., has one or more Proto-Agent properties, and (b) affects the progression of the narrative.  

If these two properties are present, then a-class may be used to indicate that the action(s) of 

some GS is essential to the narrative progression.  The data set provided in (7.24) illustrate 

that an a-class GS can also be used for GS S of an S = O ambitransitive, if the GS is part of 

narrative foreground information.  We also saw in (7.22) that some o-class GS occur in 

foreground contexts.  This finding illustrates that o-class is the unmarked class, supporting 

the hypothesis presented here that the Hawaiian genitive classes are not dichotomous, 

because o-class GSs occur in all GS categories, and a-class is far less likely to occur in all GS 

categories.   
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Chapter 8 
 

Concluding thoughts and further applications 
8.0 Introduction 

This Chapter will summarize the findings discussed in previous chapters and take the 

argument forward.  In §8.1.2, a sample analysis is provided of how MAXIM 3 and the GS Class 

Selection Continuum can be applied to the genitive class selection in possessive 

constructions.  In §8.1.4, cultural scripts are proposed for how speakers of Hawaiian interpret 

and use a- and o-class genitives.   

8.1 Overview and discussion of the major research findings 
This dissertation’s primary focus was to analyze a- and o-class selection of genitive 

case subjects (i.e., GS) of nominalizations and relative clauses.  There are two hypotheses 

presented throughout this dissertation.  These two hypotheses are restated in (8.1) and (8.2) 

below.  

8.1. The a- and o-class GS system is not dichotomous.  O-class is the unmarked class and 
a-class is the marked class. 

 
8.2. A-class marks GS as (a) agentive within some event of action, and (b) essential to the 

success of the event.  
 

In Chapters 5, 6, and 7 we find that o-class GSs occur in all syntactic and semantic GS 

categories that were analyzed and that a-class only occurs in the categories that contain an 

agentive GS, where agentive means that an argument has one or more Proto-Agent properties 

(Dowty 1991).  Moreover, the findings in Chapter 7 illustrate that a-class is used when the 

action of the GS’s referent is central, i.e., foreground, in the narrative context.  These findings 
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support the hypotheses restated in (8.1) and (8.2) above because (a) o-class occurs in all GS 

categories, illustrating that it is the unmarked category, and a-class occurs in a limited set of 

categories, illustrating that it is the marked category, and (b) all A or S arguments marked 

with a-class were agentive.  The findings from Chapter 7 illustrate that a-class GSs are used in 

Hawaiian narrative discourse structure to indicate that the A or S argument marked by a-class 

is essential to not only the described event itself, but also the narrative progression.  That is, 

a-class GSs are employed in Hawaiian narratives to implicate that the a-class marked A or S 

argument is foreground information in the narrative.  

8.1.1 MAXIMs: Generalizations from the data 

There were three maxims proposed in this dissertation.  These maxims are MAXIM 1: 

Object Relative Clause Effect, MAXIM 2: PAT GS Effect, and MAXIM 3: A-class GS Effect.  

MAXIM 1, and to some extent MAXIM 2, are restatements of previous findings made by other 

scholars of Hawaiian (Alexander 1891, Wilson 1976, Elbert and Pukui 1979, Hawkins 2000, 

Cabral 2004).  MAXIM 1 captures the generalization that GSs of object relative clauses are a-

class at a very high rate, i.e., 98% in this study and similarly in Cabral’s master’s thesis.  

MAXIM 2 captures the generalization that all GSs that carry the patient semantic role are o-

class.  MAXIM 1 applies at the syntactic interface prior to MAXIMs 2 and 3.   

MAXIM 2 differs from previous claims about PAT GS in that the claim made here is 

that PAT GSs do not qualify to be marked with a-class because PAT GSs are not agentive.  

Wilson (1976) claimed that sufferers are marked with o-class and controllers with a-class, 
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with exceptions that sometimes a-class is replaced with o-class.  The advantage of the 

position taken in MAXIM 2 is that there are no exceptions to this rule in traditional Hawaiian.  

Except, of course, for the one token of S = O ambitransitive discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 

that contained an a-class GS.  However, S = O ambitransitives are argued to not have true 

patient S arguments similar to patient S arguments of stative predicates and predicates that 

occur with ‘ia.  Therefore, a-class GS selection is allowed with S = O ambitransitives in 

Hawaiian.   

MAXIM 3 captures the generalization that an a-class GS is specified as one that is (a) 

minimally an actor within its described event/scenario, and (b) essential to the success of the 

event.  In analyzing the data through pragmatics and discourse, we found in Chapter 7 that a-

class GSs are GSs referring to characters whose action and/or presence is essential in moving 

the narrative along temporal lines.  Thus, choosing to mark a GS with a-class suggests that 

the argument is essential to (a) the success of the event depicted by the predicate and/or (b) 

the success of the utterance in a narrative context to move the narrative forward along its 

temporal line(s). 

8.1.2 Thoughts on the findings 

The findings in Chapter 5 lead to and support the findings reported in Chapter 6, 

where we considered semantic factors involved in GS class selection.  In line with Wilson’s 

initial control theory, we found in Chapter 6 that GSs carrying the agent semantic role had 

both the highest amounts and the highest rates of a-class GS tokens.  Thus, it is proposed that 
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all a-class GSs must be agentive.  In connecting back to Chapter 5, GS A arguments are all 

agentive in terms of Dowty’s Proto-Agent properties, and this is the reason that A arguments 

had the highest amounts and rates of a-class GS.   

Moreover, we also found in Chapter 6 that all (but arguably one of the) GSs carrying 

the patient semantic role are o-class in our corpora.  This generalization was called MAXIM 2: 

PAT GS Effect.  True PAT GSs, i.e., S arguments of stative and ‘ia marked predicates, do not 

carry Proto-Agent properties.  Therefore, PAT GSs do not have the necessary agency to 

trigger the use of an a-class GS.  MAXIM 3: A-class GS Effect predicts that agentive GSs are the 

only GS type that allows a-class marking and that by marking with a-class, a GS is 

understood as essential within a narrative context.  Recall that Wilson’s analysis is that a- and 

o-class have a dichotomous relationship (1976a:44).  The argument here is that the a- and o-

class relationship is not dichotomous; a-class is the marked form and o-class is the unmarked 

form.  Thus, if an agentive argument qualifies for a-class marking (e.g., part of narrative 

essential and/or foreground information), then the author/speaker has the choice to mark a 

GS with a-class.  If an argument does not qualify to be marked with a-class (e.g., PAT GS 

and/or narrative background information do not qualify for a-class marking), then the 

author/speaker does not have that choice.   

In Chapter 6, the GS Class Selection Continuum was proposed.  This continuum 

illustrates that (a) the notional relationship between patient and agent is not dichotomous, 

but a gradual continuum and that (b) the more agentive a GS is, the more viable candidate it 
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is for a-class GS selection.  Chart 6.13 in Chapter 6 illustrates the probability of the GS Class 

Selection Continuum because the more agentive the GS category is, i.e., the more Proto-

Agent like the GS category is, the higher the rates of a-class GS. 

Chapter 7 considered pragmatic and discourse factors in a- and o-class GS selection in 

data that were not subject to, and therefore cannot be explained by, either MAXIMs 1 or 2.  

The major argument in Chapter 7 is that an a-class GS is a tool for an author to use as a 

means to implicate to his/her addressee that the GS within some event depicted by a predicate 

is foreground information and is essential to the progression of the narrative.  This finding 

was illustrated by analyzing text samples containing GSs.  It was demonstrated that a-class 

GSs often co-occur with other morpho-syntactic elements that are indicative of foreground 

information, such as the demonstrative nei and inceptive aspect marker ua.  Importantly, it 

was found that when a single predicate has both a- and o-class GS tokens, nominalizations 

and relative clauses that contained a-class GSs occur in foreground information and those 

with o-class are generally part of background information.  Another finding that is important 

to the argument that a-class GSs are the marked forms and o-class GS are the unmarked 

forms is that agentive o-class GSs occur in foregrounded contexts as well, thus illustrating 

that o-class GSs occur in both foreground and background information.  

Hopper and Thompson (1980) claim that transitive clauses occurred most in 

foreground information.  As shown in Chapters 5 and 6, the categories that contained the 

highest amounts and rates of a-class GS are the (a) A argument category, and (b) the GS 
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categories that are more agentive, i.e. GS A and AGT GS S.  The combination of Hopper and 

Thompson’s findings and those in Chapter 7 suggest that foreground information is the 

primary factor that triggers the use of an a-class GS, where transitivity (i.e., A argument 

status) and agency are by products of foregroundness.  Thus, the findings in Chapters 5 and 6 

are indicative of the foreground status, and therefore, not the result of argument type or 

agency, per se.  The pragmatic and discourse needs determine whether or not a GS is a-class, 

if and only if the semantic requirement of minimally being the grammatical subject of some 

event of action, and, therefore, agentive, is met.  

Therefore, the GS Class Selection Continuum proposed in Chapter 6 can be 

interpreted as reflecting the correlation between the degree of agency and the likelihood of 

being part of foregrounded information.  The more foregrounded the information is, the more 

likely the GS will be a-class, i.e., the more toward the a-class end of the continuum; and the 

more backgrounded the information is, the less likely the GS will be a-class.  Hence, the 

context free analyses found in Chapters 5 and 6 are unable to account for a- and o-class GS 

selection alone because a-class GS selection is context dependent, requiring the proper 

pragmatic needs and discourse conditions.   

The argument here is that narrative context created by telling a story and the 

pragmatic needs to communicate foreground versus background information are co-

constructed.  In connection to a- and o-class GS selection, lexical items are chosen because of 

their semantics and the ways that those lexical items serve the pragmatic and discourse needs 
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of the author and the narrative context.  That is, narrative context, inclusive of pragmatic 

needs and discourse grammar, determines the lexical choice and how the functors (or 

arguments) are grammaticized.  For example, the difference between choosing either ki‘i ‘get’ 

or loa‘a ‘be gotten’ is an issue of pragmatics; the meaning differences are semantic.  Both ki‘i 

and loa‘a can be used to capture a single real life event.  However, ki‘i is used to highlight the 

agent A argument, and loa‘a is used to highlight the patient S argument.  If a speaker chooses 

ki‘i in a narrative context building adverbial nominalization phrase, e.g., i kona/käna ki‘i ‘ana i 

ke kälä ‘when s/he got the money’, there is another choice to be made, i.e., an a- or o-class GS.  

This decision is an issue of pragmatics, not of semantics.   

8.1.3 Expanding on MAXIM 3 and the GS Class Selection System 
8.1.3.1 Foreground and background added to the GS Class Selection System 

As mentioned above, the GS Class Selection Continuum is influenced by pragmatic 

and discourse factors as well as the semantic roles carried by the GS.  In connecting Hopper 

and Thompson’s findings, a correlation becomes clear between MAXIM 3 and the GS Class 

Selection Continuum.  That is, foreground information is where agentive subjects are a-class, 

and the more agentive a GS is, the more viable candidate it is to be a-class.  Therefore, we 

should adjust the claim of the GS Class Selection Continuum to include a background-

foreground distinction as well.  Thus, the GS Class Selection Continuum is restated below in 

(8.3).  Notice that starting from the left, background information correlates with PAT GS, i.e., 

GS of stative and passivized predicates, and foreground information correlates with agentive 

GS, i.e., GS of intransitive (denoting an action) and transitive predicates.  This version of the 
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GS Class Selection Continuum indicates that a background–foreground continuum, i.e., the 

importance of the utterance about some event to the progression of the message being 

communicated by the speaker, goes hand-in-hand with the semantic role of the A or S 

argument.  

8.3. GS Class Selection Continuum 
 

Background        Foreground 

PAT GS S  EXP GS S and A  AGT GS S and A 

`  o-class        a-class  

 

8.1.3.2 Applying MAXIM 3 and the GS Class Selection Continuum to genitive possession 

As Wilson explained in his 1976 master’s thesis, a- and o-class selection in possessive 

constructions is more set and/or constant than that of genitive case subjects of 

nominalizations and relative clauses.  In Chapter 6, §6.6.1, we applied the GS Class Selection 

Continuum to Wilson’s location hypothesis and found that if a-class genitives must be in 

some way agentive, then genitive case possessors holding a locational relationship with the 

possessed, e.g., ko‘u hale ‘my house’, do not qualify for a-class marking because locational 

relationships are non-agentive ones.  

Let us consider some data analyzed in Wilson’s thesis under his initial control 

hypothesis and reanalyze them again under the agentive hypothesis being presented here.  

Wilson (1976a:81–2) argues that the reason why the possessors in (8.4) through (8.7) are 
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marked with a-class is because the possessors control the initiation of the possessive relationship 

in some way.   

8.4. ka‘u keiki  ‘my child’ 
8.5. ka‘u mo‘opuna ‘my grandchild’ 
8.6. ka‘u wahine  ‘my wife’ 
8.7. ka‘u käne  ‘my husband’ 
 

The claim that a-class specifies agentiveness forces us to say that the possessors in 

these possessive relationships provided in (8.4) through (8.7) are agentive in some way.  

Again, agentive here is defined in terms of Proto-Agent properties.  That is, if a possessor, for 

example, has causal effect on the possessed, then an a-class possessive is required.  This is 

different, however, from Wilson’s control hypothesis in that (a) agentive is not limited to 

initiating the possessive relationship and (b) agentive is defined in terms of particular 

properties held by possessors that qualify entities as either agentive or not, as suggested by, 

but not limited to, Dowty (1991).   

All these relationships provided in (8.4) through (8.7) involve the possessors acting in 

a way that maximizes the success of these relationships.  For example, (8.4) contains the 

phrase ka‘u keiki ‘my child’.  The possessor is agentive in that the possessor is the caregiver of 

the child.  Hawaiian grammaticizes this semantic aspect of the relationship by marking the 

possessor with a-class.  The approach taken here is different than Wilson’s notion that the 

individuals’ control in making children is the reason why the possessive is a-class (ibid.) 

because this does not explain why ka‘u keiki hanauna ‘my nephew’ or ka‘u kaikamahine 
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hanauna ‘my niece’ are a-class.1  Wilson (1976a:92) claims that through analogy with the 

lexical item keiki, keiki hanauna is possessed with a-class.  However, as a makua, or a “parent, 

any relative of parents’ generation” (Pukui and Elbert 1986:230), of these keiki hanauna and 

kaikamahine hanauna, I too share the burden of rearing these children.  Thus, because I am a 

makua to ka‘u mau keiki hanauna ‘my nephews and nieces’, I hold an essential agentive 

relationship in the development of these children, and this is why I possess them with a-class.  

As for spouses, e.g., (8.6) and (8.7), spouses are possessed with a-class because spouses are 

supposed to care and provide for one another.  Thus, each spouse holds agency in the 

relationship. 

Parents, grandparents, and ancestors, in comparison to children, grandchildren, and 

descendants, are possessed with o-class because the possessors (i.e., the children, 

grandchildren, and descendants) are not responsible for rearing those who have come before.  

For example, consider (8.8) and (8.9) below.  The possessors are ko‘u ‘my, o-class’ in both. 

8.8. ko‘u makua käne ‘my father’ 
8.9. ko‘u kupuna käne ‘my grandfather’ 

 
Make ‘dead’ is a stative verb in Hawaiian, which means that the S argument holds a 

true patient semantic role.  When the patientive argument possesses make, the possessive is 

always o-class, e.g., (8.10) below.  This generalization is captured above as MAXIM 2: PAT GS 

Effect.  However, when the possessor holds an agentive role in the make scenario, causing the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Subsequently, this analysis is not in support of an a-class = alienable analysis either (see Schütz et al. 2005). 
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state of make, the possessor is marked with a-class, e.g., (8.11).  Wilson accounts for these 

types of couplets in (8.10) and (8.11) by saying that the manö in (8.10) is a non-controller 

and a controller in (8.11).  When applying MAXIM 3 to these data, the claim is that the 

possessive in (8.11) is a-class because the possessive is specified as agentive.  Moreover, in 

the context of a narrative a phrase similar to that in (8.11) would be interesting, ear/eye 

catching, and/or used to indicate that this information is important to the narrative’s 

progression (i.e., the latter portion of MAXIM 3 concerning essentialness of a-class marked 

GSs).  Hence, when plotting (8.10) on the GS Class Selection Continuum, the plot would be 

more left the on background/patientive side, and when plotting (8.11) on the GS Class 

Selection Continuum, the plot would be more left toward the foreground/agentive side. 2 

8.10. ka make o ka manö ‘the death of the shark’ 
8.11. ka make a ka manö ‘the death by the shark’ 
 

As it is not the contention here to analyze genitive class selection in possessive uses, 

we can see that if we apply the concept of agency to a-class possessives, there seems to be 

hope for the hypothesis.  An advantage that MAXIM 3 has over the control hypothesis is that 

there is no need for Wilson’s locational hypothesis, and in connection to kinship terms there 

is no need to claim analogy amongst the lexical items keiki and keiki hanauna.  However, 

more research is needed in this area.   

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 The data in (8.11) illustrates an example of an S = A ambitransitive. 
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8.1.4 Cultural Scripts for a- and o-class selection and interpretation 
The purpose of this section is to establish a base theory of how a Hawaiian speaker 

distinguishes a- and o-class genitive usage.  To understand how a group of people commonly 

understand some concept, we need a method to capture such generalizations.  Cultural 

scripts are used in ethnopragmatics to capture such generalizations.  Goddard (2006:5) 

explains cultural scripts by writing: 

One of the key techniques for ethnopragmatic description … is the “cultural script”.  
Essentially, this refers to a statement – framed largely or entirely within the non-
ethnocentric metalanguage of semantic primes – of some particular attitude, 
evaluation, or assumption which is hypothesised to be widely known and shared 
among people of a given speech community.  

A cultural script is proposed here, which describes the process through which a 

speaker of Hawaiian knows that the referent of the genitive is agentive in a given scenario 

when an a-class genitive is used.  Provided in (8.12) below is a Hawaiian cultural script for a-

class genitives in line with the position proposed above.  Provided in (8.13) is another 

cultural script to illustrate how o-class genitives are interpreted.  The difference between 

(8.12) and (8.13) is that in (8.12), because of an a-class genitive, a speaker of Hawaiian 

knows that the referent of the genitive is agentive.  However, in (8.13), because o-class 

genitives are not specified as agentive, the usage of o-class genitives at times creates 

ambiguity. 
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8.12. A Hawaiian cultural script for a-class genitives 
people think like this: 
if I hear an a-class genitive,  
it means that the referent of the genitive phrase is 

agentive and/or is essential to its scenario 
because of this I interpret the a-class genitive in 

expressions like 
“ka‘u keiki” ‘my child’ 
to mean that the referent of the genitive, i.e., myself, 

holds the role of caregiver which entails that I provide 
essentialities, inclusive of my social beliefs of those 
essentialities as taught by my elders  

because of this I interpret the a-class genitive in 
expressions like 

“ka make a ka manö” ‘the shark’s death’ (however, it is 
interpreted more like ‘the one killed by the shark’) 

to mean that the referent of the genitive is agentive and, 
thus, played a volitional role in the event and caused 
the state of the head lexeme under its own volition 

because of this I interpret the a-class genitive in 
expressions like 

“‘a‘ohe a‘u hele” ‘I did not go’ 
to mean that the event and it’s a-class marked agent 

represented in the genitive case is distinct, 
individuated,  and/or not general 

because of this I interpret the a-class genitive in 
expressions like 

“ka hale a‘u i hele ai” ‘the house that I went to’ 
to mean that the S of the relative clause is specified as 

having one or more of the following properties; control, 
causation, sentient, volitional, and/or movement, i.e., 
agentive, as well as perhaps be essential to the success 
of the event and/or its utterance as foreground 
information. 
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8.13. A Hawaiian cultural script for o-class genitives 
people think like this: 
If I hear an o-class genitive, 
It means that the referent of the genitive is not specified 

as agentive  
because of this I interpret the o-class genitive in 

expressions like 
“ko‘u makuahine” ‘my mother’ 
to mean that the referent of the genitive is not specified 

as agentive, thus may be subordinated to the mother, not 
necessarily needing to provide the essentialities and the 
social beliefs entailed in those essentialities  

because of this I interpret the o-class genitive in 
expressions like 

“ka make o ka manö” ‘the shark’s death’ 
to mean that the referent of the genitive is not specified 

as agentive, thus likely has causal telic effects as 
described by the head lexeme, with a minimal chance that 
the referent of the genitive is the causer (i.e., agent) 
of the head lexeme 

because of this I interpret the o-class genitive in 
expressions like 

“‘a‘ohe o‘u hele’” ‘I do not go’ 
to mean that the referent of the genitive is not specified 

as agentive, thus is general, not necessarily distinct or 
individuated  

because of this I interpret the o-class genitive in 
expressions like 

“ka hale o‘u i hele ai” ‘the house that I went to’ 
to mean that the referent of the genitive is not specified 

as agentive, thus it can be interpreted as general, not 
necessarily distinct or individuated from the hele event, 
background to other foregrounded information 

 
There are two phrase sets of comparison found in (8.12) and (8.13) in which the 

genitive phrases are subjects of events.  Those two phrases are the phrases found in (8.14), 

(8.15) (8.16) and (8.17) below.  (8.14) and (8.16) contain complete sentences.  The predicate 
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of these sentences is the sentence initial negative, ‘a‘ohe, which is also used to mean zero.  

The second phrase is the first person singular pronominal GS, which is a-class in (8.14) and 

o-class in (8.15).  The final phrase contains the lexeme hele ‘go’.  (8.14) and (8.14) differ only 

in genitive class of the GS.     

8.14. ‘a‘ohe  a‘u   hele 
Neg 1sg=ø-Gen-a go 

‘I didn’t go.’ and/or ‘I wouldn’t go.’  

8.15. ‘a‘ohe  o‘u   hele 
Neg 1sg=ø-Gen-o go 

‘I do not go.’  and/or ‘I would not go.’  

The interpretational difference between (8.14) and (8.15) indicates that the a-class GS 

in (8.14) individuates the action performed by the agentive S argument of hele, meaning that 

the speaker, by using a-class, specifies that the event denoted by the nominal was specific, 

perhaps a one time occurrence.  The a-class usage in (8.14) could also be interpreted as the 

speaker specifying that s/he chose or chooses (similar to control) not to hele.  (8.14) could 

also be interpreted as ‘I would never go’.  If (8.14) were intended to mean ‘I would never go’, 

the a-class GS would imply that the speaker is using the a-class to individuate him/her-self, 

emphasizing his/her volition and/or sentience in the event.  If I were using (8.14) to mean ‘I 

would never go’, I would also use a strong inflection, expressing my strong position.   

The o-class usage in (8.15) is generally understood as not specific in terms of 

individuation and/or choice.  Hence, (8.15) could be interpreted as similar in meaning to 

(8.14), but could also mean that the hele event is more general, as if saying ‘I have never 
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gone’.   (8.14) could also be interpreted as ‘I have never gone’.  However, the agent would be 

more individuated and/or emphasized.  In connecting back to the results from Chapter 7, the 

pragmatic and discourse differences between (8.14) and (8.15) are that a-class is used to 

indicate foreground information within a narrative context by specifying an agent as 

individuated and affective.   

The data in (8.16) and (8.17) contain nearly identical NPs that include relative clauses 

that differ only in the genitive class of the GS.  Similar pragmatic and discourse distinctions 

are also expected between (8.16) and (8.17).  Thus, (8.16) with its a-class GS would be used 

in specific and/or foreground information within the narrative.  (8.17) with its o-class GS 

would be used more broadly, more generally in neutral and/or backgrounding contexts.   

8.16. ka  hale  a‘u   i  hele  ai 
the house 1sg=ø-Gen-a Prf go AI 

‘the house that I went to’ or ?‘the house that I came from’ 

8.17. ka  hale  o‘u   i  hele  ai 
the house 1sg=ø-Gen-o Prf go AI 

‘the house that I went to’ or ‘the house that I came from’ 

8.2 Contributions 
8.2.1 Hawaiian linguistic inquiry 

The study of a- and o-class in Hawaiian has not been advanced and/or discussed 

critically for nearly forty years now.  The field of linguistics has progressed in those forty 

years through its dialogue and argumentation.  Wilson’s master’s thesis, completed in 1976, 

was a ground-breaking work that has been the foundation on which all genitive-class studies 

in Hawaiian have been based.  To Wilson’s credit, he gave much pragmatic information 
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supporting his claims.  However, his thesis did not provide sufficient, if any, analysis as to 

how a- and o-class is used in discourse.  We suggest here that by analyzing GS class selection 

in narrative context we find that a-class GSs are used to progress narratives along their 

temporal lines, as an indicator of foreground information.   

8.2.2 Hawaiian Pedagogy 

As an instructor of Hawaiian, I know the difficulty in teaching a- and o-class in 

general to students.  The findings in this dissertation will provide a new theoretical approach 

to how the a- and o-class system could be taught by acknowledging the limits of teaching the 

system without context.  In considering pragmatic and discourse needs in pedagogy, 

Hawaiian language instructors will open the discussion of how other linguistic phenomena 

interact with genitive class selection and general narrative structure, e.g., the centrality 

markers këia ‘this’ and nei, as well as how the perfective/inceptive marker ua is used in 

Hawaiian discourse grammar.   

8.2.3 General linguistic inquiry 
The issue of a- and o-class selection and/or distribution has not been given ample 

treatment in linguistics.  Chung (1973) is likely the only comparative study of a- and o-class 

selection in nominalization.  Interestingly, Chung (1973:643) writes that a-class possessors 

are usually agentive and/or in control of the possessed.  She showed that the a- and o-class 

selection is essentially syntactically conditioned (e.g., Mäori and Tongan), neutral (i.e., only 

o-class in Tahitian), or essentially semantically conditioned (e.g., Pukapukan and Sämoan).  

Sämoan, as discussed in Chung (1973), illustrates a pattern similar to Hawaiian as described 
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here in that semantics is a factor in selecting a- or o-class GS.  However, Chung does not use 

pragmatic and discourse factors in her analysis as we have done here, nor does she consider 

GSs of relative clauses.  This study makes an important contribution in this respect and 

hopefully will inspire similar research in other Polynesian languages along the same lines. 

This dissertation also contributes to the broader field of linguistics in that it illustrates 

that linguistics stripped free of context is limited in what it can account for.  The context-free 

syntactic and semantic analyses provided in Chapters 5 and 6 yielded results that accounted 

for only a portion of the necessary knowledge required to be proficient in using the a- and o-

class GS selection system.  It was only after we considered how a- and o-class is used in 

context that we begin to realize the selection system’s dependency on pragmatic and 

discourse needs.   

8.3 Limitations 

The type of data analyzed here is an obvious limitation of this study because the data 

used here were gathered from written texts published on the average over one hundred years 

ago.  The data are limited in genre, inasmuch as all the data were extracted from narratives 

depicting the epic lives of two major Hawaiian heroes, namely Kamapua‘a and Kekühaupi‘o.  

The data were not extracted from other discourse genres, e.g., newspaper articles, personal 

letters between two or more people, etc.  The data are also limited because the data are 

textual, as written by the native speakers for their native speaking audiences.  That is, the 

corpora do not include data gathered from conversational Hawaiian.  The assumption here is 
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that the properties discussed above in a- and o-class GS selection are consistent, be it perhaps 

at varying degrees, across genres.  Perhaps future research will include other genres and test 

the hypotheses provided here against those data.  Moreover, the data do not consist of any 

tokens from the modern era.  Hence, there is no analysis in this dissertation of how a- and o-

class are being used today by predominantly speakers of what is termed as neo-Hawaiian 

(Nesmith 2003).  Another limitation is that this dissertation only considered GS, not all uses 

of the genitive case.  Future research should include testing the hypotheses provided here 

against possession data, similar to what was done in §8.1.3.2 above.   

8.4 Self-reflections 

Dissertation writing is a difficult process.  As a Native Hawaiian staying home to 

complete my Doctorate in Linguistics, I found it very difficult to stay on track.  Hence, this 

PhD is a 14-year project.  Some of the distractions for me particularly are (a) my family, and 

(b) my involvement and commitment to our Hawaiian community, specifically ‘ölelo Hawai‘i 

and the Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana.  As a father of two, the oldest being 14 now and the other 

9, and a dedicated husband, I often put my family’s needs before my own.  As a Protect 

Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana member since 1993, I have great kuleana within the Kaho‘olawe 

movement.  My kuleana could not be abandoned and left for another to do.  Thus is the path 

that was laid before me.  As our küpuna say, koho ‘ia ‘be (it) chosen’.  Our paths are laid 

before us to either fulfill or not.  The degree of completion determines the honor of our 

mo‘okü‘auhau ‘genealogy’, also the sum of who an individual is.  With this said, I hope that 
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the reader uses the findings in this dissertation to forward the dialogue on Hawaiian 

grammar.  As Hawaiian is the language that identifies us as who we are as Känaka Maoli, we 

must speak it and, to the best of ability, ensure that we pass on the ‘ölelo that our küpuna 

communicated in their indigenous ways.  The GS class selection system discussed in this 

dissertation illustrates one unique, distinct, linguistic tool with which our küpuna 

communicated their mo‘olelo.   

8.5 Welo akula i ka Mole ‘Olu o Lehua 3 

Ke ‘aui aku nei nö ‘o Känehoalani, napo‘o ana i ke ‘alihi lani lä o ke Komohana.  No laila, 

eia lä kahi kupa o ka Ua Pö‘aihale o Kahalu‘u ke ho‘i akula.  Ke hä‘awi aku nei kou mea käkau i 

kona aloha a mahalo palena ‘ole nö ho‘i i kona luna ho‘oponopono, ka mea näna i ho‘okele nei 

papahana ä hiki i kona hö‘ea ‘ana i këia pahu hopu nei, ‘o ia nö ‘o Polopeka Yuko Otsuka, PhD, a 

pëia pü me ku‘u köko‘olua, ku‘u wahine pili hemo ‘ole, ‘o ia nö ‘o Haili‘öpua, a me nä keiki a mäua, 

e like me ka ‘ölelo a ka po‘e kahiko, “ke ëwe o ku‘u ëwe, ke koko o ku‘u koko,” ‘o 

Kaipulaumakaniolono läua ‘o Kaneikoliakawahineika‘iukapuomua, a pëlä pü me ‘oe, e ka mea 

heluhelu.  Iä ‘oukou päkahi a pau ka welina ‘ana o ko‘u aloha.  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 As the dissertation opened in Hawaiian, so too it closes.   
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